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Singmarine Wins Contracts Worth $13 Million

Singmarine Industries, Ltd., through its wholly-owned subsidiary Singmarine Dockyard & Engineering, was awarded two contracts with a total value of $13 million to build three new vessels. One contract, worth $11.5 million, was from Keppel Smit Towage Pte. Ltd. for the construction of two harbor tugboats. The other contract is for the construction of an oil spill response vessel for Esso Singapore Ltd.
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A higher recovery rate without chemical pretreatment. A unique design that reduces scaling and eliminates fouling. Proven in over 700 merchant, military and commercial applications the patented Rochem Disc-Tube reverse osmosis system is the most advanced desalination equipment in the world. Call (33) 50202020 or fax (33) 50207567 to know more.
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Aquamaster - the true meaning of maneuverability
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Included in President Clinton's budget-cutting, tax-raising program is a new inland waterways fuel tax which would raise the existing tax of 17 cents per gallon to $1.19 per gallon by 1997. The increase in tax is scheduled to be phased in over four years, beginning in 1994 with a 10 cent/gallon hike, followed by increases of 15 cents in 1995, 20 cents in 1996 and 55 cents in 1997. The proposal would bring in an estimated $820 million over the four year period. This would bring in an estimated $820 million over the four year period.

"We have not paid fuel per year, you do the math," (We did, and it equals $59.5 million), Mr. Raskin said. "Obviously, it represents a large cost impact."

Currently, The American Waterways Operators (AWO) is preparing to fight the tax. The rationale for the tax is, reportedly, the Administration's belief that since the inland waterways system was built for commercial navigation benefits, they should pay all maintenance and operation costs. Because the increase is called a "user fee" and not a tax, the amount is classified as a savings and was not listed among the administration's $240 million in tax increases.

The AWO counters, claiming that the system was created for far more than navigation, but for multiple purposes such as flood control, irrigation, hydropower and municipal water supply. Those in the industry also claim the new tax will have more far reaching affects than just the barge industry. "With this added tax, our grain and coal exports will become non-competitive on the world market," Mr. Raskin claims. Mr. Buese concurs, saying the tax won't have the same ramifications on the carriers of petrochemical, chemical and refined products, as the competing modes of transport for these commodities are less price competitive. But he foresees serious ramifications for the carriers of agricultural products and coal.

Mr. Buese also predicts long term ramifications to the U.S.'s domestic economy. He reasons since such a large percentage of petrochemical and chemical shipments originate in the Gulf Coast region and travel upstream to manufacturers, the new tax will significantly impact the cost of raw materials delivered to the Midwest, which in turn will adversely affect consumer costs and ultimately, jobs.

AWO has already initiated a comprehensive strategy to battle the tax. Details of the program were recently delivered to AWO carrier and shipyard members. The AWO also communicated to three Cabinet Secretaries (Transportation, Treasury and Agriculture) the flaws in the increase and the potential consequences. AWO is currently forming a coalition of many other affected industries to add resources to its lobbying efforts.

"We see a tremendous inconsistency in the Administration," said Mr. Buese. "They are putting money into other modes of transportation (highways, rail), but taking money away from water transportation."

The White House has requested comments from the public on the proposed economic plan. It has set up a telephone number for remarks. Call (202) 456-1111 to voice your opinion.

Dear President Clinton...

This is a letter submitted by the AWO to Lloyd M. Bentsen, Secretary of the Treasury; Federico F. Pena, Secretary of Transportation; and Mike Espy, Secretary of Agriculture.

Americans are being asked to share in the task of equitably and responsibly reducing the soaring federal deficit. Yet the Administration's plan to impose a shocking 525 percent tax increase on the already heavily taxed inland waterway transportation industry is neither fair nor responsible. Such a stratospheric tax increase will injure America's inland waterway transportation system far beyond what I am sure is intended. However, its ravages will strike much further, to American consumers, to the heart of fairness, and to U.S. competitiveness in the international marketplace.

The inland waterways industry transports 15 percent of the nation's freight, over half of all export grain, a fourth of all coal and more than 30 percent of the nation's petroleum products. Our vessels deliver agricultural fertilizer to farmers, grain to food producers and export ports, building materials to construction sites, iron and steel to factories, coal to electric generating plants, home heating oil and gasoline to millions of Americans. The cargoes carried by this safe, efficient and incomparable transportation system also claim the new tax will have more far reaching affects than just the barge industry.

"We operate vessels on inland waterways, the coast and the ocean, and use about 35 million gallons of fuel per year," said Mark Buese, vice president, Houston-based Kirby Corp. "Of that, 23 million gallons would be subject to the inland waterways user fee. We now pay .17 cents per gallon, which of over $3.9 million per year. Under the new plan, our tax would rise to $27 million per year. The $23 million difference exceeds our pretax operating income.

We cooperate vessels on inland waterways, the coast and the ocean, and use about 35 million gallons of fuel per year," said Mr. Buese. "Of that, 23 million gallons would be subject to the inland waterways user fee. We now pay .17 cents per gallon, which of over $3.9 million per year. Under the new plan, our tax would rise to $27 million per year. The $23 million difference exceeds our pretax operating income.
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fuel efficient and largely invisible industry, go to all sectors of the American economy. The proposed tax would raise our vessels’ current fuel tax burden from .19 cents per gallon to $1.19 per gallon. The immediate impact of such a tax is not speculation, but pure fact. For example, an average towboat that uses 5,000 gallons of fuel per day, would see its fuel costs, which are about one-third of its operating cost, skyrocket by $5,000 per day! The cost of a typical 14-day trip carrying grain, corn or soybeans from Minneapolis to New Orleans would increase by $70,000! A lower Mississippi River towboat would see its fuel costs soar to over $200,000 per day, from half of that amount. Clearly for an industry already operating at very slim margins, or at below cost, the result would be catastrophic.

Trying to convince a grain carrier on the Mississippi, or a lumber carrier in the Pacific Northwest, or a coal transporter on the Ohio River that their government is being fair to them is an impossible task. Contrast this 525 percent increase with taxing 1.2 percent of the American people an additional 16 percent, and the inequity is starkly clear. It is the same old, sad story of user taxes; one small, invisible sector of the economy gets hammered. It is a form of taxation with little representation. The economic implications of this tax plan are not just reduced profits and increased costs for the waterways industry, but certain business failures, unemployment and spiraling transportation prices. The resultant transportation cost increase must of necessity be passed on by the users of the inland waterway transportation industry, the farmers whose grain we ship, the manufacturers whose raw materials and semi-processed goods we transport, producers of electricity, of home heating oil and of building materials. Factor in also that the majority of America’s grain exports are transported by water and that these increased costs will unquestionably make the nation less competitive in the international marketplace. All of these components make up an economic blow that will hit squarely at American consumers. A number of important tests should be scrupulously applied before any user tax is imposed. First, the user must be clearly defined, and the myriad indirect beneficiaries identified and weighed into the calculus: recreational benefits, agricultural, flood control, hydropower, municipal water supply and especially those who gain from economic development along the waterways. In this case, the waterway transportation industry is the sole target of this disproportionate user tax increase. Second, the proposed user tax should not result in some unacceptable harm. In this case, the harm is not merely unacceptable, but tragic. I assume this tax proposal is an error born of lack of understanding. The American Waterways Operators asks you to reconsider; give us the opportunity to convince you of the many facets of this, and of the widespread harm it would bring.

Respectfully, Joseph A. Farrell

Quality Shipyards Wins $5 Million In Contracts

Tidewater Inc., of New Orleans announced that its subsidiary, Quality Shipyards, Inc., of Houma, La., has signed contracts worth $5 million to build a maintenance barge and to refurbish three vessels.

The delivery date is July 1983 for Quality’s $2.3 million contract to build a single point mooring (SPM) maintenance barge for O.I.L., Ltd. of the U.K. The 115-foot deck barges will be equipped with a large “A” frame capable of lifting 60 metric tons. A second contract worth $1 million was awarded to the shipyard by the State of Louisiana to refurbish the Mississippi River ferry MV Westside. The repowering and refurbishment is scheduled for completion by year end. Also, Quality Biological Research Station chose Quality to perform $700,000 of modification and repair work on the research vessel M. Weatherbird II. The work includes the installation of a new aluminum pilot house.

Quality Shipyards has two facilities in Houma, La., one with the

In slings and mooring lines, Du Pont fibers are bound to perform even in the most demanding applications.

Lifting a 550-metric-ton bow section is no simple task. That’s why St. John Shipbuilding Limited, of Canada chose slings made of Du Pont KEVLAR® aramid fiber and CORDURA® nylon fiber. Enclosing KEVLAR, which is pound for pound five times stronger than steel, in a durable and abrasion-resistant sleeve of CORDURA created an extremely strong lightweight sling that is easy to handle and store.

In another tough test for the United States Navy, mooring lines of Du Pont KEVLAR aramid with a KEVLAR®/DACRON® polyester fiber jacket were used. Stronger, lighter and smaller than incumbent nylon and polyester lines, mooring lines of KEVLAR last longer and don’t stretch as much, giving better positioning control dockside.

To receive free information on TOUGH PERFORMERS.

Durable mooring line made of KEVLAR and DACRON - shown new (top) and after 18 months of rugged use aboard USS Mississippi (below) - demonstrates no significant wear.

Lightweight mooring lines of KEVLAR make securing the ship less difficult, reduce topside weight and increase storage space.

USS Mississippi (CGN 40) Official U.S. NAVY photograph.
flooding drydocks specializing in vessel repairs and the other specializing in new construction and major conversions.

For additional information on the services of Quality Shipyards,
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Martin Marietta Gets $46.9 Million Contract From Navy

Martin Marietta Corp. announced that the U.S. Navy exercised a contract option valued at $46.9 million for production of 10 TB-29 advanced submarine thin-line towed sonar arrays, eight receivers and several test units. The towed arrays, to be produced by Martin Marietta Aero & Naval Systems at Glen Burnie, Md., will be delivered beginning in 1994. They will be installed on Los Angeles-class attack submarines, Trident ballistic missile submarines and the Navy's newest submarine class, the Seawolf.

Towed arrays are underwater systems used in detection, location and tracking of submarines and surface ships. Martin Marietta is the U.S. Navy's largest supplier of towed arrays for both surface ships and submarines.

Astilleros-Built Tankers Feature Kvaerner Eureka Cargo Handling System

Norwegian shipowner Knutsen OAS chose Kvaerner Eureka's specialist liquid cargo handling system for its two latest 140,000-dwt shuttle tankers, which are being built at the Puerto Real yard of Spain's Astilleros Espanoles.

The double-hulled Knutsen shuttle tankers will utilize a pump room design with four conventional cargo pumps of Kvaerner Eureka's C225B type, each rated at 3,000m³/h, provided for cargo handling duties. Meanwhile, two CI type pumps, each rated at 1,000m³/h, will handle stripping and crude oil washing duties, while two CAD400 type pumps, each rated at 2,500m³/h, will be provided for ballasting operations.

All pumps will be high voltage motor-driven, fitted with a priming and capacity regulating system.

The shipyard has commissioned Kvaerner Eureka to undertake the complete engineering of the cargo piping on the suction side, as well as installation. Kvaerner Eureka's contract also calls for the delivery and installation of complete sets of valves (350 units), actuators, hydraulic piping and the company's own valve control system.

The two latest Knutsen newbuilding shuttle tankers are due for delivery in 1994, when they will enter a long term Statoil charter for service in the North Sea, operating out of the Heidrun Field.

For more information on Kvaerner Eureka's cargo handling systems,
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Newport News To Build LNG Tankers Under IHI Pact

Newport News Shipbuilding (NNS) has agreed with the Japanese shipyard Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries Co., Ltd. (IHI) on the principal terms of a license that will allow the Newport News yard to build the world's most technologically-advanced liquefied natural gas (LNG) tankers.

The agreement will allow NNS to build LNG carriers using the containment system of IHI design.

"Newport News looks forward to a cooperative and productive relationship," said Tom Balfour, Newport News marketing vice president. NNS, a Tenneco subsidiary, is Virginia's largest private employer and the Western Hemisphere's largest privately-owned shipyard. When details of this agreement are finalized, NNS will be licensed to build all principal types of LNG containment ships. IHI, headquartered in Tokyo, is the licensor for the SPB-type LNG containment system and also builds a variety of ships. IHI currently has two LNG tankers under construction; one for Phillips Oil Corp. and one for Marathon Oil Co.

For more information on Newport News Shipbuilding,
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For more information on IHI,
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The Global Marine Parts Department...

With ILS, you can search the inventories of hundreds of marine suppliers worldwide to find the parts you need—in seconds. We can tell you who has the parts and equipment you are looking for, with just a few keystrokes. We even give you the information to contact the seller directly.

If you have parts for sale, list them on our data base for access by buyers around the world, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. ILS brings prospects to you when they are ready to buy—more economically than any other method.

Whether you are buying or selling, ILS can meet your parts and equipment needs—faster and more efficiently than ever before. Investigate now! Call or write:

Inventory Locator Service, Inc.
3865 Mendenhall Road
Memphis, TN 38115 • U.S.A.
901/794-4784 • 800/233-3414
Fax 901/794-1760
Intralink Service (Europe) Ltd.
Crawley, West Sussex, UK
(0293)562011 • Fax (0293)562066
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Raytheon Division Receives $497,000 Contract

The Raytheon Co. announced its Submarine Signal Division received a $497,000 contract from the U.S. Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command to evaluate and model a commercial operating system for application to a "mission critical" military system. Raytheon said that under the terms of the contract, the Submarine Signal Division will investigate the Next Generation computer Resource operating system, POSIX, for use with Raytheon's Submarine Combat Command and Control System Mark 2 (CCS Mk 2).

The contract calls for the evaluation and design of standard POSIX interfaces for a CCS Mk 2 hardware and software computer environment. The company expects an eight-month design phase to be followed by modeling and system engineering work, beginning with the date of the contract award.

Casino America Obtains Approval For Dockside Gaming In Mississippi

Casino America, Inc. announced it has obtained licensing approval from the State of Mississippi for its planned dockside gaming location in Vicksburg. In November, the company received site approval from the State of Mississippi for the Vicksburg location. The company anticipates that the facility will be open in June 1993. To be called the Isle of Capri Casino—Vicksburg, the facility will initially consist of a 210-foot riverboat and a two-story floating pavilion. The facility will have four total floors of gaming operations (three on the riverboat) and will contain more than 600 slot machines. Casino America, Inc. of Boca Raton, Fla., is engaged in the business of developing, owning and operating riverboat and dockside casinos.

Gary Newchurch Named Trinity General Manager

Gary L. Newchurch, a 28-year shipbuilding and ship repair veteran, has been named general manager of Trinity Marine-Beaumont, the largest of the twelve shipyards in the Trinity Marine Group. The announcement was made by Vincent Almerico, Jr., senior vice-president of operations, for the Gulfport, Miss.-based shipbuilding group. Prior to joining Trinity, Mr. Newchurch had been employed by McDermott, Inc., of New Orleans, since 1966 in a variety of positions in engineering and production management at several McDermott facilities. According to Mr. Almerico, "Gary Newchurch's experience fits well with our plans for Trinity Marine-Beaumont. We will soon have two drydocks in Beaumont. Gary's experience in building and repairing vessels for Crowley, Moran, Matson and others made him a tough competitor."

The Beaumont facility can build and repair vessels as large as 600 feet and can fabricate offshore rigs and platforms and associated components such as decks, production modules, jackets, etc. For more information about the Trinity Marine-Beaumont shipyard, please contact Vincent Almerico, Jr., at (409) 832-4200.

Leevac Signs Contract To Build Riverboat Casino

Leevac Shipyards, Inc., Jennings, La., has announced the signing of a contract with P.R.C. Louisiana, Inc. for the construction of a 850-foot by 65-foot riverboat casino. The vessel was designed by DeJong and Matson and others made him a tough competitor.

The vessel was designed by Rodney E. Lay & Associates, of Jacksonville, Fla. LEEVAC has also recently built and delivered three riverboat casinos, as well as building, converting and repairing supply boats, geophysical vessels, pushboats, and offshore and inland barges.

For further information on LEEVAC's services and facilities, please contact Gary L. Newchurch, general manager, at (409) 832-4200.
Royal Caribbean orders three new ships from Chantiers De L'Atlantique

Royal Caribbean Cruise Line (RCCL) announced that it has signed contracts with Chantiers de l'Atlantique, in St. Nazaire, France, for the construction of up to three new cruise ships. The site ship-aluminium vessel, which measures 16 feet abreast and draws five feet, is the shipyard's first research boat for the Jackson Esuarian Laboratory.

According to the vessel's designer, Roger Long, the new boat is designed to operate anywhere in the Gulf of Maine. It will replace a much slower wooden boat that is limited to 20 miles offshore. Powered by twin Detroit Diesel 8V-92 turbocharged engines, each rated at 600 bhp, the vessel's 50-knot-plus top speed will ensure faster trips within 100 miles of the New England coast and allow the laboratory's staff to devote more time to underwater studies and less time simply riding the boat.

Because the vessel, like other research boats, will operate frequently at low speeds, the engine's performance will be controlled by the Diesel's DDEC computer system. In addition to constantly monitoring engines and transmission performance, the electronic operating system will enable the engines to idle longer at slow speeds and use less fuel. The DDEC system will improve the engine's fuel economy at all speeds, particularly at low speeds, Mr. Long noted.

The aluminum planing hull is strengthened for operating in icy waters. According to the designer, to be certified for carrying passengers and with four watertight compartments, the vessel exceeds Coast Guard safety requirements for a typical 50-footer.

Onboard accommodations include a small laboratory, pipe berth, bunks, galley and a large head with shower to support a captain, deckhand and eight research scientists.

The flat working deck is equipped with an oceanographic winch and steel A-frame that can handle up to 8,000 pounds under certain conditions.

For additional information about Gladding-Hearn Shipbuilding, Circle 129 on Reader Service Card.
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Hillard Joins Platter Shipyard As Vice President

Henry T. "Hank" Hilliard, Jr. has been named to head the bareboat cleaning and sales departments for Platter Shipyard, Inc., of Houston, Texas. He was formerly president of Southwestern Barge Service Fleet, Inc. of Houston, where he began his career in 1971. He was named president in 1977, and held that position until he left in September 1992.

Mr. Hilliard serves on the board of American Waterways Operators, American Waterways Shipyard Conference and the Houston Propeller Club.

U.K. Insurers Shun U.S.-Flag Vessels

The incidence rate of personal injuries on U.S.-flag vessels has increased over the last five years, to a degree where liability underwriters have cut the number of U.S. fleets that they will insure.

Several Protection and Indemnity (P&I) Clubs began reducing their U.S. memberships in 1990. P&I Clubs now maintain their U.S. portfolios at a "comfortable" level by only accepting U.S. clients with an acceptable claims history.

A study of claims submitted concluded that human error incidents outweighed equipment and machinery failure incidents by five to one. In addition, human error was to blame for 81 percent of major collisions.
Kinnear To Retire As Texaco CEO, DeCrane To Succeed

Texaco announced that James W. Kinnear retired as president and chief executive officer of Texaco on April 1, 1993, and that the board of directors has selected Alfred C. DeCrane, Jr., to assume the title of chief executive officer on that date.

Mr. DeCrane also will continue in the position of chairman of the board, a position he assumed in January 1987.

Mr. Kinnear will step down upon reaching the company’s normal retirement age of 65, after more than 38 years with the company and six years as president and CEO.

Meanwhile, speaking at the annual Institute of Petroleum Conference in London, Mr. DeCrane called on the international petroleum industry to intensify its cooperation with government and environmental groups in developing focused, scientifically sound and cost-effective approaches to solving environmental problems.

Mr. DeCrane urged the petroleum industry to support a multifaceted process for developing truly responsive international environmental policies. Among the steps he suggested were:

1. Working with other responsible parties to develop a comprehensive and impartial body of scientific research on global climate change.
2. Making the industry’s research and expertise available to assist in the design of responsive environmental policies.

In ensuring that credible studies of the economic and social impact of reduced energy consumption, of carbon taxes, of control initiatives are included in the policy development process.

4. Participating directly in the policy process that involves direct communication with industry association and governments in countries where the business has a presence.

5. Developing pro-active communication programs to convey the industry’s ongoing environmental commitment.

6. Providing technological assistance to developing countries through development contracts.

Mr. DeCrane did credit the industry with moving aggressively to address and respond to a host of environmental concerns such as air emissions, water pollution, smog and waste disposal. Today, oil companies in the U.S. alone spend approximately $1 billion a year on environmental research and development, and is also provided with the opportunity to participate in the industry’s ongoing environmental commitment.

Draft Discussion Version Of Gibbons Bill Tougher Than Original Bill

The 31-page Discussion Draft of the Gibbons Foreign Shipbuilding Subsidy Bill, which will soon be formally introduced, appears certain to be a stronger version than last year’s measure.

Under the Discussion Draft, steep penalties and sanctions are called for against countries and vessels flying the flag of a nation which continues to subsidize its shipbuilding/ship repair industry. The paper calls for establishment of a list of subsidizing countries which would be published in the Federal Register on at least a bi-annual basis. The country’s name would remain on the list until that country signs a trade agreement with the U.S. that provides for immediate elimination of shipbuilding/ship repair subsidies.

The draft bill also specifies that on the date of enactment, the Secretary of Transportation would initiate an initial probe into the practices of foreign entities which provide direct or indirect shipbuilding subsidies. The public will be given an opportunity to participate in the submission of comments, in response to publication in the Federal Register of a notice of Administrative procedures for investigations.

The Secretary of Transportation is also provided with the authority to limit the sailings of a vessel flying the flag of a shipbuilding/ship repair subsidizing nation to or from the U.S., or the amount of cargo carried by the vessels to not less than 10 percent of the number of sailings, or the amount of cargo carried by the vessel during the immediately preceding full calendar year.

The Draft Discussion also allows the Secretary to impose on a vessel a fee not less than $500,000 and not more than $1 million per voyage as well as other punitive measures.

Maritime Reporter/Engineering News
A contract to build a 50,000-gt luxury cruise liner has been signed between Japan’s N.Y.K. Line and Kvaerner Masa-Yards, Inc., a Helsinki, Finland, based shipyard company belonging to Norway's Kvaerner Group. A letter of intent for the vessel was signed in December 1992.

The vessel, to be named M/S Crystal Symphony, will be built at Kvaerner Masa-Yard's Turku New Shipyard, Finland, and is scheduled to be delivered in Spring 1995. She will be 777.9 feet long, have a 99-foot beam, and carry 960 passengers. According to Kvaerner Group’s president Diderik Schnitler, "the order will represent one of the first cruise ships built in Europe for delivery to Japan."

For more information about the shipyard services available from Kvaerner Masa-Yards, Circle 138 on Reader Service Card

Offshore Systems Appoints Peter Mantel Sales Manager

Offshore Systems International, Inc.'s vice president of marketing and sales, Manfred Reimann, announced that Peter Mantel has joined OSI as sales manager for the U.S. and Canada. OSI, the marketing and sales organization for Offshore Systems, Ltd., (OSL) of Vancouver, Canada, recently opened its new U.S. offices in Lynnwood, Wash., north of Seattle.

Mr. Mantel will dedicate his efforts to introducing OSL’s successful Electronic Chart/Precise Navigation System (ECPINS) to fleet operators and to build up a dealer organization. OSL is a leading supplier of Electronic Chart Display and Information Systems (ECDIS) and its ECPINS will comply with all IMO ECDIS standards. ECPINS technology has been tested in over forty shipboard installations. A graduate of the Dutch Nautical College "Willem Barentsz," Mr. Mantel has been on the helm of a variety of merchant vessels on world wide trade, with his last four years at sea spent as a Chief Mate. In 1988, he joined Radio Holland Group, USA, and worked in direct sales and dealer support. From 1991, Mr. Mantel was responsible for their Northwest operations. His seagoing background and "hands-on" marine electronics experience will be valuable assets to OSI and its customers.

For more information about OSI's chart products, Circle 122 on Reader Service Card

Kvaerner Wins Elf Petroleum $5.7 Million Contract

Norwegian offshore group Kvaerner A/S announced that it was awarded a $5.7 million module contract by Elf Petroleum. The contract covers a 240-ton module to be installed on a treatment platform for the Lille-Frigg development in the Norwegian North Sea. Elf Petroleum, a unit of French oil company Elf Aquitaine, is operator for the development.

Mr. Mantel is a graduate of the Dutch Nautical College "Willem Barentsz," and has been on the helm of a variety of merchant vessels on world wide trade, with his last four years at sea spent as a Chief Mate. In 1988, he joined Radio Holland Group, USA, and worked in direct sales and dealer support. From 1991, Mr. Mantel was responsible for their Northwest operations. His seagoing background and "hands-on" marine electronics experience will be valuable assets to OSI and its customers.

For more information about OSI’s chart products, Circle 122 on Reader Service Card

Kvaerner Wins Elf Petroleum $5.7 Million Contract

Norwegian offshore group Kvaerner A/S announced that it was awarded a $5.7 million module contract by Elf Petroleum. The contract covers a 240-ton module to be installed on a treatment platform for the Lille-Frigg development in the Norwegian North Sea. Elf Petroleum, a unit of French oil company Elf Aquitaine, is operator for the development.
The Offshore Technology Conference (OTC) celebrates its 25th anniversary of reflecting the offshore industry May 3-6 at the Astrodome Complex in Houston. The four-day conference and exhibition features a 49-session technical program which includes two keynote sessions, 11 special sessions and four OTC Topical Luncheons.

OTC serves as a forum for the exchange of technical information vital for exploration and development of ocean resources and protection of the offshore environment. Since its inception in 1969, OTC has served as a barometer of the industry's health and progress, said OTC Board Chairman Dennis Gregg. Some 4,200 people attended the first OTC, an event which occupied 38,500 square feet of floor space at Houston's Albert Thomas Convention Center. OTC experienced its zenith during the boom years of high oil prices, with 168,161 registrants, and 2,500 exhibiting companies occupying a total of 631,000 square feet in 1982.

OTC primarily serves offshore industry engineers, managers and scientists from around the world who participate in the four-day technical program.

More than one million registrants from more than 100 countries have attended combined technical programs and exhibitions of OTC since its inception, and more than 30,000 attendees are expected at this year's meeting. OTC registration decreased significantly during the mid-1980's at the same time that oil prices declined. Recently, OTC attendance has steadily increased. The 1992 OTC, in fact, posted the largest attendance in seven years, 34,828. Attendance numbers are just one indication that OTC mirrors the worldwide offshore industry.

Through its 24-year history, OTC registration has reflected the global scope of the offshore industry. Last year, registrants from 83 countries attended. One-third of the 1,257 exhibiting companies in 1992 were from 23 countries outside of the U.S. Total exhibit space exceeded 563,000 square feet.

To accommodate future growth and to provide access to purpose-built outdoor exhibition space, OTC will take on a new look for its Silver anniversary. OTC's main entrance will shift from the Astrodome to the new ExpoCenter on the southeast side of the Astrodome Complex. Expanding to the ExpoCenter will afford exhibitors an additional 60,000 net square feet of space with increased ceiling heights enabling exhibitors to bring larger equipment displays inside.

Additionally, the adjacent purpose-built outdoor exhibition space features in-ground utilities, reinforced pavement, and easy access to the indoor exhibition through the ExpoCenter's covered entrance.

"OTC is indeed the premier showcase and arena of dialogue for the offshore, but not just the offshore," Mr. Gregg said. "OTC also is addressing Arctic operations and its related technology. With Russia opening its oil and gas business to outsiders, interest in this area has skyrocketed. And as western companies become increasingly involved there, the emphasis on Arctic operations will be reflected in both OTC exhibits and technical sessions."

Accordingly, one of the two OTC General Sessions will address "What It's Like Doing Business in the C.I.S."

The Wednesday, May 5 afternoon panel session will include oil and gas industry officials from the Commonwealth of Independent States as well as executives from major operating companies and the service/supply sector.

The other keynote session, set for Tuesday, May 4 in the afternoon, will examine issues related to the real cost of policies that support the lowest possible energy prices. "At What Price Cheap Oil?" promises to present a variety of viewpoints. Panelists include a senior oil company executive, a government official, an energy industry analyst, and spokesmen from major environmental organizations.

"It is my impression that the industry is now concerned with the choice of the world's energy to develop what already has been found rather than on the more glamorous deepwater frontier," Mr. Gregg said.

The OTC technical program reflects this focus with sessions addressing resource economics, cost-reduction measures to facilitate economic hydrocarbon production, development of ocean technologies, platform damage and repair and simhole wells. Safety and environmental issues also are reflected throughout the program, with five sessions devoted entirely to safety and environmental considerations.

Four of the 11 OTC special sessions detail specific offshore projects. They include "The Deep Star Project" on Monday afternoon, " Exxon's Zinc Subsea Development" on Tuesday morning, "Troll Oil Development" on Wednesday morning, and "Snorre TLP Installation" on Wednesday afternoon.

Another program feature will debut at OTC '93. The Technical Keynote Address on Monday, May 3, in the afternoon, features a presentation by an individual who is preeminent in the field of offshore technology. Odd M. Faltinsen, professor of marine hydrodynamics at the Norwegian Inst. of Technology, will examine "Sea Loads on Floating Offshore Systems." Mr. Faltinsen is a renowned expert on wave induced motions and loads on ships and offshore structures.

Other activities include the industry exhibition and three days of special luncheon events. The OTC exhibition continues to be the offshore industry's leading international event. This year, nearly 1,300 companies from 23 countries outside the U.S. will attend the 13 special luncheon events.

The OTC Awards Luncheon on Tuesday, May 4, will feature the presentation of the OTC Distinguished Achievement Awards and...
OTC '93 will include a keynote address from a major international official. Four OTC Topical Luncheons, scheduled Monday and Wednesday, May 3 and 5, will offer opportunities for dialogue with international authorities on innovative technologies and newsmaking projects.

These special luncheons include: "Partnering: A Joint Perspective," held by Larry Broussard, project director with Brown & Root, Inc., on Monday, May 3 at noon. Also on Monday, "Impacts of Hurricane Andrew" will feature discussion from a panel on the short- and long-term physical and economic consequences of the hurricane which swept through the heart of the Gulf of Mexico's most concentrated offshore oil and gas producing areas last summer. On Wednesday, in "Expanding and Changing Role of the MMS in the Offshore Oil Industry," a top official from the U.S. Minerals Management Service (MMS) will discuss the role the agency plays in overseeing exploration and production operations on the U.S. Outer Continental Shelf. Finally, also on Wednesday, Terry B. Wood, technical support manager for Amoco Production Co.'s construction department, will present "Total Quality Management in the Offshore Industry." The popular OTC Topical Luncheons will take place at the Sheraton Astrodome Hotel.

For more information on OTC, contact: Fred Herbst at (214) 952-9494; fax: (214) 952-9435.

OTC '93 TECHNICAL CONFERENCE

Monday, May 3
9 a.m.-12 noon:
- Geophysical Technology
- General Instrumentation
- Risers I—Marine Riser Design & Analysis of Mooring System Hardware
- Subsea Production Systems
- Safety In Offshore Operations
- Platform Strength & Extreme Loading

2-5 p.m.:
- Ocean Drilling & Petroleum Geoscience
- Control Rooms & New Technology
- Risers II—Developments in Drilling & Production Riser Technology
- Hydromonics
- The DeepStar Project
- Exclusive Economic Zone Programs
- Platform Damage & Repair

Tuesday, May 4
9 a.m.-12 noon:
- Cables, Hoses & Umbilicals
- Pipelines, Materials & Fatigue
- API RP-2A, Background to the 20th Edition
- Offshore Safety I
- Exxon USA's Zinc Subsea Development
- Resource Economics
- Sequence Stratigraphy I

2-5 p.m.:
- Electrical Connectors & Subsea Maintenance
- Seafloor Surveying
- Offshore Production Systems
- Offshore Safety II
- General Session, At What Price Cheap Oil?
- (CAG) Central Area Transmission System & Central Graben Development
- Sequence Stratigraphy II

Wednesday, May 5
9 a.m.-12 noon:
- Offshore Pipeline Installation
- Analytical Considerations for Self-Elevating MODUS
- Developments in Materials Technology
- Troll Oil Development
- Design & Analysis of Floating Production Systems
- Recent Developments in Offshore Welding of Marine Pipelines
- Cost Reduction Measures to Facilitate Economic Hydrocarbon Production

2-5 p.m.:
- Innovative Pipeline Technology
- Environment
Maritrans To Reorganize Under Plan To Finance Fleet OPA 90 Compliance

The owner of the nation's largest independent fleet of ocean-going tank barges, Maritrans LP, of Philadelphia, has announced that it will attempt a financial reorganization in order to defray the cost of equipping itself with a fleet of double-hulled barges as mandated by the Oil Pollution Act of 1990. The company plans to convert "units" in its master limited partnership to common stock.

Maritrans employs 660 people to transport petroleum products along the East and Gulf Coasts of the U.S. for large customers such as Chevron, Texaco, Mobile, British Petroleum and Sun Oil. Its fleet of 43 tank barges and 32 tugboats makes the company the largest oil barge operator in the country, not including the major oil companies.

The company’s recorded profit during 1992 was $3.4 million from a total revenue of $133.1 million.

Under OPA 90, all U.S.-flag single-hulled tankers and tank barges currently in use will be phased out of operation according to a mandated schedule, to be replaced by double-hulled vessels. The law requires that the existing Maritrans barge fleet be retired or retrofitted with double-hulls by the year 2005.

According to the company's managing general partner, it will cost Maritrans approximately $500 million to replicate its current barge capacity to OPA 90 requirements. The conversion to a standard stockholder-owned corporation will give the company much easier access to the financing needed for fleet replacement.

Wartsila Diesel Appoints Two New General Managers

Wartsila Diesel, Inc., of Chestertown, Md., has named Anders Kjellberg as the general manager, technical/field service, and Mike McLaughlin as general manager, logistics.

Mr. Anders was most recently in charge of marine service business for the Vasa, Finland-based factory. Prior to that he ran the service organization in Singapore for five years. Other positions held by Mr. Anders with Wartsila Diesel include being in charge of the Vasa 22 Service Group at Vasa.

In his new role, Mr. Anders will be responsible for field service business and technical service for all the branches in North America.

As the general manager of logistics, Mr. McLaughlin will be responsible for purchasing, material planning and service/part related computer systems. He will also be responsible for distribution of spare parts to the branches in North America and overall spare parts sales in North America. Mr. McLaughlin was formerly the general manager, diesel service, and has been with Wartsila’s diesel service group since January, 1991.

Hurricane Hugo brought 12 foot seas and 85 knot winds to Charleston, South Carolina, destroying ships, small boats and docks. At the U.S. Naval Base, Charleston, the ships moored at piers survived the storm, but their fender systems, made of timber or steel piles, suffered extensive damage, with replacement costs in the millions.

The exception was at Pier Zulu, where resilient foam-filled fender systems made by Seaward protected the ships as well as the piers. Seaward's fenders at Pier Zulu not only performed admirably, but were fully functional even after the devastating hurricane. Which is just what people expect from the world's largest manufacturer of foam filled and elastomeric marine fenders and flotation products. Seaward's outstanding product lines have a 20-year history of performing well between a dock and a hard place.
Sinotrans To Expand Fleet With Four New Box Ships

Hong Kong-based China National Foreign Trade Transport Corp., or Sinotrans, one of China's oldest transport firms, is currently planning to expand its fleet, which consists of some 90 bulk carriers, containerships and tramps with four new 2,500-TEU containerships. Two of the ships will be built in Germany this year with the assistance of unspecified German loans, and a letter-of-intent has been signed for two more vessels in South Korea, which will receive financial assistance from $300 million in Japanese loans.

Last year the European Commission (EC) declared that the 25 percent government credit that German yards were receiving to cover three boxships for flag-carrier China Ocean Shipping Company (Cosco) was market-distorting.

The EC ruled that the aid was a direct subsidy to the shipyards, rather than development assistance to China, and added that Cosco didn't need the financial assistance even if it were legal.

In addition to the 2.5-million-dwt aggregate capacity Sinotrans-owned fleet, the company also leases a number of other ships, of varying sizes and type, each year.

It handled a total of 60 million metric tons of cargo last year, second only to Cosco.

Leif Hoegh Close To Completing Tanker Unit Spin-off Into Subsidiary

In a move designed to insulate the parent company from liability claims in the U.S., the Norwegian shipping group Leif Hoegh & Company A/S is about to complete the spin-off of its tanker operations into a separate subsidiary called Bona Shipholding Ltd., a Bermuda-registered company.

Bona-Shipholding is now operating the Leif Hoegh fleet of oil/bulk/ore combination carriers are to be transferred to the new company.

As part of the changeover, two tanker-newbuilding contracts with Mitsui Engineering and Shipbuilding Company have been transferred to Bona Shipholding.

The move was undertaken by Leif Hoegh, which operates car carriers and container/bulk ships as well as oil carriers, to distance shareholders from the risk of huge claims for damages resulting from tanker accidents in the U.S.

Quiet Cove Launches Aluminum Yacht For Solo Circumnavigation Trip

Quiet Cove Enterprises, a commercial boatbuilder in Anacortes, Wash., has completed and launched an aluminum yacht which combines advanced, high-performance design and workboat-type engineering, capable of surviving the worst sea conditions.

The 60-foot boat is designed to be sailed by one man, non-stop, around the world.

The aluminum skin is 5/32 inch thick, with frames at two-foot intervals and closely-spaced stringers. The keel carries 15,000 lbs of lead at a draft of 13.5 feet, imposing considerable strain on the hull.

It is supported by multiple floor frames and a ring-frame, which connect to topside and deck stiffeners supporting the 93-foot mast and rigging.

Three watertight bulkheads are
fitted, to provide flotation in the event of a collision or grounding.

Throughout the boat, great efforts have been taken to provide redundant systems.

The boat has twin, kick-up rudders, to avoid damage, a spare set of bearings on the centerline for use with an emergency tiller.

The requirement for an engine and drive that is easily removable for racing has led to a truly unique solution, a removable, underwater module carrying a 150-hp Cummins diesel and Traktor waterjet.

This is backed up by a portable, hydraulically-driven outboard motor, on the same circuit that drives a windlass, a small bowthrust, the water-ballast pumps and the steering system.

Hydraulics also drive a pumping system that can move 1,000 gallons of water ballast from one side of the hull to the other.

Power is provided by a take-off from the Apollo 6kW diesel genset.

Quiet Cove is a yard usually engaged in the building of aluminum seine skiffs, ferries and workboats.

For additional information about Quiet Cove Enterprises' products and services,

Circle 35 on Reader Service Card

ABS's RULES 2000 Program: Resources, Services To Enhance Ship Safety

In a unique technological effort known as RULES 2000, the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) has embarked on a broad-based program of developing greatly enhanced resources and services to aid in accomplishing more realistic design and evaluation of ship structures.

The objective of RULES 2000 is to improve ship safety through the use of advanced technology.

This is being achieved through the modernization of ABS Rules using state-of-the-art analytical techniques, development of advanced design resources for the marine industry and technical support services for customers.

Under RULES 2000, ABS has already produced several particularly noteworthy advancements.

One, first offered to the public in 1991, is the Dynamic Loading Approach (DLA), a "design-by-analysis" procedure for more accurate modeling of expected ship loads and dynamic stresses than with traditional methods.

DLA allows a more rational distribution of material in the hull structure and results in conservatively sized scantlings.

The DLA has received widespread acceptance and is being successfully applied in practice.

With the project's completion, ABS will have produced new scantling requirements for the "Steel Rules" accompanied by the necessary computer software.

April, 1993

Atlantic Boat Group Designing New Patrol Boat

Atlantic Boat Group, Inc., of Atlanta, Ga., has announced the purchase of four Textron Lycoming TF40 gas turbine engines to be used to provide power in a new naval patrol boat currently under development. The vessel will also feature two 16V-149TF1 DDEC Detroit Diesel engines and Cincinnati Gear transmissions. The boat is being developed to conform to the changing needs of worldwide navies as they plan for the 21st century.

A primary consideration will be the resizing of naval forces and the need to command the seas and engage in missions in the complex operating environment of the earth's coastal regions.

According to W. Dennis Suit, who is president of Atlantic Boat Group, "The advanced craft will have an extensive range and multi-mission capabilities and will be more readily deployable to scenes of action anywhere in the world."

Preliminary design work is being performed by the naval architecture firm Sparkman & Stephens of New York and a prototype is expected to be ready for initial performance and evaluation within 18 months.

For more information about the Atlantic Boat Group,

Circle 37 on Reader Service Card

A Single Unit Can Provide

- Refrigerant Dehumidification
- Air Conditioning
- Heating
- Accelerated Cure

Equipment Features

- 2,000 - 10,000 CFM
- Low Amperage Required (25-114)
- Light Weight (1.000 - 3,500 lbs.)
- Hydraulic and Explosion Proof Units Available

Call Today for Further Information

Enviro-Air Control Corporation
1523 No. Post Oak Road
Houston, Texas 77055
Phone (713) 686-3349 (24 Hours)
FAX (713) 688-8273
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Hepworth Marine
Window Wipers • Periscopes • Blinds

Hepworth Marine
1600 Powell Street
Vancouver, B.C.
Tel.: (604) 253-4125
Fax: (604) 253-7679
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The Clinton Administration has done the country a service by putting a serious proposal on the table for reducing the country’s budget deficits. And it has taken a practical approach for dealing with the problem by proposing new taxes along with spending cuts.

But the proposal would be better without an energy tax. Not just because the tax will affect the oil business.

And not because it will provide only limited deficit reduction. An energy tax is not a good idea because it will seriously harm the economy. Moreover, it will do little to cut energy use, air pollution or oil imports.

A better idea is a value added tax — a broad-based tax on consumption that taxes almost all goods and services at low rates, but which does far less harm to the economy.

Although the Clinton Administration has maintained strong support for its energy tax, substituting VAT for the energy tax would be a change for the better. It would also reinforce the Administration’s commitment to forthrightly address an important problem.

Too Much Harm to the Economy

An energy tax isn’t a good idea because it will hurt, not help, the economy.

The Administration says the tax will generate billions of dollars in new revenues, which will decrease the deficit, pushing down interest rates.

However, the harm produced by the tax will overshadow any good. Businesses use energy, so their costs will rise — more so for energy-intensive industries, such as lumber, copper, steel, agriculture, rubber, and, in particular, industries that heavily use petroleum products.

Higher business costs will lead to higher consumer prices — and less sales. The effect on economic growth will be negative, not positive.

In addition, the tax will fall only on American businesses, giving foreign competitors an advantage. This will further cut into sales and force U.S. companies to lay off workers.

Eventually, some U.S. manufacturers will shift production and jobs to other countries — something the President has said that no tax policy should ever encourage.

The loss of jobs will be substantial. Various studies, including those carried out by the U.S. Department of Energy, the University of Washington and private analytical groups, suggest that total job losses will run into the hundreds of thousands once the tax is fully phased in — perhaps as much as 700,000 lost jobs, with a reduction in goods and services produced of at least $35 billion.

The lost jobs, in turn, will mean a lot of less potential deficit reduction — about $10 billion less than the $32.6 billion in revenues that will be collected.

That’s because with hundreds of thousands of people out of work, at least temporarily, the government will receive less in income and payroll taxes.

Moreover, the Administration plans to spend another $3.8 billion of the revenue on food stamps and earned income credits to make the tax less regressive. Altogether, out of some $32.6 billion in energy taxes collected, only a little more than $18 billion will be available for deficit reduction.

Making Consumers Pay

Higher consumer prices will affect nearly all goods and services. People will pay more for energy to heat, cool and light their homes and to power their cars.

But, they will also pay more for refrigerators, cars, computers, food and other products, none of which can be made without energy.

As a result of the tax, the average family will spend several hundred more dollars per year for energy.

And with the tax rate for petroleum products more than double the rate for any other energy source, the tax will fall heavily on buyers of gasoline and some heating oil.

For instance, gasoline prices could rise by as much as 10 cents a gallon.

This increase will be on top of the five to 10 cents more per gallon that consumers already pay.

(Continued on page 22)
Substandard old tankers...

...can we do something together to replace them?
REVERSIBLE Inflatable Platform

These sturdy inflatable platforms are designed for passenger carrying vessels operating on protected waters. Canadian and U.S. Coast Guard approved. Fully reversible for instant boarding. Sea anchor and ballast pockets, inflatable boarding ramps. 10 year warranty on buoyancy fabric.

Write, phone or fax for nearest dealer:
in Canada: Dunlop-Beaufort Canada Ltd.
12515 Bridgeport Road, Richmond, B.C. V6Y 1J4
(604) 278-3221, Fax: (604) 278-7812
in U.S.: Dunlop-Beaufort, P.O. Box 1599, Blaine, WA 98230
Phone: (206) 762-2710

EDITORIAL: Is An Energy Tax Best?

(Continued from page 20)

(Continued from page 40)

A Commitment to Excellence
A Reputation for Achievement

KB Electronics designs and manufactures a complete line of fully hardened and ruggedized static power conversion equipment in the 1 to 10 KW power range for military and critical commercial applications.

In the design and manufacture of all products we apply the same commitment to quality that has earned KBE a reputation for meeting or exceeding customer requirements.

KBE provides integrated logistic support services for its family of products. For rapid response to our customer requirements, our engineering capabilities are complimented by in-house EMI, vibration and environmental test facilities.

Little Help for Conservation

An energy tax won't help conservation, the environment, and oil imports much either. That's because people and businesses need energy and will not substantially cut the amount they use unless the price rises drastically.

In fact, based on the experience of the 1970s and early 1980s, it would take a tripling of energy prices to check growth in energy consumption.

Since the President's energy tax will hike prices by far less than that, it's unlikely that it will much affect consumption. And without cutting consumption, neither will it much improve the environment or reduce oil imports.

The Administration's own figures confirm this. They show oil consumption increasing after the tax is implemented, and only at a slightly slower rate that it would have increased otherwise. The slowing consumption amounts to just 350,000 barrels a day saved by the year 2000.
Top quality new tankers.

Together with four other European Community yards* we have developed a super-ecological VLCC, the E3 Tanker. The E3 includes modular solutions to all major safety, environmental and economical problems. A quality option for sophisticated and concerned shipowners. At affordable prices, which we can adapt to your specific needs.

We're always near you. And next time we talk business, let's talk about quality in crude oil transport.

* Bremer Vulkan, Chantiers de l'Atlantique, Fincantieri, Howaldtswerke Deutsche Werft.

Ochandiano 12-14 (El Plantio)
28023 Madrid - Spain
Tel. (34) 387 81 00
Fax (34) 387 81 14
American Marine Coatings Introduces Copper-Based Coating For Boat Bottoms

A new copper-based coating for protecting boat bottoms from blistering, corrosion, electrolysis, sea life growth and other hazards common to marine environments, has been developed by American Marine Coatings, Inc., of Seattle, Wash. In research and development for over six years, the new product called PermaShield™ is a copper, nickel, epoxy formula that is sprayed onto the bottom of the boat in a single coat to a thickness of 25 to 30 mils.

PermaShield contains no dangerous chemicals or compounds and according to the company, poses no threat to the environment. The product is warranted by American Marine Coatings for five years, and has a life expectancy of 10 years or longer. It retains its protective characteristics whether in or out of the water.

According to the company, PermaShield possesses a variety of protective characteristics, which in combination, make it virtually unique when compared to any other bottom coating: it is highly impervious to water penetration; it resists impact and abrasion far better than many other coatings; PermaShield has the ability to protect dissimilar metals from corrosion and electrolysis in salt water; and, says the company, because of its composition, the newly developed protective coating also has a tendency to inhibit sea life from attaching to it.

For more information about American Marine Coating’s new PermaShield coating, circle 117 on Reader Service Card.

Evac Marine Receives Sanitation System Order For P&O Newbuilding

Evac Marine Systems of Finland, one of the world’s leading suppliers of vacuum toilet systems to the marine industry, has further reinforced its position as a market leader by securing the order to supply the complete marine sanitation system to P&O Cruise’s new 67,000-gt superliner, Yard No. 636, at Meyer Werft in Papenburg, Germany.

Due for delivery in April 1995, this 853-foot passenger cruise liner will be equipped with a total of 1,350 Evac-80 B bulkhead-mounted toilets of the company’s latest silent-flush type. These units will serve the vessel’s 1,975 passengers and 920 crew.

Evac will also be responsible for the supply of four 10-cubic-meter stainless steel collection tanks, each fitted with four ejectors. Control of the system will be via programmable logic.

Evac’s systems (which meet ISO 9001 quality assurance standards) have been fitted to more than 3,200 vessels of all types and sizes, including many of the latest generation of passenger cruise liners and jumbo ferries.

For more information about Evac Marine’s product line, circle 135 on Reader Service Card.

Senator Nunn Vows To Defend DOD From Further Budget Cuts

Senator Sam Nunn (D-Ga.), chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, has said that he will oppose any attempts to make deeper cuts into the military’s budget, as the Clinton Administration looks for additional ways to cut the federal deficit.

President Clinton is calling for military cuts of $127 billion over five years, including about $11 billion for the fiscal year beginning October 1.

The senator said that if Congress rejects a Defense Department-wide pay freeze, which is expected to result in $18 billion in savings, the Administration has assured him that it will leave the budget intact and not seek cuts in personnel, weapons programs or other areas.

Senator Nunn also stressed that the budget should be protected even if there are changes in inflation or if the President’s proposed energy tax based on the heat content of a variety of fuel hits the Department of Defense hard.
New DOT Secretary Discusses Future With Marine Industry Executives

During a two-hour exchange with some 30 senior executives from maritime labor, shipbuilders and carriers, Department of Transportation Secretary Federico Peña indicated that the Clinton Administration intends to address maritime issues with the same urgency that it is applying to the U.S. airline industry, and will soon offer a legislative program to revitalize the U.S.-flag fleet. However, according to the Secretary, the White House does not plan to support the 15-year, $4 billion subsidy program called for by several maritime industry groups.

During the meeting, Secretary Peña demonstrated the Administration’s reservations about the liner company’s subsidy plan by questioning the length and cost of their proposal. In response, U.S.-liner executives reiterated threats to transfer their fleets to foreign-flag registries if the government did not introduce a new program by 1995.

While Secretary Peña does not support the anti-shipbuilding-subsidy Gibbs Bill, he expressed a strong interest in ensuring the future of the domestic shipbuilding industry through financial incentives and continued efforts to end foreign subsidies.

John Stocker, president of the Shipbuilders Council of America, together with four presidents of shipbuilding companies, presented the viewpoints and concerns of the U.S. shipbuilding industry to the Secretary. Referring to the “level playing field” theory, they explained that U.S. yards could be internationally competitive if foreign subsidies were eliminated.

Presenting the liner proposals to Secretary Peña was John M. Lillie of Oakland-based American President Lines, who described the higher capital and operating costs of U.S.-flag companies and the proposed 15-year subsidy program, with a renewal option for an additional 15 years.

At the conclusion of the conference, attending executives said that they were impressed with the Secretary’s obvious interest in maritime issues and received a strong impression that the Clinton Administration is very serious about making a revitalized U.S. maritime industry a national priority. One source remarked that unlike previous DOT chiefs, Secretary Peña seems equally committed to both U.S.-flag shipping and shipbuilding.

Of particular interest to the industry representatives was the Secretary’s intention to send a maritime legislative proposal to Capitol Hill by the middle of April or early May.

The proposal is to be drawn-up by an industry-government committee consisting of three DOT officials and two representatives each from the marine labor, shipbuilding and liner sectors of the industry.

Vessel and Facilities Response Plans Deadline

The February 18, 1993 deadline for tank vessels carrying oil in bulk as cargo in U.S. waters and most U.S. marine transportation facilities to file response plans has already passed, and the Coast Guard has begun to review the plans. To date, 672 plans covering 2,770 vessels had been submitted. The Coast Guard is forecasting that more than 4,000 individual vessel response plans, which will cover 5,000 vessels, will be submitted. Upon receipt, plans are date stamped and entered into a vessel response plan tracking system. Each plan is assigned an I.D. number to be used to track all future actions on the plan. Letters are being sent to owners acknowledging receipt of the plans, but not telling whether the plans meet the requirements of OPA ’90. Next, a preliminary review of the plans will determine overall compliance with the statutory requirements mandated by OPA ’90.

The Coast Guard is forecasting that more than 4,000 individual vessel response plans, which will cover 5,000 vessels, will be submitted. Upon receipt, plans are date stamped and entered into a vessel response plan tracking system. Each plan is assigned an I.D. number to be used to track all future actions on the plan. The Coast Guard is forecasting that more than 4,000 individual vessel response plans, which will cover 5,000 vessels, will be submitted. Upon receipt, plans are date stamped and entered into a vessel response plan tracking system. Each plan is assigned an I.D. number to be used to track all future actions on the plan. Letters are being sent to owners acknowledging receipt of the plans, but not telling whether the plans meet the requirements of OPA ’90. Next, a preliminary review of the plans will determine overall compliance with the statutory requirements mandated by OPA ’90.
Marco Signs Contracts To Build OSRVs For Clean Sound, Petrobel

Marco Pollution Control, of Seattle, has signed two contracts to build a 42-foot oil spill recovery vessel (OSRV) for Clean Sound Cooperative, of Edmonds, Wash., and a 36-foot OSRV for Petrobel, of Cairo, Egypt. Clean Sound is an organization of oil and oil transportation companies in Washington State dedicated to providing more effective regional control of oil spills.

The Coastal 42 will utilize Marco’s unique Filterbelt technology for oil and debris recovery from open water. Effective on all types of oils, even if mixed with debris, this system has proven to be highly effective in the clean-up of many major spills around the world. The Marco Filterbelt removes oil and debris from water in one step, as opposed to other systems that pump a large amount of water aboard for further separation. The Coastal 42’s system is designed to provide oil recovery rates in excess of 1,200 barrels per hour for persistent oils.

The new boat will have a beam of 15.9 feet, a 3.5-foot draft, and will carry a normal operating crew of two. The OSRV will be capable of speeds in excess of 15 knots and is scheduled for delivery in June 1993.

Petrobel is a joint venture company formed by the Egyptian General Petroleum Authority (EGPC) and ENI of Italy (a member of the AGIP group). The company has ordered a Marco Offshore 36, formerly known as the Class V oil recovery vessel (ORV). The Offshore 36 will also use Marco’s Filterbelt system and is to be stationed in the Red Sea/ Suez Canal area. There are currently 28 Offshore 36 ORVs in service today.

The versatile Offshore 36 is designed to operate as a self-contained autonomous unit in free skimming mode, or as part of a team of three vessels in enhanced or V-boom skimming mode. It can also be configured as a vessel of opportunity skimming system (VSS) unit, towed alongside a mother vessel using an outrigger. The vessel has a 12-foot beam and a draft of 5.2 feet. It carries a normal operating crew of two and has a top skimming speed of two knots. Propulsion of the Offshore 36 is provided by a 75 hp drive located in the forward part of the vessel, allowing the vessel to spin on its own axis. Although Marco’s Offshore 36 has proven itself over and over in a wide variety of spill conditions around the world, this is our first ORV in the Red Sea,” said D. W. Lerch, vice president of Marco’s Pollution Control Division. “We’re glad for the opportunity to demonstrate the Offshore 36’s effectiveness in this sensitive and heavily traveled part of the world. To receive more information about Marco Pollution Control, contact:

Textron Receives U.S. Senate Productivity Award

Senator John Breaux (D-LA) presented the U.S. Senate Productivity Award to New Orleans-based Textron Marine Systems. The award, a bronze medal, was received on behalf of the company by John J. Kelly, president of Textron Marine Systems. Senator Breaux congratulated Mr. Kelly on the efficiency of his work force and stated his belief that Textron employees have set a standard of dedication and quality performance that should be emulated by all. This prestigious award comes to Textron Marine Systems after careful study by the members of the U.S. Senate Productivity Board, composed of industry and educational leaders.

Save Design Time

ORION has pre-engineered bearings in the most popular sizes for typical load/lubrication conditions.

Save Maintenance Time

ORION bearings are easily replaced in the field; often are interchangeable with bearings presently installed.

Save Operating Efficiency

ORION’s worldwide standard line incorporates state-of-the-art technology in design, material, lubrication to give you the best bearing performance possible.

Save on Specials, too!

ORION’s long experience and extensive facilities are available to assist optimum bearing selection for your specialized application.

For more information contact:

ORION

111 Cedar Creek Rd.
Cincinnati, OH 45226
(513) 577-3320
FAX (513) 577-0729

Save When You Select

Pre-engineered Orion Bearings

For Rotating Machine Applications

Orion Bearings are easily repaired in the field, often are interchangeable with bearings presently installed.

For more information contact

ORION CORPORATION
111 Cedar Creek Rd.
Cincinnati, OH 45226
(513) 577-3320
FAX (513) 577-0729
Veteran Carrier Coral Sea Destined For Scrapyard

Despite efforts to save the fleet's historic workhorse, the Navy announced that a contract to sell the Coral Sea (CV 43) for scrap would be awarded in May of this year. The 52,000-ton aircraft carrier, which was commissioned in 1947 and saw outstanding service off Vietnam in the 1960s and later against Libya in 1986, now waits at the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard to be towed away by the scrap dealers.

The Coral Sea's scrapping contract was put out for bids by the Navy after a Puerto Rico-based group seeking to refurbish the carrier as a tourist attraction withdrew their bid.

Citing the cost of mooring and the lack of pier space for decommissioned vessels, the Navy could not wait any longer for the group to raise the necessary funds. The group is now concentrating on acquiring the carrier's sistership, the Midway (CV 41), decommissioned in April 1992.

After the contract is awarded, the successful bidder will have 30 days to tow the creaky, groaning carrier from its berth to a final resting place for dismantling.

MarAd OK's Lykes Request To Use Foreign Vessel For Over-Booked Cargo

The U.S. Maritime Administration (MarAd) has approved a request by New Orleans-based Lykes Brothers Steamship Company, Inc., to waive the provisions of section 804(a) of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936, as amended, to permit loading up to 100 TEUs on the foreign-flag vessel Deppe America inbound from Livorno, Italy, to Miami on Trade Route 13. As a result of overbooking on the S.S. Margaret Lykes, which normally would transport the cargo, Lykes sought the waiver for special circumstances and good cause.

Section 804 precludes subsidized U.S.-flag operators or their affiliates from operating foreign-flag vessels which compete with essential U.S.-flag shipping services unless the Secretary of Transportation waives the provision of this section for specific period of time.

Farrell Lines, Inc., New York, which provides direct service from Livorno, does not object to this carriage and Sea-Land Service, Inc., of Edison, N.J., withdrew its objection.

Award Of Two Contracts To Grandweld Shiprepair Of Dubai, U.A.E.

Atos Group, Inc.'s, ship repair subsidiary Grandweld & Fabrication Services, which operates at the Al Jadaf ship docking yard in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, recently completed extensive steel renewal repair on the ex-MV Montego, the Quality Shipyard-built vessel now named Delta Star for Delta Marine Services. The vessel's sides, bottom, internals, decks, superstructure and the stern roller were completely cropped out and have been rebuilt. Steel renewal exceeded 175 tons and was completed in 60 days.

Grandweld's capabilities also include ABS life extension programs on offshore supply vessels (OSVs). According to the yard, the number of OSVs now operating out of the U.A.E. exceeds that operating in the Gulf of Mexico region.

MAXIM® EVAPORATORS

The First Name in Fresh Water!

Whether it is called a freshwater generator, distiller, evaporator or just a watermaker, MAXIM has the unit to supply all your freshwater needs. Few names have ever been better known for quality and dependability than MAXIM. Backed by over 50 years of field experience, MAXIM can supply waste heat recovery evaporators in a wide range of standard sizes or design a unit to meet your specific requirements. The unit shown below is one of two aboard the Great Atwood Ltd., drilling rig Kedarnath. A patented design provides stable operation under varying engine loads and aids in preventing scale formation. All material in contact with sea water is of 90-10 copper nickel alloy for maximum corrosion resistance. Instock on MAXIM, the first name in freshwater system reliability and service. MAXIM backs it up everywhere! Call or write Beaird Industries, P.O. Box 31115, Shreveport, LA 71130-1115.

Phone 318-865-5351. Fax 318-868-1701.

The First Name in Fresh Water!
ASNE's Tidewater Section
Sponsoring Small Boats Symposium In Norfolk

The American Society of Naval Engineers (ASNE), Tidewater Section, is sponsoring the ASNE Modern Small Boats & Craft Symposium from May 26 to 27 at the Naval Amphibious Base, Little Creek, located near Norfolk, Va. The Army Transportation Center and the Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock will be jointly participating in the symposium, along with engineers and representatives from various Navy, Coast Guard, Army and National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) commands, as well as commercial boat builders, designers and equipment suppliers.

The VIP speaker at the symposium will be Rear Admiral Picotte, Commander Amphibious Group Two. Technical papers will be presented on the following categories and subjects: resistance; power; propulsion; specific platforms; hullform studies; human factors; communications; operations; performance; dynamics; maintenance; logistics; regulations; materials; fabrication; and safety.

Tours will also be available of several types of small boats and craft, including: LCU 2000; an LCAC; the USS Cyclone FC1, LCM 8; and a Russian Trantill I Class missile patrol boat.

For additional information about the event, contact: Registration - Tom Houlihan, (804) 640-7200; Exhibiting - Bob Council, (804) 287-8000; Advertisement - Donna Harmond, (804) 855-1922; and Reservations - Virginia Beach Resort Hotel, (804) 491-9000.

BIG BLUE™ 600D
600 amp, heavy duty diesel-powered welder/generator handles the big jobs with ease. Offers DC Stick, MIG, flux cored and submerged arc welding, plus air carbon arc gouging, all at 100% duty cycle. Ideal for automatic field welding operations — especially build-up and hard-facing applications.

MILLER AIB PAK™
This 400 amp diesel welder is also a power generator and air compressor! AC or DC Stick, MIG, flux cored, and TIG welding, plus air carbon arc cutting and gouging. Generator provides up to 15Kw; 40 CFM compressor operates air tools or gouging equipment, inflates tires. Optional battery charger.

MILLER AIB PAK™

BOBCAT™ 225D
Economical, compact and portable 225 amp diesel-powered multi-process welder with 8,000 watt power plant. AC/DC weld output for Stick and TIG welding. MIG and flux cored welding, plus optional accessories.

Deutz engine, large fuel tank, wrap-around base for maximum protection, more!

For details, call your Miller distributor listed in the Yellow Pages. Ask about the Miller Lease/Finance Plan, and the full line of Miller equipment to meet all of your welding needs. Or call toll-free 1-800-950-9353 for free literature.

Miller Electric Mfg. Co. • PO. Box 1079 • Appleton, WI 54912
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Maritime Reporter/Engineering News
Not even Prince William would be allowed in without an ADS (Automatic Dependent Surveillance) system, so CAST has introduced the FINS Model 580V – the only recognized, authorized and mandated ADS system required on tankers in the Prince William Sound of Alaska.

CAST, an innovator in GPS navigation systems problem solving, has created a user-friendly unit, fully compliant with federal regulations for this particular area of the world as well as others.

The system features an all-in-view, twelve channel GPS receiver with a high resolution, liquid crystal touch screen display with easy to understand control commands. It can automatically accept differential corrections from a built-in marine band Non-Directional Beacon receiver, and can automatically respond to a Vessel Traffic Center via VHF-FM DSC transceiver when the vessel enters designated waters.

The FINS Model 580V ADS Unit from CAST – if you’re heading for Prince William Sound, or anywhere that requires an ADS system, don’t leave home port without it!

5450 Katella Avenue, Los Alamitos, California 90720 U.S.A.
(310) 493-3536 • (310) 594-8883 • FAX (310) 594-4694
Only Westfalia's On-Demand Purifying System Removes All the Dirt and Water from your 1010 fuel.

Whether your fuel oil is heavier or lighter than water, only Westfalia's two-stage Unitorl/Secutrol system assures maximum purity even under widely varying feed conditions. Here's why.

On-demand vs timer-controlled de-sludging.

Other oil purification systems are timer-controlled, which means they de-sludge only at pre-set intervals. If heavy seas stir-up the "muck" in your fuel tanks, the intervals may be too far apart. Result: dirt gets into your day tank and fuel lines, causing disastrous engine wear...In the Westfalia system, a unique sensor continuously monitors de-sludging intervals, discharging dirt and water only when the sediment-holding compartment is full. So there's no chance for dirt to get into your fuel because of too few de-sludgings — or fuel wastage from too-frequent de-sludgings.

And either stage can be operated independently, thus adding even more flexibility.

No water in fuel lines.

With Westfalia's unique design, there's no way water can enter the clean fuel line. With other systems, this is a distinct possibility.

Reliable purification.

No matter how wide the variations in density or feed characteristics, you get the most efficient, reliable purification. Automatically with no need for gravity disc changes.

For maximum reliability we've substituted simplicity for complex electronics and intricate circuitry. Thus Westfalia purifiers are more dependable and much less likely to break down than other separators. Contact Centrico for the Westfalia system you need.

Westfalia is proud to be part of the ongoing construction program of the new and growing U.S. Navy.

Ingalls launches first of three Israeli corvettes

Litton's Ingalls Shipbuilding division, of Pascagoula, Miss., launched the first of three SAAR 5 Class corvettes being built for Israel.

Ship's sponsor Lea Rabin, wife of Israel's Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, broke a bottle of champagne across the new ship's bow and officially named her "Eilat." Other ceremony participants included: Alton J. Brann, president and CEO of Litton; Jerry St. Pe', president of Ingalls Shipbuilding and senior vice president of Litton; and the commander-in-chief of the Israeli Navy and the Israeli ambassador.

Ingalls began fabrication work on the Eilat on September 5, 1991. At 281 feet long, with a 36-foot beam, the SAAR 5 corvette possesses unprecedented capabilities in a warship of its size. Twin MTU 12V1163 TB66 diesel main engines power the 1,200-ton ship during most operations, with a General Electric LM2500 gas turbine engine (2,500-hp) available for stable high-speed operations over 33 knots.

The ship's integrated combat system uses optical and radar surveillance and weapons systems to counter air, surface and subsurface threats. Missiles on board include the new Israeli vertically-launched Barak anti-air, the long-range U.S. Harpoon and the short-range Israeli Gabriel anti-surface systems.

Eilat will also be equipped with torpedo launchers, a Phalanx Close-In Weapons System (CIWS), a helicopter with hanger, torpedo and electronic decoy systems and design features to reduce radar, infrared and noise signatures. Ingalls is building the corvettes using modular techniques pioneered and refined at the shipyard during two decades of assembly line construction of advanced U.S. Navy warships. This modular process is supported by an extensive Computer-Aided Design/Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAD/CAM) program. The Eliat corvette is reported to be the world's first surface combatant to be designed entirely using CAD. The CAD equipment also produces magnetic tapes which direct the operation of manufacturing equipment utilized to cut steel plates, cut and bend pipe and form sheetmetal assemblies.

Upon completion of post-launch outfitting, testing and crew training, Eilat will sail for her homeport in Haifa, Israel, early next year. For more information about Ingalls Shipbuilding, Circle 136 on Reader Service Card
Larger users of **BT's Inmarsat-A service via Goonhilly can now qualify for special price discounts of up to 20% on their from-ship calls.**

From **March 1st** a new discount scheme for larger users means that the more you use our service, the less it costs.

All you need to do is pre-register with us to let us know which of your ships will use the Goonhilly service. We will then arrange for calls from your fleet to be totalled together to determine the amount of your discount.

Discounts range from 5% up to a massive 20% on your total monthly usage.

The discounts apply to both telephone (including voice band data and fax) and telex calls. They also cover off-peak as well as standard rates.

The advantages of BT's Goonhilly service are well known. Quality communication links to and from ship. Superb technical back-up. A wide range of bureau services. And access via both East and West Atlantic Ocean Region satellites.

To pre-register your ships and for more information about the discount scheme, simply call our Customer Services Dept. on: (international) +44 71 492 4996, fax (international) +44 71 606 4640 or complete and return the coupon.

---

**Save up to 20% through Goonhilly**

*Please send me more details of the new BT Inmarsat-A discount scheme*

Name ____________________________________________

Company _________________________________________

Position _________________________________________

Address _________________________________________

Telephone _________________________________________

Return to BT Inmarsat-A Customer Services,
43 Bartholomew Close, London EC1A 7HP (UK)
Sperry Marine’s Integrated Navigation System Simplifies Bridge Functions

In the past two years five major oil companies have installed Sperry Marine Voyage Management System (VMS) integrated navigation and control systems on 30 current and newbuild tankers.

Sperry Marine’s VMS integrated navigation system, chosen by these oil companies and others, is a family of related products designed to integrate a vessel’s navigation and control systems by distributing, displaying, correlating and logging shipboard data. By automating most of the routine navigation tasks involved in the conning of a ship and establishing reliable early warning alarms, Sperry’s VMS significantly increases the watch officers effective conning time, provides timely information and helps to reduce the stress and workload of bridge personnel, resulting in safer navigation.

Design flexibility was a key element in the development of the VMS integrated navigation system, to meet the specific needs of a variety of vessels. Thus the VMS can meet a range of objectives, from the simple installation of a smaller vessel to the most complex requirements.

The functions of a Sperry Marine VMS integrated bridge can be described as sixfold: automatic data collection and information distribution; graphical data display; automatic data logging; voyage planning and monitoring; ship control and grounding avoidance.

Automatically collecting data and distributing timely information from navigational and environmental sensors is the foundation on which all other integrated bridge capabilities are built; navigational information, geographic position, predicted future track, off track error, hazardous area monitoring, shallow water alarm, weather data, engine room data and other information are all required by the watch officer.

In some Sperry Marine installations this is done by bringing all
Coastal Corp., Raytheon Announce Joint Underwater Hazard Detection System

Raytheon Corp., of Lexington, Mass., and Coscol Marine Corp., a subsidiary of Houston, Texas-based The Coastal Corp., announced a jointly developed automated sonar detection system to help ships avoid underwater hazards that could damage a hull and lead to environmental harm.

The Automated Vessel Alert System (AVERT) uses state-of-the-art acoustic data processing in a forward-looking active sonar system to detect and define large underwater obstructions on a TV-like screen. The system is designed to provide an automatic alert to a vessel's bridge in time for it to take corrective action. The joint venture agreement is based on a two-phase program. In Phase I, Raytheon completed the system development and successfully conducted a proof-of-principle evaluation at sea of the system's equipment, processing functions and algorithms. Under terms of Phase II, the Raytheon team will build a production system for installation onboard a Coscol Marine Corp. managed tanker later this summer. Subsequently, the AVERT system will be marketed to owners of large vessels.

For more information about the AVERT system from Raytheon,
IMO Crew Quality Plan Would Have Rich Nations Chip In For Extra Training

If a new initiative from the London-based International Maritime Organization (IMO) to raise the quality of ship's crews is approved, the world's wealthy nations will probably have to contribute much more to the cost of training mariners. Seafarer training is being targeted by the IMO as one of the areas in most urgent need of attention.

According to insurers, human error is at least partly to blame for the majority of maritime accidents. While the majority of ship's crews now come from developing countries such as the Philippines and India, William O’Niel, IMO Secretary-General, believes that the wealthier nations have an obligation to pay towards training costs.

He would like to see an international fund established in which developed nations contribute funds that would be used to pay for training facilities in poorer countries. As the United Nations agency responsible for developing international marine safety standards, the IMO is striving to implement its own regulations before other countries follow the U.S. lead and establish legislation unilaterally. Mr. O’Niel is trying to accelerate the legal introduction of IMO conventions, hoping to reduce the time between agreement and implementation from the usual 18 months to one year.

With the ultimate objective being to bring mariner training procedures more into line with the aviation industry, Mr. O’Niel specifically wants training institutions and shipowners to make greater use of simulators and for qualified officers and crew to continue receiving training throughout their time at sea. The EC in Brussels recently pledged its continuing support for the IMO and also stressed the need for better training.
“Engineer a better fiber, and ultimately you’ve engineered a better product.”

As marine applications became more demanding, the rope industry faced a new challenge -- to engineer a better performing polyester rope product.

Through a program of intense fiber research, AlliedSignal engineers discovered the solution. By applying a unique and proprietary SeaGard® finish to the ACE polyester fibers, a better performing wet abrasion resistant rope was now able to be constructed.

In independent testing and in field testing by several rope manufacturers, ACE Polyester SeaGard ropes -- 3-strand and braided -- outlasted and out-performed ordinary polyester ropes by incredible margins, even under the most severe wet abrasion conditions.

Today, rope manufacturers have found that they require a higher level of performance plus cost-effectiveness for the most demanding applications, such as: tethers for balloons, underwater surveillance systems, offshore oil rigging and transmission and distribution (T&D) lines. ACE Polyester SeaGard meets these requirements. And, for the sailor who wants the best in performance, SeaGard ropes offer that certain added security plus easy, smooth handling.

For further information and test results, contact: Dept. A-S, Suite 1500, 224 West 35th St., NY, NY 10001.
Recent Tanker Disasters Cause European Owners To Ease OPA90 Opposition

The recent groundings and resulting oil spills from the tankers Braer, off the Shetland Islands, and Aegean Sea, near the approaches to Gibraltar, are forcing European tanker owners to back-off from their adamant opposition to the U.S. Oil Pollution Act of 1990 due to increased political and environmental pressure from their own countries.

The International Association of Independent Tanker Owners (Intertanko) in particular has dropped its harsh rhetoric that had come to characterize European response to the U.S. legislation. Speaking at a recent meeting in the U.S., Intertanko's chairman, Andreas K.L. Ugland, stated: "The sea is our home and we must protect it...Intertanko fully accepts and supports the principle of effective international rules for improving the safety of the environment and supports the environmental philosophy of OPA 90." Mr. Ugland is also head of the Ugland Group, an association of shipowners based in Grimstad, Norway. The Braer and Aegean Sea tanker accidents in European waters, as well as the Maersk Navigator oil spill off of Indonesia, have generated local calls for much stricter regulations, including proposals for a double-hull law in Europe similar to that of the U.S.

The International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the European Commission (EC) are both offering recommendations for enhanced maritime safety. The IMO has begun an initiative to improve seafarer qualification and training, while the EC has proposed legislation that would require its membership to fully support greater IMO authority, enforce more stringent classification society and ship design standards, enact tougher controls over ships stopping in European ports, modernize and standardize aids to navigation and ban tankers from environmentally sensitive areas.

Decision-making made easy – by MTU.

If you're looking for a compact, high-performance propulsion system, the MTU solution is the obvious choice – thanks to an intrinsic blend of exceptional power and lightweight compactness. And, furthermore, without compromising quality, economy or longevity. So if you want a power plant that gives you room to spare, choose MTU. After all, that's what the designers of over 50% of the high-performance boats in the western world have done.

MTU North America
10450 Corporate Drive
Sugar Land, TX 77478-2825
(800) 321-2688 National
(713) 240-4100 Texas

Marco To Design Oil Recovery Tug For Taiwan

Marco Shipyard has entered into an agreement with the United Ship Design and Development Center (USDDC) of Taipei, Taiwan, to design and develop a 108.3-foot Special Oil Recovery Tug (SORT). USDDC is the national ship design center for the Republic of China.

The new SORT is intended for offshore singlepoint mooring ship handling service, among many other missions. The twin-screw, Z-drive reverse tractor-style SORT will combine superior maneuverability with Marco's proven Filterbelt oil spill recovery technology. Equipped with two Filterbelt units, the tug is able to effectively recover spilled oil and store it in two 320-bbl capacity tanks without sacrificing the vessel's ship handling capabilities.

The first of these SORT vessels to be built in Taiwan under contract to USDDC is scheduled to be delivered to Chinese Petroleum Corporation of Taipei in June 1994.

"The vessel can go from being a tugboat to being rigged out as a skimming vessel in about 15 minutes. All the equipment is safely contained in the 'tween deck oil recovery machinery space ready for rapid deployment," said D. W. Lerch, vice president of Marco's pollution control division. "The decks are clear and safe for the vessel's primary duty as a ship handling tug." Twin knuckle boom cranes on the foredeck, utilized for fast and safe passing of the tug's hawser to the deck of the tow, are also used to deploy port and starboard oil booms that direct oil to the Filterbelt modules when in the skimming mode. In addition to oil spill recovery, the SORT is designed with firefighting capability in the form of main engine-driven pumps and two four-inch fire monitors at the house top.

For more information about the Marco-developed SORT vessel, Circle 100 on Reader Service Card.
O&K Maritime, HDW Nobiskrug Combine To Build New Hopper Suction Dredger

Together with HDW Nobiskrug, O&K Anlagen + Systeme GmbH received an order for the delivery of a hopper suction dredger. The two companies formed a consortium for building the dredger, which was ordered by joint owners MS "Seekies."

The dredger is intended for use in extracting sand and gravel, up to a maximum grain size of 200mm, from the Baltic, and transporting it to be treated and transformed into a high-quality concrete admixture. The dredger was designed to be economical, as well as flexible under varying loading and unloading conditions.

For loading, the dredger is equipped with a side suction pipe. In order to ensure high mixture concentration, the suction pipe is fitted with a pressure-water activated suction head and an underwater dredge pump. The underwater dredge pump is driven from the main diesel engine via a so-called electric wave.

The dredger can be unloaded with grabs and harbor cranes, or using a self-unloading system which is a new development. This system offers two possibilities for unloading: 1) The load is fluidized, drawn off with the main diesel-driven dredge pump, taken to the screening towers, drained in the screening towers, and transported on shore with a slewable conveyor belt; or, 2) The fluidized load is drawn off by the dredge pump and transported to wet disposal sites through a shore delivery pipe. It is also possible to retrofit the dredger with a system for dumping the load at sea.

Diagram of the hopper suction dredger being built jointly by HDW and O&K Anlagen + Systeme GmbH.

### Hopper Suction Dredger Equipment List

- Main engines: Deutz MWM
- Propeller: Lips
- Generator engine: VEM
- Generators: Deutz MWM
- Reduction gear: ABUS
- Engine controls: HNK
- Loading towers: O&K
- Steering controls: HNK
- Deck machinery: Hatlapa
- Pumps: O&K
- Belt conveyor: O&K
- RD Instruments

---

Today's decisions must be the right ones for tomorrow.

Right in cost. Right in reliability.
- Safeguard your decisions with CLA-VAL, the name that stands for the best in valves.
- Rugged.
- Dependable.
- Cost-effective, year-in, year-out.
- You just can't beat forty years of experience.
TRACOR MARCON
Monitor Control Alarm

was acquired by Electronic Marine System, Inc.

- Mobile
- NOAA
- USCG
- Tidewater
- U.S. Army
- Army Corp of Engineers
- American Commercial
- Barge Lines
- Matson Navigation
- Texaco
- Sun Transport
- Canadian Coast Guard
- MSC
- Honeywell, Australia
- Scripps Institute
- Woods Hole
- Oceanographic
- Canoe Transportation

are a few users of this technology which is continuing to be supported, manufactured and enhanced by

EMS/MARCON
PMS6000/PMS II MONITOR AND ALARM /
CS5000 Control System

ELECTRONIC MARINE SYSTEMS, INC.
Bellevue, WA / Marrerro, LA / Rahway, NJ
Phone: 908-382-4344 / Fax: 908-388-5111 / Telex: 844 747
800 Ferndale Place, Rahway, NJ
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Largest Sea-Going Conveyor System Survives Rigors Of North Sea

Mining sand and gravel from the ocean floor presents a survival of the fittest challenge for man and machine, particularly in the North Sea where “hostile environment” takes on added meaning. The arduous weather conditions demand that on-board material handling equipment be designed for survival, as well as productivity. Strachan and Henshaw (S & H) of Bristol, England, designs and installs some of the world’s largest, highest-volume sand and gravel unloading conveyor systems. Productivity demands often dictate that belt conveyors must be capable of handling up to 2,700 tons per hour, with belt speeds up to 10 feet per second. On its largest unloader conveyor, S & H incorporates high capacity idler sets and returns made with Series 1,940 rollers, supplied by Interroll Holding AG, Antonino, Switzerland. Interroll Holding’s U.S. entity is Interroll Corp., Wilmington, N.C. The S & H boom conveyor installed on the Camdijk has a shallow frame design which provides weight savings. Interroll designed special suspended roller sets that easily integrate into the frame design and help contribute to the overall weight savings benefits. Large suction pumps deliver sand and gravel from the ocean floor into the ship’s hold. Excess water is siphoned off and deposited overboard. The ship unloading process begins with a massive rotary bucket wheel that scoops sand and gravel and loads it onto a steep elevator conveyor. The material is deposited onto a cross-deck belt conveyor, then onto the main belt conveyor that runs the length of the ship.

MCR Engineering Unveils New Product, Service Office

MCR Engineering has completed the installation of a twin propeller control system for the F/V Alaska Ranger owned by the Fishing Company of Alaska. The system is the result of a four-year design effort which simplified the operation and maintenance of the entire propulsion system. Currently, MCR is retrofitting the M/V Cape Edmont (MarAd operated) with a new three by 9,000-hp engine and propeller pitch control system. This is the fifth RoRo vessel of its class that has been upgraded with this propulsion system. MCR also announced a new product based on its “IRIS” line of marine controllers: a small engine monitoring and shutdown system combining analog and digital inputs and outputs. The first 12 of these systems will be delivered for generator engine protection in April ’93. In order to provide customers with more prompt and professional service, MCR Engineering has formed the MCR Services, Inc., headed by Tom Mack, which will offer local field service in Seattle, Houston, Cleveland and Boston.

For additional information on MCR Engineering,
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WILLARD MARINE, INC., 1250 N. Grove Street, Anaheim, CA 92806-2114, USA.
Phone 714/ 666-2150. Fax 714/ 632-6136.

Established 1956

WILLARD MARINE, INC.

WILLARD MARINE, INC. is the world’s largest manufacturer of Rigid Inflatable Boats.

Technological advances. Flawless design. Exceptional quality. Over 35 years of experience. Built in the U.S.A. for the Police, Navy, Coast Guard, Rescue Missions, Safety Organizations and Off-shore Oil companies. All combined make Willard Marine the country’s largest manufacturer of Rigid Inflatable Boats.

See us at

ASNE #507
OTC #2208
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Technological advances. Flawless design. Exceptional quality. Over 35 years of experience. Built in the U.S.A. for the Police, Navy, Coast Guard, Rescue Missions, Safety Organizations and Off-shore Oil companies. All combined make Willard Marine the country’s largest manufacturer of Rigid Inflatable Boats.

See us at

ASNE #507
OTC #2208
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Bailey Refrigeration Helps Refit Cruise Ship

When the Amerikanis from Chandris/Fantasy Cruises needed a new refrigeration plant, Bailey Refrigeration designed and built the entire system, and installed it while the passenger ship was in drydock for normal maintenance.

The provision plant on the Amerikanis had machinery that was over 50 years old, according to Ben Bailey, president.

After analyzing the ship's needs, Bailey engineers recommended a screw compressor system that uses refrigerant R22.

This particular refrigerant was selected because of environmental considerations, as well as its availability.

According to Mr. Bailey, every effort was made to keep the system simple in order to enhance its serviceability. The main machinery package consisted of two horizontal open type mini-screw compressors, direct driven by 3,500 rpm electric motors discharging into two marine condensers. Both systems are available for pull down and only one system is required for normal operation. In order to eliminate lengthy downtime with the system changeover, the refrigeration package was designed and built at Bailey Refrigeration's Avenel, N.J., facility.

For additional information on the products and services offered by Bailey Refrigeration Co.,
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Lips Propellers Receives ISO 9001 Certification

Lips B.V., a leading propeller manufacturer with its base in The Netherlands, has formally received ISO 9001 certification. The certificate of approval was handed over by J.R. Smit, chief executive for The Netherlands, to Dr. C. Pronk, managing director of Lips B.V.

The final assessment, which was carried out by Bureau Veritas Quality International is the culmination of an effort covering a two year period and, a confirmation that Lips' approach to deliver quality products is a sound one.

Lips B.V., managing director of Lips B.V.

In order to strengthen its offshore law enforcement activities, the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, headquartered in Baton Rouge, La., recently purchased 10 new 19-foot Guardian Class workboats from the Commercial Products division of Boston Whaler, Inc.

The new boats will be used in a variety of capacities, from routine patrol to search and rescue missions along the state's Gulf Coast areas.

Purchase of the ten new Guardians reflects the Department's growing responsibility to provide effective and efficient policing of Louisiana's marshy, uneven coast, which totals 7,721 miles of tidal shoreline.

A member of the BroadBand product line

For additional information on the company's products and services,
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For exciting accuracy when sensing your submerged or surface vessel's velocity, install a BroadBand Doppler Velocity Log. This new DVL measures 3-axis vehicle velocity relative to the water and seabed with unprecedented precision and performance.

Highly-accurate velocities - Single-ping uncertainty
<5 mm/s, 10 times better than conventional DVLs

Long-term accuracy
≈±0.2% ±0.2 cm/s

Simultaneous measurements relative to water and bottom

Low power
- Typically 5 watts

Small size and light weight
- Compared to conventional DVLs

Military or commercial parts

For additional information on the company's products and services,
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RD Instruments
EDITORIAL: Is An Energy Tax Best?

(Continued from page 20)
That reduces overall oil consumption from what it would have been by less than two percent — not enough to noticeably improve the environment. It also means that the expected level of oil import dependence in the year 2000 would be 55.1 percent of oil consumption, rather than 55.9 percent.

As a result, by the end of the decade, we will still increase oil imports by about three and one-half million barrels per day. Increasing domestic production is a far better way to reduce the growth in imports.

The VAT: A Better Tax

No one wants new taxes, but if the reality is that some kind of new taxes can’t be avoided, it makes sense to impose those that are as fair and have as few harmful consequences as possible.

By almost every measure a broad-based consumption tax, such as a value added tax (VAT), is better than an energy tax:

A VAT would be imposed on a wide range of goods and services not just energy, raising large amounts of revenue at very low rates. Consider this:

A VAT would not penalize industries or consumers who need to use a lot of energy.

A VAT is fairer to lower and middle income people because the tax need not apply to food, medical care and prescription drugs.

A VAT could easily be levied on imported goods and rebated on exports. Thus, U.S. companies would remain on an even footing with their foreign competitors.

A VAT would not distort business decisions by inducing firms to use less efficient operating or production techniques simply to use less energy.

A VAT would not single out or penalize particular businesses or regions of the country, and:

A VAT would reach consumption of the underground economy.

When the Administration’s economic package was presented, supporters warned that attacking individual part of it could jeopardize the entire plan — and that it should be passed essentially as is.

While the political considerations behind this judgment are real, the fact remains that a VAT is a better idea, which a number of U.S. Senators and Representatives have already endorsed.

The Administration has taken a bold step in placing its economic package on the table. It should take on more and replace its energy tax with a VAT.
We’re working together to help you meet THE CHALLENGE OF AFFORDABILITY
By offering you the world’s most reliable maritime products and services at cost-competitive prices.

SPD Technologies
Switchgear, circuit breakers, protection control, & state monitoring since 1888.
13500 Roosevelt Boulevard - Philadelphia, PA 19116 - (215) 677-4900

Henschel
Ship control & interior communication systems since 1919.
9 Hoyt Drive - Newburyport, MA 01950
(508) 462-2400

FacOrd
40 years of maritime repair & overhaul worldwide.
206 W. 35th Street - National City CA 92050
(619) 498-5000

OLD MASTERS of the NEW TECHNOLOGIES.
ASNE Day ’93, the American Society of Naval Engineers’ annual meeting and technical symposium, will be held at the Omni Shoreham Hotel in Washington, D.C. on May 6 to 7. This year’s theme is “Performance versus Affordability—Challenge of the 90s.”

More than 3,000 attendees are expected to participate in the technical sessions, attend the social functions and visit the exhibits.

As an added feature, ASNE is planning to hold its first Job Fair in the Ambassador exhibit area, which will be open to the public. More than 130 exhibitors are expected to be on hand to display their products and services targeting the naval engineering community.

ASNE’s president, Jerome J. Fee, has arranged a plenary session for Thursday morning at 8:30 a.m. that will address the challenges to the naval engineering profession brought on by budget decreases, mission changes, force restructuring and technological changes. Vice Admiral William A. Owens, USN, deputy chief of naval operations, will address “The Requirement.” He will be followed by Vice Admiral Michael P. Kallees, USN, commander, Military Sealift Command; Vice Admiral Kenneth C. Malley, USN, commander, Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA); Rear Admiral Peter A. Bunch, USCG, chief, office of engineering and development; and an industry representative who will address “The Response.”

Everyone interested in hearing of the impending changes in the profession should attend.

This year’s 22-paper technical program, which begins at 10:15 a.m. Thursday morning following the plenary session, will address a broad spectrum of subjects of interest to the modern naval engineer.

Each session will be moderated by a leader in the field, and, in addition to invited discussions, there will be ample time for a question and answer period.

ASNE’s purpose is to increase the dialogue between designers, operators and producers, so the naval engineering systems are affordable and effective.

The technical program will conclude Friday afternoon with three outstanding papers: Dr. Jack Levedahl will describe an innovative 21st Century Destroyer; Dr. Dean Rains and Kenneth Mitchell will compare Nuclear and Non-nuclear Attack Submarine Powerplants; and Kenneth Brower and Captain Jim Keough will present a Comparative Analysis of Fast Attack Craft. This is a technical session that most attendees are expected to attend.

The traditional Thursday luncheon will be held in honor of ASNE Day authors and moderators, and will feature the presentation of the “Jimmie” Hamilton and Solberg Awards.

The “Jimmie” Hamilton Award, which is for the best technical paper published in the 1992 Naval Engineers Journals, will be presented to Dr. Bilal M. Ayyub and Kwan Ling Lai of the University of Maryland for their paper, “Structural Reliability Assessment with Ambiguity and Vagueness Failure.”

The Solberg Award will be presented to Peter R. Bannister for his research and development accomplishments.

ASNE has invited Les Aspin, Secretary of Defense, to be its banquet speaker on May 7. The banquet, which is the closing function for ASNE Day, will feature presentations of the Gold Medal and Saunders Awards.

The Gold Medal will be presented to Dr. R. Norris Keeler and the Saunders Award to Larry J. Argiro.

Other awards that will be presented at other ASNE Day functions include the Frank G. Law Award for continuing service to ASNE and the Claud A. Jones Award for service to the fleet.

Captain Richard P. Dunbar, USN (Ret.), will be receiving the Frank G. Law Award and Thomas G. Conners will be presented the Claud A. Jones Award for his work with the Military Sealift Command during Operations Desert Storm/Desert Shield.

The Exhibit Hall will be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. both days at no charge. Non-registered visitors will be required to obtain a name badge at the exhibitor’s registration desk for entrance into the exhibit hall.

For additional information contact: ASNE, 1452 Duke Street, Alexandria, Va., 22314-3458; or call (703) 836-6727.
Join the shipyards and designers who have benefited from Intergraph's broad set of products. Proven, off-the-shelf products that help you respond to competitive pressures for high quality, reduced lead times, and low costs throughout each ship's life cycle.

No other company even comes close to integrating all your shipbuilding requirements.

With Intergraph, you can depend on concurrent engineering technology — from advanced shipbuilding design to manufacturing. Technical information management of documents and data models. Integrated work-package planning. Unmatched worldwide customer training and support.

What's more, you enjoy the confidence that comes from partnership with a billion-dollar, Fortune 500 company consistently rated No. 1 in customer satisfaction.

For more information, call 800-826-3515 or 703-264-5600. Or contact your Intergraph representative.
**ASNE Day 93 Program**

**Tuesday, May 4**

12 noon Golf Tournament — Andrews Air Force Base

**Wednesday, May 5**

4:30 p.m. Joint Council/Sections Meeting — Hampton Room

**Thursday, May 6**

8:30 a.m. Plenary Session — Regency Ballroom

- **Keynote address** - "The Challenge," by Jerome J. Fee, ASNE president

- "The Requirement," Vice Admiral William A. Owens, USN, deputy chief of naval operations

- "The Response," Vice Admiral Michael P. Kalleres, USN, commander, Military Sealift Command

- Vice Admiral Kenneth C. Malley, USN, commander, Naval Sea Systems Command

- Rear Admiral Peter A. Bunch, USCG, chief of engineering & development; Mr. Ellsworth L. Peterson, president, Peterson Builders, Inc.

**Session 1A** — Palladian Room

- 10:15 a.m. "Development of a Zonal Architecture Fire Main System For Combatant Ships," Mark E. Shiffler


**Session 1B** — Diplomat Room

- 10:15 a.m. "Information Technology Insertion: Key System Engineering Element for Affordable, Mission Flexible Ships," Ray Ward

- 11:00 a.m. "Combat System Engineering: A Return to Fundamentals," Andrew Mirttana and Michael S. Karp

**Session 2A** — Palladian Room

- 2:30 p.m. "Naval Surface Combatant Ship Designer’s Aid," Ed P. Andert, Jr.


- 4 p.m. "Ship Impact Studies," Philip J. Simms

**Session 2B** — Diplomat Room

- 2:30 p.m. "An Approach to Turn-Key Communications Suites for New Construction Ships," Roy J. Biondi, Barbara A. Keller and Donald Risty

- 3:15 p.m. "Navy High Energy Laser Weapon System," David Ferreira and Frederick C. Marcell

- 4 p.m. "Performance Testing of Shipboard Electronic Systems," George Harder and Robert Martin

---

**Lonmat UV**

Lonmat UV is a heavy-duty, sheet vinyl material, available with a new, ultraviolet-cured, high-gloss finish for easy cleaning with a minimum of time and effort — lower maintenance costs! Lightweight and durable, Lonmat has proved long wearing in years of service in the heaviest traffic areas.

**SEAMLESS INSTALLATION** — heat welding of Lonmat seams provides continuous electrical insulation as well as a waterproof, sanitary surface. It’s ideal for use around electrical apparatus; in dental spaces; nuclear spaces; and in galleys and heads. Available from stock in marbled blue, green, grey, and beige colors, standard Lonmat rolls come 36” x 75’ x ½” thick and 72” x 30’ x ⅛” thick.

Call or write for details, prices and samples.
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**ASNE '93 EXHIBITION GUIDE**

An integral part of ASNE Day is its exhibition, which offers attendees the opportunity to examine some of the latest naval technology products and services. This guide provides a brief overview of some of the major exhibitors at the show, with a short description of the products and services they offer.

*Keep our number handy for...*

**Design, Manufacture and retrofit of control systems.**

**24 hour Field Service and parts support on CP Props, shaft seals and Controls of all types.**

**MCR** Engineering Co., Inc.

**MCR** Services Inc.

Offices in Seattle, Houston, Great Lakes

Main Office: Norfolk, MASS.

Tel: (508) 384-5186
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services each firm will have on display at its booth.

For Additional Information

To obtain additional information on any of the companies, products or services listed below, circle the appropriate reader service number on the postpaid card found in this issue.

APPLETON MARINE
Circle 39 on Reader Service Card
Appleton Marine will introduce its new catalog with expanded information on its lines of deck machinery, particularly winches, windlasses and capstans. The company will be exhibiting at Booth 157.

BATH IRON WORKS
Circle 92 on Reader Service Card
Bath Iron Works Corporation specializes in a full range of commercial and naval design, engineering, construction, conversion, overhaul, repair and international technology transfer and assistance.

The shipyard will have a visual display of processes and programs in place at their facility, specifically in the production of DDG 51 Burke Class destroyers for the U.S. Navy. Bath Iron Works will be located at Booths 552 and 553.

CATERPILLAR
Circle 40 on Reader Service Card
Caterpillar, Inc., manufacturer of main propulsion and auxiliary engines, will be exhibiting its 3412, 1,200-hp marine propulsion engine at Booths 658, 659 and 660.

CLEVELAND GEAR
Circle 41 on Reader Service Card
Cleveland Gear will be displaying its complete line of Hellan strainers at Booth 213.

DAYTON T. BROWN
Circle 42 on Reader Service Card
Dayton T. Brown, Inc. offers complete test services for shipboard qualification testing. The company will display its capabilities in providing a range of dynamic, environmental, atmospheric and electromagnetic testing, as well as independent engineering services at Booth 657.

DESIGNERS & PLANNERS
Circle 43 on Reader Service Card
Designers & Planners, Inc. will be displaying its service capabilities in environmental engineering, naval architecture/marine engineering, safety and training and information systems at Booth 702.

DEUTSCH METAL COMPONENTS
Circle 44 on Reader Service Card
Manufacturer of Pyplok sewage marine fittings, a mechanical method used to join shipboard piping, Deutsch Metal Components will display at Booth 605.

ENVIROVAC
Circle 45 on Reader Service Card
Envirovac Inc. will be displaying its new Orecator automatic electrocatalytic chlorine generator for use with the ORCA II AND IIA MSD. The generator is designed to inject free chlorine into the water, ensuring that it is disinfected. The company will be located at Booth 358.

GEORGE G. SHARP
Circle 46 on Reader Service Card
George G. Sharp offers naval architecture and marine engineering services and will be touting the various marine engineering services it specializes in a full range of commercial and naval design, engineering, construction, conversion, overhaul, repair and international technology transfer and assistance.

The sea respects no one — least of all the weak. She demands respect and receives it from those who live on her. We at Leslie Controls understand this and have made our products with the quality and reliability necessary for marine service. Quality and reliability are designed into each product. Leslie Controls produces the most complete line of shipboard fluid control products in the industry. These include Control Valves, Temperature Regulators, Pressure Reducing Valves, Butterfly Valves, Ball Valves, Pump Pressure Regulators, Steam Water Heaters, Duplex Strainers, “Y” Strainers, Relief Valves, Magazine Sprinkler Valves, Air & Electric Whistles, and Electric and Pneumatic Instruments.

Leslie Controls...A tradition at sea.

LESLEY CONTROLS, INC.
12501 Telecom Drive, Tampa FL 33637-0903
(813) 978-1000 • Telex: 136445 • Fax: 813-978-0984

Quality Products for the Marine Industry...
is presently involved in, as well as the government and naval activities to which the services are provided. The company will display at Booth 254.

GIBBS & COX
Circle 47 on Reader Service Card
Gibbs & Cox offers a full range of naval architectural and marine engineering services to the marine industry and will be displaying photographs, as well as providing information describing its services at Booths 506 and 507.

HEVI-DUTY/NELSON
Circle 48 on Reader Service Card
Hevi-Duty/Nelson will be displaying its multi-cable transit (MCT) and multi-plugs (MPS) for fire, water, air, EMI/EMP and explosive integrity for cable penetration of decks, bulkheads and equipment. It will also display the Nelson CLK adhesive firestop sealant and Nelson firestop coating at Booth 357.

HI-TEST LABORATORIES, INC.
Circle 49 on Reader Service Card
Hi-Test Laboratories, Inc. manufactures and distributes MIL-SPEC shock and vibration test machines, as well as unique and standard fixturing as required. This year’s exhibit will feature the company’s latest facility expansion, including its new test capabilities, and design and construction technologies. The company will be located at Booth 504.

HYDRASEARCH
Circle 50 on Reader Service Card
Hydrasearch will be showing its hose couplings, hose assemblies and replenishment-at-sea equipment at Booth 211.

IMO INDUSTRIES
Circle 108 on Reader Service Card
IMO Pump, a division of IMO Industries, Inc., provides the marine industry with a positive displacement, rotary screw-type pump. The company will display a cutaway-view of the pump at Booths 150, 151, 100 and 101.

INGALLS SHIPBUILDING
Circle 99 on Reader Service Card
Ingalls Shipbuilding is one of the nation’s leading shipyards for the design, engineering, construction and fleet support of major surface combatants. Information on the construction of Aegis cruisers, Aegis destroyers, LHD amphibious assault ships and SA’AR 5 corvettes, as well as its advanced engineering capabilities in computer aided design and fleet support services will be displayed at Booths 650, 651 and 711.

INTEGRATED SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
Circle 51 on Reader Service Card
Integrated Systems Analysts will be displaying several of its systems, including graphics enumerating its services in electronic repair, maintenance and calibration of information systems, as well as corrosion engineering and electronics system design and integration. The company will be located at Booth 408.

ITW PHILADELPHIA RESINS
Circle 52 on Reader Service Card
ITW Philadelphia Resins offers a wide range of products to the maritime industry, including pourable plugging compounds, heavy-duty deck coating systems, epoxy fairing compounds and adhesives. It will be displaying various resin repair systems and coatings for military and commercial vessels at Booth 511.

JERED BROWN BROTHERS
Circle 53 on Reader Service Card
Jered Brown Brothers, Inc. supplies all types of marine equipment to the marine industry. It will be showing some of its wide range of products at Booths 404 and 406.

JJH-SMA
Circle 54 on Reader Service Card
JJH-SMA is a group of naval ar...

---

Can you spot the largest dry dock in America?

One small hint: It’s in Portland, Oregon. At over 980’ by 185’, and with a lift capacity of 87,000 tons, our Dry Dock 4 is hard to miss. In fact it’s the biggest in all of North or South America.

Perfect for today’s jumbo cruise ships.

What you can’t see from this elevation are the two other dry docks for smaller jobs, the 17 Whirley cranes, the many fresh-water layberths, the skilled ship repair contractors with a work force of over 3,000 experts, and the general prevailing attitude: to treat every ship like she was our own. Which helps explain why we get over 40% of all West Coast commercial jobs.

To find out more about this unique public/private enterprise call 1-800-547-8411, ext. 3000, toll-free, or FAX (503) 240-3080. Besides our giant dry dock, we’re also rather proud of a little saying that we have here: You expect. We deliver.

Port of Portland
SHIP REPAIR YARD
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Shipboard Testing

The L.C. Doane Company
Circle 57 on Reader Service Card
The L.C. Doane Company designs and manufactures various types of shipboard lighting systems, including fluorescent emergency lighting and visual landing aids. It will be displaying these products at Booth 353.

MagneteX
Circle 97 on Reader Service Card
Manufacturer of energy engineered electrical equipment, MagneteX will be displaying its degaussing power supplies, electromagnetic aircraft launch power distribution systems and line power conditioners at Booths 652 and 653.

Kamatics Corporation
Circle 55 on Reader Service Card
Kamatics Corporation manufactures self-lubricating KAflex free drive shaft couplings and composite flyer bow. These products will be displayed at Booth 203.

Keystone Valve USA
Circle 56 on Reader Service Card
Keystone Valve USA will be displaying its line of MIL-SPEC and commercial marine butterfly valves, pneumatic actuators, ventilation valves and pressure regulators. The company will be displaying manifolds, automatic stop valves, contamination resistant valves and stainless steel fittings, both up to two inches, at Booth 206.

Lonseal, Inc.
Circle 103 on Reader Service Card
Lonseal, Inc. offers sheet vinyl materials for outdoor and indoor installation. The company will be displaying its fire retardant and electrical-grade Navy matting, which meet MIL-M-15562F Navy standards at Booth 103.

Marotta Scientific Controls
Circle 115 on Reader Service Card
Marotta Scientific Controls, Inc., is a manufacturer of pressure reducing manifolds, automatic stop valves, solenoid valves, pressure relief valves and pressure regulators. The company will be displaying its motor operated flow control valves, contamination resistant valves and halon 1301 recovery/recycling system at Booths 450 and 451.

Newport News Shipbuilding
Circle 61 on Reader Service Card
Newport News Shipbuilding offers engineering, design, construction and repair services to the marine industry. It will be highlighting its extensive engineering services and its capability to design, construct, overhaul and repair both nuclear aircraft carriers and submarines, as well as conventionally-powered ships at Booths 450, 451, 500 and 501.

NKF Engineering
Circle 62 on Reader Service Card
Specializing in acoustics, vibration, shock, structural dynamics, machinery controls, trainer development, sensors and waste water treatment, NKF Engineering will display all of these services through model testing, double hull structural analysis and shock test series at Booths 608 and 609.

Marine Electric Systems

Performance and Value in Seagoing Electric Systems and Equipment

Marine Electric Systems is pleased to announce the acquisition of a new line of Solid State Proximity Sensors from ELDEC Corporation of Bothell, Washington and of Engine Monitoring and Alarm Equipment from Newport Marine Electric of Newport, R.I.

If you or your company are looking to divest yourselves of a product line or wish a manufacturing partnership, please give us a call.

Audio Communications Equipment
Monitoring, Alarm and Programming Equipment
Power Supplies and Battery chargers
Salinity Control and Alarm Systems
Temperature Monitoring and Alarm Systems
Ship Control Systems
Proximity Sensors

Dayton T. Brown, Inc.
Circle 657 on Reader Service Card
Dayton T. Brown, Inc. provides complete test services for shipboard qualification testing in accordance with MIL-S-901 Shock, MIL-STD-167 Vibration, and MIL-E-16400 test requirements.

Dayton T. Brown, Inc. has over 40 years of testing experience and affords you a complete range of dynamic, environmental, atmospheric, and electromagnetic testing facilities as well as independent engineering services in a centralized location.

For complete facility brochure or technical information concerning any test requirement, call Dayton T. Brown, Inc.

Engineering & Test Division, Church St., Bohemia, NY 11716
Phone: (516) 589-6300 FAX: (516) 589-3648
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OLYMPUS CORPORATION
Circle 63 on Reader Service Card
Olympus Corporation offers flexible borescopes and videoscopes for visual inspection of heat exchangers, pipes, turbines, diesels and gearboxes. The company will show in situ measurement of pits, cracks, welds, etc., as well as transmission of images from ship to shore at Booth 22.

PAUL-MUNROE ENGINEERING
Circle 64 on Reader Service Card
Paul-Munroe Engineering will be displaying its valve actuator, hydraulic steering systems, valve control panels and stern gate equipment at Booth 361. The company also manufactures ballast control equipment and hydraulic hand pumps.

PORTLAND SHIP YARD
Circle 65 on Reader Service Card
Portland Ship Yard offers ship repair, conversion, overhaul and industrial fabrication to the marine industry and will be located at Booths 554 and 555.

M. ROSENBLATT & SON
Circle 66 on Reader Service Card
M. Rosenblatt & Son, Inc. has experience in all phases of naval and merchant ship design, shipyard and shipboard operations, and fleet support. The company will be displaying pictures and models of recent design accomplishments at Booths 709 and 710.

SEAWARD INTERNATIONAL
Circle 67 on Reader Service Card
Seaward International manufactures foam-filled and elastomer fenders and buoys, as well as urethane coatings and special processing to the marine industry. The company will be at Booth 706 displaying samples, data and photographs.

SPD TECHNOLOGIES
Circle 68 on Reader Service Card
SPD Technologies designs, engineers and manufactures electromechanical and electronic molded and air circuit breakers, switchgear and related equipment. The company will be displaying its ship control console and ACB-904LRC circuit breaker at Booths 250, 251, 300 and 301.

SPERRY MARINE
Circle 69 on Reader Service Card
Sperry Marine will be exhibiting its voyage management system (VMS) integrated bridge, Rascaradar/ARPA and MK-39 Ring Laser attitude and heading reference system at Booths 707 and 708.

STANLEY G. FLAGG & CO.
Circle 70 on Reader Service Card
Stanley G. Flagg & Co., manufacturers pipe fittings, flanges, unions and specialty castings. The company will be displaying its bronze, brass, copper-nickel and iron products at Booth 461.

SSS CLUTCH COMPANY
Circle 71 on Reader Service Card
SSS Clutch Company manufactures SSS-Tosi reversing systems and SSS overrunning clutches to the marine industry. It will be displaying its SSS overrunning clutches at Booths 700 and 701.

TECHNICAL PRODUCTS & PRECISION MFG.
Circle 72 on Reader Service Card
Technical Products & Precision Mfg. Co., Inc. manufactures valves and fittings along with specialty products for fluid control. It will be displaying its inline check, Vglobe, needle and instrument valves and assorted fittings at Booth 558.

THORDON BEARINGS
Circle 73 on Reader Service Card
Thordon Bearings offers environ-

AALBORG CISERV AND BESCO
US EAST COAST

Norfolk ~ Charleston ~ Jacksonville ~ Miami ~ San Juan

SERVICE AND REPAIRS

• DIESEL • BOILER • TURBINE • GENERAL

ACN
(804) 466-7033
Fax: 466-9263

BESCO
(904) 783-4504
Fax: 783-6008

ACM
(305) 568-3300
Fax: 566-7444

Aalborg Ciserv International Group
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mentally-friendly elastomer rudder and propeller shaft bearing systems to the marine industry. It will be displaying the Thor-Lube sealed stern tube bearing system through the use of an operational model. It will also show its Compac water lubricated propeller shaft bearing system and SXL rudder bearings at Booth 601.

VICKERS, INC.-WELCO DIV.
Circle 93 on Reader Service Card
Vickers, Inc.-Welco Div., manufactures Navy motors per specification 17059(E) and 17060(E) and will be displaying them at Booth 156.

WESTECH GEAR CORP.
Circle 104 on Reader Service Card
Westech Gear Corporation manufactures main propulsion gears, auxiliary drive gears, air independent diesel power systems and motion compensation systems for the marine industry. Westech will be displaying its main propulsion gears intended for the Navy's sealift program and an air independent diesel propulsion system at Booth 654.

WESTINGHOUSE MARINE DIVISION
Circle 74 on Reader Service Card
Manufacturer of diesel, gas turbine and steam propulsion, as well as marine reduction gears and propellers, Westinghouse Marine Division will display its ICR gas turbines, diesel propulsion systems and propellers at Booths 92, 53, 54, 109, 110 and 111.

GIBBS & COX INC.
Naval Architects & Marine Engineers
50 WEST 23RD STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10010
212-366-3900

1235 JEFFERSON DAVIS HIGHWAY
ARLINGTON, VA 22202
703-892-3600

46 CHURCH ROAD
BRUNswick, ME 04011
207-721-8200

1126 JACKSON AVENUE
PASCAGOUla, MS 39567
601-762-0081

VM DECK EDUCTORS
Only the hose goes into tank to vacuum liquids at rate of 10-15 gpm at suction into up to 70 or more.

VM PORTABLE EDUCTORS
Handy auxiliary pump for regular or emergency pumping of liquids from ballast, bilge, cargo spaces and tanks. Just attach hose from fire main and lower eductor into space to pump large quantities of liquid quickly and easily.

VITA MOTIVATOR CO. INC.
26 WEST JAMAICA AVE, VALLEY STREAM, NY 11580
516-568-8330 • FAX 516-568-8840 • TELEX 226000ETLXUR
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Craft America
Need MIG Aluminum Welders?
Craft America’s MIG Aluminum Welding Specialists are available to support your welding requirements anywhere in the United States.
...Welding Specialist certified under MIL 248-D
...Specific experience on Shipalt FFG-7-146K
...Supervised Tiger Teams with MIG equipment
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"First Double-Hull, Japanese-Built VLCC Completed

Shown here under construction at Hitachi Zosen Corp.'s Ariake Works, the Arosa, which is the first double-hull VLCC built in Japan, was recently delivered to its owner, Arosa Maritime. The 290,000-dwt, Greek-flag crude carrier, was designed to meet new MARPOL regulations. The tanker is equipped with many modern systems, such as an emergency inert gas supply system to ballast spaces and hydrocarbon gas detectors to prevent accidental explosion. The tanker can attain a service speed of 15 knots and has a Schottel Pump-Jet Propulsion System.

The following executives will be directing the MAN B&W Diesel Group Division (from left): Dr. Hans-Sjurgen Schulte, in charge of controlling, finance and commercial administration of the group division; Gerhard Thulmann, chairman of the executive board of MAN B&W Diesel AG, Augsburg, Germany, and the Danish subsidiary MAN B&W Diesel A/S, Copenhagen; Lars Holmblad, responsible for worldwide marketing, sales, service, licensing and the daily management of all MAN B&W Diesel activities in Denmark; and Fritz Pape, who will supervise the production, logistics and development of the group division; as well as, automatic search for all navigational buoys, etc.

Numbers

- 500 in use worldwide.
- Made in the U.S.A.
- Customized Charts and Maps can be provided.

Changes in MAN B&W Diesel Executive Board

The following executives will be directing the MAN B&W Diesel Group Division (from left): Dr. Hans-Sjurgen Schulte, in charge of controlling, finance and commercial administration of the group division; Gerhard Thulmann, chairman of the executive board of MAN B&W Diesel AG, Augsburg, Germany, and the Danish subsidiary MAN B&W Diesel A/S, Copenhagen; Lars Holmblad, responsible for worldwide marketing, sales, service, licensing and the daily management of all MAN B&W Diesel activities in Denmark; and Fritz Pape, who will supervise the production, logistics and development of the group division, as well as the daily management of the German works.

April, 1993

The river- and sea-going vessel Sea Orade, owned by the Frank Dahl shipping company, was the first ship of its class to be equipped with a propulsion system consisting of three Schottel pump jets. The owner claims the system helps prevent propeller damage and grounding, and gives the ship high maneuverability in confined spaces.

LIFESTREAM Water Purification Equipment

R.O. Desalminators for Abundant Water For All Your Maritime Needs.

- DW Series - Modular, Custom Units For Vessels With Limited Space
- NW Series - Designed For Commercial Duty
- SW Series - High Flow, Low Head
- Accessories - Minimum Care animal, UV Neutralizer, Mole Filler Kits
- We Welcome Requests For Custom Machines.

LIFESTREAM Watersystems Inc.
P.O. Box 664, Huntington Beach, CA 92648
Phone: 714-375-4583 FAX: 714-375-4586
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First Ship Of Its Class Equipped With Schottel Pump-Jet Propulsion System

The river- and sea-going vessel Sea Orade, owned by the Frank Dahl shipping company, was the first ship of its class to be equipped with a propulsion system consisting of three Schottel pump jets. The owner claims the system helps prevent propeller damage and grounding, and gives the ship high maneuverability in confined spaces.
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The following executives will be directing the MAN B&W Diesel Group Division (from left): Dr. Hans-Sjurgen Schulte, in charge of controlling, finance and commercial administration of the group division; Gerhard Thulmann, chairman of the executive board of MAN B&W Diesel AG, Augsburg, Germany, and the Danish subsidiary MAN B&W Diesel A/S, Copenhagen; Lars Holmblad, responsible for worldwide marketing, sales, service, licensing and the daily management of all MAN B&W Diesel activities in Denmark; and Fritz Pape, who will supervise the production, logistics and development of the group division, as well as the daily management of the German works.
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Transicold Enter Agreement

Marlo Coil, Carrier High Ridge, Mo., and Carrier Corporation, through its Carrier Transicold Division, Syracuse, N.Y., have entered into a manufacturing and technical assistance agreement.

Marlo Coil will manufacture Carrier’s Navy Hi-Shock Air Conditioning and Ships Stores Plants. Carrier’s Navy Hi-Shock Air Conditioning and nonmagnetic condensing units and is currently producing nine 80-ton Hi-shock AC plants of the Carrier design. An R-22 refrigeration plant for the LHD-5 vessel being built by Ingalls Shipbuilding has also been awarded to Marlo.

U.S. Navy parts and compressors continue to be available direct from Carrier Transicold. Marlo has manufactured U.S. Navy Standard “Low Side” heating, ventilating and air conditioning equipment for over 50 years. Now, as a Carrier licensee, Marlo has the capability to design and manufacture complete air conditioning and refrigeration systems to U.S. Navy specifications.

For additional information on the Marlo Coil products and services to the maritime industry, call 404-381-9000 or fax 404-381-8382 for more information or a no-obligation meeting.

Two Luxury Cruise Ferries To Serve Orlando And Miami

Richard A. Gugel, president and CEO of New Jersey-based Atlantic Cash Express, Inc. has announced plans to operate two Seacoaster, oceangoing passenger/vehicle cruise ferries along the eastern seaboard domestic trade route between ports in Florida and the northeastern U.S. beginning early 1994.

Each vessel will accommodate 912 or more passengers and eight cars, traveling at speeds of 62 to 65 knots. One of the vessels will have its homeport in New York City, where it will travel four hours to Boston and then return to New York. The vessel will then cruise to Cape Canaveral, Fla., in just 12 hours.

Mr. Gugel’s ferries are designed for both comfort and speed. Each sister ship is a three-hulled catamaran with the technology of a surface effect ship. The ferries will measure 328 feet by 90.2 feet. The vessel will have three decks which will include a wet bar, restaurant and night club.

Additionally, each vessel will be equipped with international and domestic phone and fax service, and personal computers for use by its passengers. For more information contact Richard A. Gugel, Atlantic Cash Express, Inc., 470 Piaget Ave., Ste. K-2, Clifton, N.J. 07011; Tel (201) 478-0009.
Offshore Exhibition Set For Russia In September

NEVA '93 Shipping and Offshore Exhibition, scheduled to be held in St. Petersburg, Russia, September 14-18, is already gaining fast-growing support. Proposed maritime changes in Russia could bring the show that much more to the forefront.

Reportedly the Ministry of Merchant Marine (Morflot) will soon propose to the Russian government a plan to build 500 ships, of undetermined size or type at press time, by the year 2000. The plan is also said to involve the conversion of some military shipbuilding yards to construct commercial vessels.

NEVA '93 had already registered impressive growth based on the commercial opportunities in Russia and the Republics now available to the international maritime industries. Additionally, the national export and fairs organizations of Denmark, Finland, Germany, Italy and Norway will have national pavilions at the show, while groups of leading maritime companies from France, Greece, Holland, Poland and the U.K. are expected to attend.

For information on NEVA '93, Circle 18 on Reader Service Card

Circle Seal's Valves For Controlling Low Flow

Tiny fingertip metering valves from Circle Seal Controls reportedly provide uncompromising reliability for ultra-low flow metering. Designed to be indestructible, the MV92 series valve features 316 stainless steel construction; permanently lubricated threads, located outside the fluid stream, for trouble-free operation; and packing below the threads to prevent contamination.

For more information on Circle Seal's MV92 series valve line, Circle 19 on Reader Service Card

MagneTek Offers Multiple-Use Marine Transformers

MagneTek of Gardena, Calif., has developed a new line of transformers designed specifically for marine applications. The new units have been "ruggedized," according to the manufacturer, for the environmental, noise and reliability demands of all types of commercial and pleasure ships, offshore oil rigs, dockside applications and other harsh environment settings.

The new transformers are dry-type copper-wound design. For single-phase requirements, they range from 1- to 125-KVA, and for three-phase applications, from 15- to 500-KVA. All units are "off-the-shelf" and available in standard voltages.

For more information on MagneTek's new generators, Circle 21 on Reader Service Card

Dataware Offers PC For Use In Adverse Environments

Dataware Electronics, Inc. released the Optima, the company's newest industrially-hardened computer system. The Optima, reportedly, is an integrated, high-performance, compact system which combines a high-speed PC, high-resolution monitor, hard drive, floppy drive, multi-function keypad and more. The PC system is specifically designed for harsh conditioning, and was built with oceanographic, marine, manufacturing and process industries in mind.

For information from Dataware, Circle 22 on Reader Service Card

Marine Transport Lines Orders Haz-Mat's Spill Kit

Haz-Mat Technologies, which has already supplied several companies with OPA '90 spill kits, has received an order from Marine Transport Lines. These spill kits come with a combination of "Rubberizer" absorbents, disposal drums, and equipment, including protective clothing, respirators, non-sparking shovel and more.

For additional information on Haz-Mat's products and services, Circle 23 on Reader Service Card

Putting Reliability on Board

As one of the world's leading manufacturers of marine automation and electrical equipment, Siemens can provide the comprehensive answer to all of your system reliability questions.

Siemens delivers on-time project management, integrated system design, local manufacturing and reliable service. This combination makes us your optimum single system vendor for all your onboard electrical needs.

Siemens supplied the integrated electric propulsion system for B.C. Ferries, "M.V. Queen of Capilano", including power generators, medium voltage switchboard, control and protection, electric propulsion, and alarm and monitoring systems.

For more information, call: Siemens Marine Systems
Alpharetta, GA
Tel.: (404) 740-3290 or 3292
Fax: (404) 740-3293

Integrated Electrical Systems from Siemens
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WESTINGHOUSE PROPULSION COMPONENTS FOR SEALIFT

SEALIFT PROPULSION SYSTEM COMPONENTS THAT MEET ALL THE REQUIREMENTS... WESTINGHOUSE PROVIDES THE TOTAL SOLUTION.

DIESEL ENGINES
Westinghouse is teamed with New Sulzer Diesel Ltd to provide proven, low- and medium-speed engines recognized the world over for reliability, efficiency and endurance.

MAIN REDUCTION GEARS
Westinghouse has been the Navy’s marine gear supplier for over 80 years, and we’ve delivered a full spectrum of reduction gears from cost-competitive commercial designs, to the most advanced systems for U.S. Navy submarines.

SHAFTS AND PROPELLERS
Westinghouse has teamed with Sulzer Escher Wyss and Jorgensen Forge to provide state-of-the-art shafts and controllable pitch propellers... over 170 years of combined marine propulsion experience focused on Sealift.

NEW SEALIFT PROPULSION FACILITY
... and it will all come together at our new diesel propulsion facility in New Orleans, Louisiana.

You can be sure... if it's Westinghouse... and it will all come together at our new diesel propulsion facility in New Orleans, Louisiana.
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Hepworth Offers Variety Of Vision Clarity Products

Hepworth Marine International are designers and manufacturers of a wide range of ship bridge window wipers, including electric, air and hydraulic systems for use in zone one areas. The company has been given a certificate of approval by ABS for its heavy duty straight ships bridge window wipers.

Also, the company announced a new heavy duty marine window wiper, powered by a hydraulic drive unit which will drive arms and blades up to one-meter in length. The new wipers are available as Pentoagraph or Pendulum. As a compliment to its wiper products, Hepworth offers the BECO range of air-driven turbine fluorescent and Mercury Vapor lighting equipment. Finally, Hepworth periscopes, designed for vessels where clear forward vision was obstructed by the addition of a whaleback or deck shelter, for example, are becoming more popular for vessels of all sizes, Hepworth reports.

For additional information on Hepworth and its entire product line, Circle 24 on Reader Service Card

Master Marine Delivers 37-Foot Dredge Tender

Master Marine Inc., of Brownsville, Texas, delivered a 37-foot by 12-foot by 4.5-foot dredge tender to L.W. Matteson Inc., of Burlington, Iowa. The boat is powered by a pair of John Deere model 609FT engines through Twin Disk MG506 gears. The engines develop 163 brake hp each, turning 2.26-inch stainless steel shafts and 28-inch by 22-inch four blade propellers. By locating the propellers in tunnels, the vessel was able to meet the requirement that it operate in less than 33 inches of water. The engines are keel cooled and have dry exhausts.

The rudders are controlled by a full follow-up, lever-operated steering system. The operator positions the steering lever to the angle he wants the rudders to be, and the rudders move to that angle. The boat has two main rudders and four flanking rudders, controlled by two separate levers.

A 2,000-gallon cargo tank can transport fuel to the dredge and other equipment. The tank was designed as a separate, drop-in unit, and can be removed for unrestricted access to the tank and hull for cleaning, painting and major repairs. The cabin is removable for transportation by highway, or for unrestricted access to the engines with a crane.

For more information on the building services of Master Marine, Circle 25 on Reader Service Card

Hydro Intl. Builds All-Welded Aluminum Vessels

Hydro International, Inc., established in 1992, occupies a modern manufacturing boat facility located in Mobile, Ala., suited for the custom design and construction of aluminum vessels. The company offers its customers 15 years of design and construction experience on vessels from 16 to 120 feet. It also boasts an extensive background in commercial work vessels, pleasure yachts, sport fishing boats and high-speed offshore racing craft. Hydro Intl. incorporates Advanced Hull Development and Stability Analysis Programs, Computer Assisted Drafting (CAD), inventory control and other features to perform a quality, cost-efficient job. The company recently delivered this 28-foot diesel utility vessel.

Hydro International recently delivered this 28-foot utility vessel.

Hydro Intl. was founded in 1992, occupies a modern manufacturing boat facility located in Mobile, Ala., suited for the custom design and construction of aluminum vessels. The company offers its customers 15 years of design and construction experience on vessels from 16 to 120 feet. It also boasts an extensive background in commercial work vessels, pleasure yachts, sport fishing boats and high-speed offshore racing craft. Hydro Intl. incorporates Advanced Hull Development and Stability Analysis Programs, Computer Assisted Drafting (CAD), inventory control and other features to perform a quality, cost-efficient job. The company recently delivered this 28-foot diesel utility vessel.

For more information on Hydro International, Circle 101 on Reader Service Card

Who's been in power for 70 years?

In 1923 there came a day that changed the life of diesel engines and their dull existence. The advent of the turbocharger by BBC gave diesel performance a new dimension.

Since that time, over 265,000 turbochargers have given their engines the exhilarating sensation of approaching quadrupled power. Presently, more than 150,000 units plough the waves, ride the rails or keep the voltage humming. From 70 years of operating experience ABB Turbo Systems can offer its customers a wealth of knowledge unparalleled by any other supplier.

And your bonus? Our immense know-how has brought efficiency up to near 75%. And each year, millions of Swiss francs are invested to further perfect supercharging technology and the materials employed.

We are ABB Turbo Systems. At 70, we're fresher than ever before.

ABB Turbo Systems
ABB Turbocharger Co.
Asea Brown Boveri
1460 Livingston Avenue
North Brunswick/N.J. 08902
Tel. (201) 9 326 103
Fax (201) 9 326 378

ABB Turbo Systems Ltd., CH-5400 Baden/Switzerland
Phone 056/75 40 37, Telefax 056/21 63 76

ABB Turbo Systems offers a new range of Turbochargers for its heavy duty straight ships bridge window wipers. The company has been given a certificate of approval by ABS for its heavy duty straight ships bridge window wipers.

The new wipers are available in a wide range of ship bridge window sizes. The company offers the BECO range of air-driven turbine fluorescent and Mercury Vapor lighting equipment. Finally, Hepworth periscopes, designed for vessels where clear forward vision was obstructed by the addition of a whaleback or deck shelter, for example, are becoming more popular for vessels of all sizes, Hepworth reports.

For additional information on Hepworth and its entire product line, Circle 24 on Reader Service Card

Master Marine Delivers 37-Foot Dredge Tender

Master Marine Inc., of Brownsville, Texas, delivered a 37-foot by 12-foot by 4.5-foot dredge tender to L.W. Matteson Inc., of Burlington, Iowa. The boat is powered by a pair of John Deere model 609FT engines through Twin Disk MG506 gears. The engines develop 163 brake hp each, turning 2.26-inch stainless steel shafts and 28-inch by 22-inch four blade propellers. By locating the propellers in tunnels, the vessel was able to meet the requirement that it operate in less than 33 inches of water. The engines are keel cooled and have dry exhausts.

The rudders are controlled by a full follow-up, lever-operated steering system. The operator positions the steering lever to the angle he wants the rudders to be, and the rudders move to that angle. The boat has two main rudders and four flanking rudders, controlled by two separate levers.

A 2,000-gallon cargo tank can transport fuel to the dredge and other equipment. The tank was designed as a separate, drop-in unit, and can be removed for unrestricted access to the tank and hull for cleaning, painting and major repairs. The cabin is removable for transportation by highway, or for unrestricted access to the engines with a crane.

For more information on the building services of Master Marine, Circle 25 on Reader Service Card

Hydro Intl. Builds All-Welded Aluminum Vessels

Hydro International, Inc., established in 1992, occupies a modern manufacturing boat facility located in Mobile, Ala., suited for the custom design and construction of aluminum vessels. The company offers its customers 15 years of design and construction experience on vessels from 16 to 120 feet. It also boasts an extensive background in commercial work vessels, pleasure yachts, sport fishing boats and high-speed offshore racing craft. Hydro Intl. incorporates Advanced Hull Development and Stability Analysis Programs, Computer Assisted Drafting (CAD), inventory control and other features to perform a quality, cost-efficient job. The company recently delivered this 28-foot diesel utility vessel.

Hydro International recently delivered this 28-foot utility vessel.

Hydro Intl. was founded in 1992, occupies a modern manufacturing boat facility located in Mobile, Ala., suited for the custom design and construction of aluminum vessels. The company offers its customers 15 years of design and construction experience on vessels from 16 to 120 feet. It also boasts an extensive background in commercial work vessels, pleasure yachts, sport fishing boats and high-speed offshore racing craft. Hydro Intl. incorporates Advanced Hull Development and Stability Analysis Programs, Computer Assisted Drafting (CAD), inventory control and other features to perform a quality, cost-efficient job. The company recently delivered this 28-foot diesel utility vessel.

For more information on Hydro International, Circle 101 on Reader Service Card

Maritime Reporter/Engineering News
AWES Celebrates 118th Committee Meeting

The Association of Western European Shipyards (AWES) celebrated its 118th standing committee meeting in Lisbon, Portugal, under the chairmanship of Antonio Duarte Silva, chairman of Estaleiros Navais de Viana do Castelo.

The AWES meeting considered the outlook for shipbuilding requirements in future years where an upturn in global activity is predicted for the second half of the 1990s, based largely on the replacement of older ships.

The average yearly newbuilding requirements is forecast to increase from some 11 million cubic-gross tons (cgt) per year on average in the 1991 to 1995 period to 15 million cgt in the 1996 to 2000 period. With the existing shipbuilding capacity and the productivity increases expected, there will be no lack of shipbuilding capacity.

The Western European shipbuilders expressed their satisfaction at the initiatives of the European Commission (EC), supported by the European Parliament and European Council of Ministers, to develop a Maritime Industries Forum during the year 1992, in order to have an integrated and more competitive European maritime industry.

AWES praised the EC Council for having taken a significant stand, and hopes that the council recommendations will rapidly be developed into concrete measures enforced by the member states.

American Welding Society Updates Specification For Underwater Welding

The American Welding Society has updated its "Specification for Underwater Welding." The document defines the requirements for welding structures or components under the surface of the water in wet and dry environments.

Sections one through six constitute the general requirements for underwater welding. Sections seven through ten contain special requirements that apply to four individual classes of underwater welds: Class A, comparable to above-water welding; Class B, for less critical applications; Class C, where load bearing is not a primary consideration; and Class D, for the requirement of another designated code or specification.

The publication, an American National Standard, contains extensive revisions in its technical content, reflecting the most current information on the subject. The 105-page document may be purchased by contacting the AWS Order Department, American Welding Society, P.O. Box 351040, Miami, Fla. 33135. Tel: (800) 334-9353 (continental U.S.) or (808) 445-0705. The price is $44 for non-members and $33 for AWS members.

Dougherty Marine Unveils New Line Of Fishing Craft

Combining 40 years of design experience engineering, Robert Dougherty has launched a new boat company and an innovative line of quality in- and offshore fishing boats. Mr. Dougherty headed Boston Whaler's engineering efforts from its earliest days as the Fisher Pierce Company in Rockland, Mass., until 1989.

Mr. Dougherty has started his own company, Dougherty Marine, Inc., Edgewater, Fla., and his new Marlin line features a no-corners-cut approach to tooling and design. His son has also joined the company as vice president. The company will be introducing its 18-foot center console Marlin 180 and twin console Marlin 180 Sport at various shows. Hull design for a 17-foot boat is complete, and Mr. Dougherty says future models will range from 21 to 29 feet.

For complete information on Dougherty Marine,
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Bill Napier Named President Of Balehi Marine

Bill Napier has been named president of Balehi Marine, Inc. He is replacing David Levy, the founder of Balehi Marine, who has retired.

Mr. Napier joined McDermott International in 1976 and held various positions in their marine construction operations. In 1989, he transferred to Bailey Controls Company where he was director of marine sales.

Balehi Marine, Inc. was founded in 1975 and specializes in the construction and repair of marine vessels and barges. Balehi is also active in fabricating steel products for non-traditional shipyard activities.
Consolidated Fluid Power Specializes In Hydraulic System Flushing

Consolidated Fluid Power Limited specializes in hydraulic system flushing, and has found through its years of experience that the general industry does not understand nor appreciate the impact that system cleanliness has on the performance and life of a hydraulic system.

The Consolidated Fluid Power method of flushing reportedly takes a fraction of the time usually required by conventional hydraulic system flushing methods, and is being used currently on the hydraulic systems of the Canadian Patrol Frigates under construction at Saint John Shipbuilding Ltd.

For more information on Consolidated Fluid Power's services,
Circle 26 on Reader Service Card

Halton's Fire Damper Helps Prevent Ventilation Fires

Halton has developed a fire damper, which can be used in the ductwork of a ship's galley.

Halton has developed a new type of marine fire damper to improve the fire safety of ships. It can be used in the ductwork of the galley and other spaces to prevent the fire spreading through the ventilation ducts. The fire damper has passed the official fire test of the State Technical Research Center fire laboratories. The fire damper has Det Norske Veritas, Lloyd's and Bureau Veritas certificates of approval (the DOT certificate is pending). Special attention has been paid to the airtightness of the FDB since, in the event of fire, smoke fumes escaping through the ventilation ducts are dangerous. With a new type of seal (patent pending), the leakage of smoke fumes is curtailed.

For more information on the new Halton fire damper,
Circle 29 on Reader Service Card

Kockums Computer Systems Updates SteerBear, Autokon Programs

SteerBear version 8.0 from Kockums Computer Systems offers the user several new features and advantages. For example, with the new 8.0 version, in addition to the interactive creation of components, it is now possible to create them in batch via a text file using a design language. The design language can be created manually by a user or by a customer-written program. For example, the results of an analysis program could be used to create specialized components such as flexible mounts for equipment. The efficiency of pipe modeling has been improved, and the use of pipe specifications has been extended so that it's possible to use the specification for component selection in the pipe modeling phase as well as the diagram design phase. Improvements incorporated into the Autokon System version 23.00 include a general improvement in enhanced database system for the structural part. Now the database system is, on average, 20 percent faster than before. Other improvements include: a new functionality in AUTODEF, to enable the user to define standard brackets without making a surface for the part first and cutouts are now generated in stiffeners by other penetrating stiffeners and plate seams.

For more on Kockums Computer's systems enhancements,
Circle 28 on Reader Service Card

Frank W. Murphy Debuts New Product Literature

ST-Series alarm panels from Tulsa, Okla.-based Frank W. Murphy Manufacturing, now have...
improved faceplates. Each ST-Series alarm panel monitors from five to 16 points, and are used to monitor engine and gear function, fuel tank levels, holding tank levels, bilge levels, generator functions and more. Also, the Murphy Marine Equipment Catalog, which is also available in Spanish, is a full-color, 12-page catalog entitled "Monitoring and Protection for Marine Engines and Equipment," and includes photographs, drawings and descriptions of more than 60 products.

For information on the entire line from Frank W. Murphy,
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Argonautics Completes Transport Feasibility Study

Argonautics Marine Engineering has completed a feasibility study on the deployable water-front facility (DWF) modules for the Carderock Division, Naval Surface Warfare Center (CDNSWC). The study identified the capabilities of presently existing commercial heavy lift barges and vessel with respect to transporting DWF modules. Aspects such as load-out procedures, stability during ballasting, cribbing and seafastening arrangements, etc., were addressed.

For more information about Argonautics Marine Engineering,
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Robbins Starts In-House Heat Treatment, Passivation

Robbins Manufacturing Co., Inc. (RMC) has installed new, atmospheric furnaces for the heat treat-
mant of its stainless steel and non-
router bolts, screws and special cold-
formed parts. This recent develop-
ment is a major part of RMC's continuous effort to enhance quality and service while maintaining com-
plete traceability.

In addition, RMC has installed a fully-automated passivation and coating line which allows its stain-
less and non-ferrous products to be processed to high quality specifications. The new passivation equip-
ment complements RMC's policies of providing total capability for the recouping, and recycling, of all solutions.

For more information on Robbins Manufacturing's developments,
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Amps Expands Repair Capabilities To Woodward Governor's Equipment

Automated Marine Propulsion Systems, Inc. (AMPS), of LaPorte, Texas, has expanded its repair ca-
piabilities to include the servicing of Woodward Governor's equipment. AMPS has purchased test stands from Woodward and now has the ability to fully repair and activate both Woodward mechanical and elec-
tronic governors. Also, Amps' tech-
nicians have been trained at Woodward's facilities in Fort Collins, Colo. The decision has been made for AMPS to service Woodward gov-
ernors because most Woodward au-
ThORIZED facilities do not repair and service complicated remote control systems, fuel systems and related equipment, as does AMPS.

For more information on Auto-
mated Marine Propulsion Systems,
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Miller Adds Two Models To XMT Rack Product Line

Built for use in shipyards, construction sites and rental yards, the Miller XMT® Rack product line has been expanded to include a second eight pak and new four pak model. While the original XMT eight pak was designed for operation on 230 VAC or 460 VAC power, the new eight pak rack operates on 460 VAC or 575 VAC primary power. The new four pak rack is designed for 230 VAC or 460 VAC primary power operation.

All models of XMT racks have a compact footprint of 63 inches wide by 40 inches deep, and can be easily transported from job site to job site.

For free literature on these new additions to the Miller XMT line,
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Latest Navy Oiler

Christened USNS Yukon
By Avondale Industries

T-AO 202, the 13th of 16 fleet oilers New Orleans-based Avondale Industries is building for the U.S. Navy, was christened the USNS Yukon in launching ceremonies at the company’s westbank Shipyards Division today.

The new ship takes its name from Alaska’s Yukon River, the third-longest river in North America measuring nearly 2,000 miles long, and is the second Navy ship to be named Yukon.

T-AO 202 and her sister ships of the T-AO 187 Class being built at Avondale are 667.5 feet long, 97.5 feet wide and have a maximum draft of 36 feet. Their primary mission is to transport fuel oils from shore depots to ships and support forces underway. The ships also carry limited fleet freight, cargo, water, mail and personnel.

Several of the Avondale-built T-AO ships have performed with the 42,000-ton T-AO ships are capable of service speeds of 20 knots. The twin-screw propeller design provides the vessel with improved directional stability, ease of control and mission reliability under combat conditions. The T-AO fleet oilers and other ships under construction at Avondale are built using state-of-the-art modular construction techniques, which include pre-fabrication and pre-outfitting of the individual modules in designated outfitting zones throughout the shipyard.

The pre-outfitted modules are then moved to the erection site and assembled into complete ships. As a result of these modern construction techniques, the ships are approximately 80 percent complete at the time of their launchings, and T-AO 202 is the most complete ships to date at time of launching at Avondale.

Avondale Industries, Inc., is one of the leading marine fabricators in the U.S., active in the construction, repair and conversion of oceangoing vessels. In addition, the company manufactures boats and landing craft, air cushion (LCAC) vehicles and builds and repairs the leading marine fabricators in the U.S., active in the construction, repair and conversion of oceangoing vessels.

Gladding-Hearn's new fireboat for New York City has a twin-screw, shallow-draft vessel, which has a 16-foot beam and a four-foot draft, is powered by a pair of Detroit Diesel 8V-92TA engines, each rated for 850 bhp at 2,300 rpm. The vessel’s draft to about 18 inches.

The deep-V planing hull top at 28 knots, more than two knots faster than called for by city fire officials. According to officials at the shipyard, the vessel’s straightforward design makes it simple to operate, and the boat is equipped with a readily-available, off-the-shelf parts.

Its fire system consists of two separate self-priming centrifugal pumps, each powered by a 400 hp Detroit 6V-53T engine. Each pump delivers more than 2,500 gpm at 150 psi to four monitors located on the foredeck, midships and stern. A 250 gpm foam system, supplied by Chubb National Foam, also supplies the forward monitor and three, four-inch hose outlets.

The vessel’s propulsion system, which, instead of conventional propellers, would reduce the vessel’s draft to about 18 inches. Gladding-Hearn catamaran fireboats are also available for firefighters who require extra wide platforms.

For more information about the services available from Avondale Industries, contact General Gray and Mrs. Jerry Huggard, presidents and CEO, Avondale Industries. The New York City Contract Specifications have been delivered to the city and are being reviewed by city fire officials.

Alaska’s Yukon River, the third-longest river in North America measuring nearly 2,000 miles long, and is the second Navy ship to be named Yukon.

The principle speaker at the christening ceremony was General Alfred M. Gray, U.S. Marine Corps, and was the 29th Commandant of the Marine Corps. Mrs. Jerry Huggard, participated in the Yukon christening program as the Matrons of Honor.

Avondale Industries, Inc., welcomed all distinguished guests and attendees.

The sponsor of T-AO 202 was Belinda Hidalgo, an honors graduate from the University of Houston, and wife of former Secretary of the Navy Edward Hidalgo. The principle speaker at the christening ceremony was General Alfred M. Gray, U.S. Marine Corps, and was the 29th Commandant of the Marine Corps. Mrs. Jerry Huggard, participated in the Yukon christening program as the Matrons of Honor.

Avondale Industries, Inc., welcomed all distinguished guests and attendees.

The sponsor of T-AO 202 was Belinda Hidalgo, an honors graduate from the University of Houston, and wife of former Secretary of the Navy Edward Hidalgo. The principle speaker at the christening ceremony was General Alfred M. Gray, U.S. Marine Corps, and was the 29th Commandant of the Marine Corps. Mrs. Jerry Huggard, participated in the Yukon christening program as the Matrons of Honor.

Avondale Industries, Inc., welcomed all distinguished guests and attendees.

The sponsor of T-AO 202 was Belinda Hidalgo, an honors graduate from the University of Houston, and wife of former Secretary of the Navy Edward Hidalgo. The principle speaker at the christening ceremony was General Alfred M. Gray, U.S. Marine Corps, and was the 29th Commandant of the Marine Corps. Mrs. Jerry Huggard, participated in the Yukon christening program as the Matrons of Honor.
How to Operate More Efficiently At Lower Cost With Tranter Plate-type Heat Exchangers

Naval ships, fleet oilers, commercial containerships, tankers and dredges are successfully finding new ways to operate more efficiently at lower cost, by utilizing Tranter's unsurpassed plate-type heat exchanger technology. Schematics presented here illustrate typical ways they are doing it.

Superchanger® plate and frame heat exchangers are used in a wide variety of shipboard applications—particularly for cooling main engine jacket water and cooling main engine lube oil with fresh water or seawater; cooling the ship's central fresh water; cooling electronic equipment; or recovering heat from condensate. They are far more efficient than tubular systems, and provide heat transfer coefficients from two to five times greater than those achieved by shell and tube units. They also require 10% to 50% less deck space and weigh up to one-sixth less.

Superchanger units can be equipped with titanium plates which offer the best resistance to corrosion and erosion when exposed to seawater. Intermixing or cross-contamination of hot and cold liquids is virtually impossible. Low fouling rates reduce cleaning requirements for Superchanger units, that are designed for easy maintenance. They can be cleaned-in-place by backflushing, or quickly disassembled by hand, cleaned and put back in operation.

Platecoil® prime surface heat exchangers offer optimum temperature control. A Platecoil bank-in-tank unit provides wide interspaces for effectively passing solids while efficiently heating seawater containing oil from spills. Platecoil bayonet heaters provide a large amount of efficient primary heating surface in a single unit for maintaining desired temperatures in storage tanks. These heaters help promote convection currents for better heat transfer rates and tank temperature uniformity. Platecoil suction heaters provide immediate heating for pumping oil out of tanks.

Tranter plate-type heat exchangers can be supplied in full compliance with codes and specifications as required by the ABS; the U.S. Coast Guard; shock testing per MIL-S-901C; vibration testing per MIL-STD-167-1; and ASME U stamp per Sec. VIII Div. 1.

With over 50 years of heat transfer problem solving experience, Tranter is uniquely poised to answer your tough questions and solve your precise needs. Call us at (817) 723-7125. Better still, ask your local Tranter representative about our Heat Transfer Symposiums.
Intergraph is one of the world’s largest corporations dedicated to interactive computer graphics, and has been supplying computer graphics (CAD/CAM/CAE) systems to the shipbuilding industry since the late 1970’s. Independent researchers have consistently ranked Intergraph number one in customer satisfaction. One of the reasons for this success is a continuing focus on providing real-world solutions to real-world problems.

In the mid-1980’s, Intergraph began a significant change in shipbuilding to a new generation of hardware and software technology. This development resulted in a suite of products that provide an Integrated Ship Design and Production (ISDP) environment.

The ISDP ISDP environment provides systems and services to support the design, construction, maintenance, overhaul, alteration, repair and refurbishment of ships and shipboard systems. With these products, Intergraph successfully competed in the U.S. Navy Naval Sea Systems Command’s (NAVSEA) $362 million CAD II procurements. This contract was awarded to Intergraph in June 1991, and since then more than $50 million worth of systems and services, including more than 1,000 workstations, have been installed within the NAVSEA community.

Intergraph has also been expanding into the worldwide shipbuilding community. Two European shipbuilders who are key users of Intergraph’s new system are Yarrow Shipbuilders in Glasgow, Scotland, and Stocznia Gdanski Shipyards in Gdansk, Poland.

The 3-D Product Model

The ISDP system is built around the concept of the ISDP Product Model, where graphics and database attributes are integrated to maintain a fully associative relationship between all components in the design. The 3-D product model concept allows users to operate in a manner more closely related to their normal workflow.

The core product in this suite of tools is the Vehicle Design System (VDS). 1/VDS is layered on top of Intergraph’s Engineering Modeling System (EMS) and requires its database for all ship-structural and distributive systems applications. EMS, a feature-based, variational geometry driven, solids modeling system. It contains a common, easy-to-use graphical user interface (GUI) that provides a consistent look-and-feel across the complete range of system functions; reducing training time and increasing operator proficiency.

In coordination with EMS, 1/VDS provides the features required to model the ship’s basic molded surfaces (i.e., hull, deck, bulkheads, superstructures, etc.), as well as functions to create distributive systems components, mechanical equipment, and furniture libraries, based on parametric part families.

Distributive Systems Modeling

Intergraph’s TIM tools are designed to handle the management of ship and ship systems data throughout its complete life cycle.

Managing The Product Design Environment

Managing the 3-D product model environment and the design workflow are both critical to the success of the shipbuilding process, from its initial product conceptualization, and design to construction, and throughout a ship’s life cycle.

Intergraph’s Product Data Manager (PDM) is a data management system tightly integrated with the product model. 1/PDM provides part, catalog, assembly, product and project management. It also provides a distributed database environment.

It is designed to manage the shipbuilding system environment based on the world’s leading Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS) such as Informix, Oracle, Ingres, DB2, etc.

1/PDM is a complete set of Technical Information Management (TIM) solutions from Intergraph. 1/TIM solutions cover everything from the generation of Parts Lists and Bills-of-Material to providing management control systems, archiving and query functions, data exchange, engineering data administration, etc. Intergraph’s TIM tools are designed to support the management of ship and ship systems data throughout its complete life cycle.

Designed To Support The Fleet Of Tomorrow

Shipbuilding is one of the most complex engineering, manufactur- ing and management challenges ever undertaken by mankind and is inherently a concurrent engineering and data integration process.

The ISDP system is a complete suite of tools supporting the complete ship life-cycle, from conceptual design, through production, installation, and modernization. It is a constraint-based system, providing a true concurrent engineering environment customized for the shipbuilders of the world. The system runs on Intergraph’s state-of-the-art hardware and software systems environment, which enable customers to concentrate on what they do best: design, build and operate the most sophisticated fleets of ships the world has ever seen.

Intergraph is committed to providing its workflow across a distributed shipbuilding industry and enabling the continued growth of one of the most important elements of world stability and commerce: the creation and operation of the world’s fleets.
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Two Singapore Yards Join Forces to Repair Crude Tanker Maersk Navigator

Two Singapore-listed yards are joining forces to repair the crude oil supertanker Maersk Navigator which was damaged in a mishap in the Straits of Malacca in January. The 20-million-Singapore-dollar ($12.1 million) contract will be carried out jointly by Hitachi Zosen Singapore, Ltd., a subsidiary of Japan's Hitachi Zosen Corp., and Jurong Shipyard, Ltd. This is the first time that the two yards have worked together on securing a major repair job. The 225,312-dwt Danish supertanker was severely damaged in a collision on January 21 with a smaller tanker, the Sanko Harbor. According to Hitachi Zosen, the job involves substantial steel renewal of two of the Maersk Navigator's tanks and a complete renewal of its accommodation superstructure. The vessel arrived at Hitachi Zosen's yard last month and the whole project is scheduled to take about five months to complete. After Hitachi completes repairs to the tanker's hull and tanks, the Sanko Harbor will then be moved to Jurong Shipyard for installation of the accommodation superstructure under part of the repair contract. The Sanko Harbor is now in Jurong's yard for repairs contracted for approximately $3.6 million.

Configuration 4
Displacement 3.9 L 4.5 L 6.8 L 6.8 L 7.6 L
MODEL 4039DFM 4045TFM 6068DFM 6068TFM 6076AFM
Power 80 hp 115 hp 175 hp 175 hp 250 hp
Shafts, individually replaceable wet cylinder liners, and same-side service points provide reliable performance and simple maintenance. Check the chart below for brief specs on all five of our engines, then contact your John Deere engine distributor for details. Or call Deere Power Systems, 319/292-6060. FAX: 319/292-5075.
Introducing propulsion modules that are the new wave in shipbuilding.

Wartsila Diesel Quonset Point, a new joint venture between Wartsila Diesel North America, Inc. and General Dynamics—Electric Boat Division, builds engines and complete stern modules that are adding new dimensions to shipbuilding. Fully assembled stern modules—including all main propulsion equipment, generating sets, controls, shafting and propellers—can be delivered anywhere in the world for precise mating to the rest of a ship under construction.

This new technology not only will save money and time, but will ensure complete component compatibility, optimizing reliability and performance. And it's available now from one source here in the United States.

Wartsila Diesel has pioneered innovative marine power system integration. Together with Electric Boat's experience in modular nuclear submarine construction, we set the standard for modern modular shipbuilding and provide the quality and value necessary to compete in the world market.

As an integral part of the modular construction of systems, Wartsila Diesel Quonset Point will also be manufacturing the Vasa 46 diesel engine series, as well as packaging Vasa 32 and Wartsila 25 gensets.

For full information on the Quonset Point facility capabilities, call or write for our new brochure that's making waves.
CRUISE + FERRY 93
Olympia 2 London

SESSION 1: MARKETS & MARKETING
The cruise market - its economics and future strategies K Arvesen, V-President, Finnanshuset Corporate AS, Oslo Cruise ships and ferry financing (old/new tonnages) T Michael, Solicitor, Constable & Constable, London The marketing of mini cruises - the case of the eastern Mediterranean C Mihalidou, General Manager, Louis Cruise Lines, Cyprus New and potential ferry routes and traffic in the Caribbean W Fernandez, President, Indigo Service Corp, USA

SESSION 2: SAFETY & QUALITY
Safety and Quality Management in international passengership operations S Bengtson, Vice President, Stena Line, Norway Introduction of a safety management system for car/ passenger ferry operations A Ring, Director, Safety & Environmental Protection, A/S Stella Marine, Kiel, Germany

SESSION 3: FAST FERRIES (Part 1)
Development of a newbuilding and secondhand market for fast ferries D More, Senior Consultant, Sea Superior International, Oslo Market potential for fast ferries between Italy and Greece O Vederhus and H Heijneid, Centre for List Shipping, Transport University of Plymouth, UK Fast ferry route berths - improving their investment profile by providing a range of utilisation options D Byrne, Managing Director and S Hodgson, Projects Engineer, Transmarine Ltd, UK

SESSION 4: PASSENGER COMFORT
Passenger comfort onboard the luxury cruise vessel "Briga" as an approach for optimising vibration and noise reduction P Fabro, Noise & Vibration Manager, Fincantieri, Italy and Technical Manager, CMA-Cigna, Kuala Lumpur Noise and vibration on passengerships D Malan, Head, Vibration Engineering, W S Atkins Science & Technology, Epsom, UK

SESSION 5: INTERIOR/EXTERIOR DESIGN
Interior/exterior design - re styling of a 1950's liner R Livingstone, Managing Director Europe, Allders Epsom, UK Noise and vibration on passengerships D Malan, Head, Vibration Engineering, W S Atkins Science & Technology, Epsom, UK

SESSION 6: MANAGEMENT
Maximising profitability and operational efficiency with a complete shipboard cruise management system D C Barn, Director of Finance, Encore Systems Inc, Atlanta, USA

SESSION 7: COMPUTERISED OPERATIONS
Ferry reservations, ticketing and global distribution networks W Powis, Head of Computer Services, P&O European Ferries, UK New developments for reservation systems, administration, check in and yield management L McNich, Director, Autocruise, UK and S Spindlow, Marketing Manager, Condor Ltd

SESSION 8: FAST FERRIES (Part 2)
Ferry Rapido/2: an invitation for Transmediterranea H Sienna, Project Manager, E N Banaz, Spain Development of a fast monohull ferry P Vygast, Fast Craft Div, Blachschone AG, Hamburg A new high-speed SWATH Speaker to be advised, SchiöthbyBerentzen AG, Germany TRUE Fast Car Ferries - experience from 74-nm and designs up to 115-m P Herouz, Executive Chairman, Seat Designs Sydney

SESSION 9: SHIPBOARD REVENUE AND PASSENGER SPENDING
Latest Developments in Shipping - QEI/Europa B Livingstone, Senior Project Director, Ealders International Ltd, UK Who spends what and how much? J J Lewis, President, Market Scope Inc, Miami
On board services - quality for profit N Pipping, Commercial Manager Operations, Nobile Marine, Fortmouth Increased income from ferry catering by using seavisible cook and chill/satellite kitchens methods M Tallma, Director, Mette Marine, Finland

SESSION 9: SHIP DESIGN
Design and optimisation of Holland America Line's new 'Statendam' S Payza, Naval Architect, J Hoppink, Marine Engineers and D Sorensen, Electrical Engineer, Techno Marine Planning, London

SESSION 10: SURVIVABILITY/ SEAKEEPING/ MANOEUVRABILITY
A new concept for passenger ship damage stability analysis C Arta, Senior Technical Manager, Audierne Espaines, Madrid Recent changes in ferry hull form design and their impact on seakeeping P J Dillinga, MABIN, Wageningen, Netherlands and M Kanerva, Director, Deltamarin, Finland

Low-speed harbour manoeuvring of ferries - problem identification, solutions and service experience H IoKristensen, Naval Architect, Deltamarin Marineconsult, Denmark

SESSION 9: FAST FERRIES (Part 3)
Passenger comfort and safety in secondhand interior design and craft performance related to new IMO 370 Code P Wernersvik, Research Engineer, Marinet, Norway Passenger and furniture restraints in the collision case A new look at the deck attachment C Edin, Managing Director, Aker Vessels Ltd, UK

The problem of external noise from fast ferries L Thiele, Head of Ship Noise Department, 0degaard & Andersen, Copenhagen Keeping fast ferries quiet - new developments in propulsion plant silencing systems K Hall, Manager Marine Division, Indian Ocean AS Co, UK

SESSION 11: FIRE AND SMOKE CONTROL AND PREVENTION
Smoke Control in Cruise and Passenger vessels K H Jensen, General Sales Manager, Noveen Hi-Pres A/S, Denmark Controlling fire smoke in large passengerships G B Benergen, ABB Flakt Marine, Sweden MS Berger - the world's first passenger ferry to be fitted with approved fire protection equipment in accommodation areas as well as in the engine-room as a replacement for Halon or CO2 - Speaker to be advised, Markih-Indigo City, Japan

SESSION 12: DESTINATION DEVELOPMENT
Ritainaries and market potential for cruise/ferries in the western Gulf of Finland C Li, Handling, Marketing, Manager, Port of Corpus Christi, USA
New ferry technology and its impact on market opportunities J McNab, Chief Exec, Port of Tilbury, UK
New international cruise terminal for the Port of San Francisco E Norgard, President, Scandinavia Center Inc, San Francisco

Viking Line entering Europe - the destination with: M Orpin, Senior Consultant, Trinity House, London

SESSION 13: ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Waste Management onboard passengerships for the year 2000 - report from an international workshop of owners/regulatory bodies/suppliers J Doebele, Owner and CEO, Deerberg Systems, Germany
The non-discharge ship - what is involved? J Laireis, Projects Director, Deltamarin, Finland
Pending US legislation on emissions can be met by Catalytic Converters - results from first year of operation G A Gobel, ABB Flakt Marine, Sweden

Non ozone-depleting refrigerant gases and system modifications B W Allen, Technical Mgr, Gentec Int, UK

SESSION 14: COMMUNICATIONS FOR INCREASED PROFIT

INMAR-M digital satellite communications... low cost, high quality communications for passengerships H J Molladah, Director, Conam Maritime Services, Washington DC
Satellite communications management for increased profits D Eaves, Managing Director, Maritime Systems, UK

CHECKMARK - totally automated logging and changing of passengers/cruise radio traffic M T Phillips, Marketing Manager, Radio Traffic, Marine Marine, UK

Cheaper non-satellite data communication for dedicated-route traffic R Davidson, Technical Director, Marine Marine, Sweden
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Elliot Bay To Design
Propulsion Improvements
For Alaska Highway Ferry

The Alaska Marine Highway system has given Elliot Bay Design Group, of Seattle, the task of designing general improvements in the propulsion and auxiliary machinery systems of the ferry Tustumena, to compensate for past size and capacity increases.

Originally built in 1964 with a length of 246 feet, the Tustumena grew by 50 feet during a 1972 lengthening. More recently, additional superstructure was added in 1990. All of this added considerable weight and windage, but no change was ever made in the vessel’s engines or bowthruster. That has had a real impact on operations in the confined water of Alaska’s south central coast. Elliot Bay is studying how best to improve the ferry’s capabilities. Options include reworking the ferry’s existing Fairbanks-Morse 38-1/8D engines to boost them from 1,600 hp to 2,000 hp, or selecting a replacement engine. Either way, the following improvements will be part of the new propulsion package: controllable-pitch propellers; a new bowthruster system; new Caterpillar-powered generator sets; an enclosed engine room control station; and a new gyro for the ship’s stabilizer fin system.

For more information about Elliot Bay Design Group,
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Hornblower Executive
Elected IMTA President

P. Michael Watson, president and co-owner of San Francisco-based Hornblower Dining Yachts, was elected president of the International Marine Transit Association (IMTA). Mr. Watson and co-owner Terry MacRae, the Passenger Vessel Association’s 1993 vice president, bought Hornblower in 1980 with two small yachts. The company has grown to 24 yachts operating in six California cities, and employs 780. Hornblower also owns Invader Cruises in San Diego and Monte Carlo Cruises in San Francisco.

IMTA represents more than 200 operators, including public and private companies worldwide. It provides an international exchange for operators, naval architects, manufacturers, suppliers, shipyards, government agencies, support services, marine engineering and planning consultants, and specialists in maritime training.

The association seeks to encourage industry cooperation and advancement, and acts as an adviser to the International Maritime Organization (IMO).

Two Appointments At
Halifax Shipyards

Andrew McArther, president and CEO, Halifax-Dartmouth Industries Ltd., announced the appointments of Paul Hopkins as the director of new construction and D.R. "Dusty" Miller as project manager for the Maritime Coastal Defense Vessel Program.

In this newly created position, Mr. Hopkins will be responsible for the production engineering, fabrication, outfitting and trials for the 12 Maritime Coastal Defense vessels to be built at H-DIL’s Halifax Shipyards. Mr. Miller brings more than 37 years of experience in shipyards, federal government, research and consulting. Mr. Miller will be responsible for the overall planning and coordination of the MCDV program. H-DIL has been awarded the contract to build 12 Canadian Navy vessels, the first for delivery in 1995.

For more information on Halifax Shipyards,
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Maritime Reporter/Engineering News
We Crash Test Every Ship.

Commercial Ships Of All Sizes And Materials.
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Peterson Builders, Inc.
101 Pennsylvania Street • P.O. Box 650 • Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0650
(414) 743-5574 • Fax: (414) 743-4784
VICTORY IS YOURS!!!

From foreign ports o’ call to their own dockside, people who play Universal games can no victorious time after time, coin after coin - and that makes you a winner too!

*Anchors aweigh!* you’ll call when you see the look of excitement on your player’s face as they drop in that first coin, hear the bells ringing and see those flashing lights!!!

You’ll know the secret of knowing your machines are always shil-shane and thre - shire with regular visits by your “ATAC TEAM MEMBER.”

A new idea in customer service, just what you need to keep your casino afloat!

You won’t miss the boat when you choose Universal Distributing, the company known for innovative ideas in slot machines and electronic gaming devices.

CALL THE FOLKS AT UNIVERSAL TO CLAIM YOUR VICTORY

1-800-877-8648
There Are Times When You Shouldn’t Be Without Your Robertson

Joystick Maneuvering • Trackline Controls
Dynamic Positioning • Electronic Chart Display and Information Systems (ECDIS)
Gyrocompasses • Main Steering • Integrated Bridge

ROBERTSON MARINE SYSTEMS, INC.
3000 Kingman Street, Suite 207
Metairie, LA 70006 USA
Tel. 504-455-9988
FAX 504-455-9795
The 1991 profitability of a cross-section of leading U.S. oil companies was at its third lowest level in the past 23 years, a study released by the American Petroleum Institute reveals.

According to the study, which is entitled "Financial Trends of Leading U.S. Oil Companies 1968-1991," the rate of return (income as a percentage of stockholder equity) of the leading 20 companies was 9.7 percent.

The only times the rates were lower since 1968 were in 1986 and 1987, when rates were 3.7 percent and 6.2 percent, respectively.

The only other time the rate was lower than 10 percent during the period was in 1972, when it was 9.9 percent.

Net income of the 20 companies in 1991 was $13.2 billion. This was the lowest level since 1987, when net income amounted to $7.9 billion. Conversely, the highest net income achieved by the 20 companies during the stated period was $25.8 billion, which was recorded by the survey in 1980.

In 1991, the capital expenditures of the 20 companies amounted to $36.8 billion, $23.6 billion more than in 1990.

New Contracts For Containership, VLCC

Daewoo Shipbuilding & Heavy Machinery Ltd. has kicked off 1993 with a number of new orders.

The first order of the year for a Korean shipbuilding firm was worth $150 million, and was a contract for the Indian state-run Oil and Natural Gas Commission (ONGC) for construction of an SHW Process Platform Complex 100 kilometers northwest of Bombay.

The project is related to the $400-million SHU Process Platform Complex contract the company received from ONGC early last year, and is to be completed by December 1994.

Daewoo has also concluded a $450-million contract with Iran for construction of five new VLCCs.

A formal announcement has yet to be made and details are forthcoming.

Finally, Daewoo Shipbuilding announced it will build two 4,000-teu containerships worth $170 million for American President Line.

An order for six additional containerships could be received on an optional basis from APL in the future.

In 1993, Daewoo is scheduled to complete nine VLCCs, bringing the total VLCC tonnage and vessels built in the U.S. to 1,138,327 DWT.

Daewoo has already spent $300 million on two new 40,000-ton vessels, bringing the total VLCC tonnage and vessels built in the U.S. to 1,138,327 DWT.

The capital expenditure program for 1993 includes $300 million for two new 40,000-ton vessels, bringing the total VLCC tonnage and vessels built in the U.S. to 1,138,327 DWT.

American Eagle Marine, Inc., located on the Harvey Canal in New Orleans, can now offer immediate delivery of the derrick barge Gregory L, a full 100-ton lift capacity, 360 degree rotating pedestal crane mounted on a 180-foot by 60-foot-by-11-foot barge, and has entered the wellhead cleanup and platform removal market.

The D/B Gregory L is ideal for this type of work with its 120-foot boom and crane elevated 30 feet off the deck.

The barge itself offers an unusually large working space, crew quarters, six-point mooring system and only draws 3.5 feet," said Doug Adams, operations manager.

The company presently employs a staff of 28 to operate the entirety of American Eagle's equipment inventory and provide support to its activities.

The offshore state and inland waterways will be American Eagle's primary target for operating, and based on their recent activity, believe this is the area they can be most competitive.

In addition to its active salvage business, American Eagle is a prime vendor to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, has recently worked for Total-Minato, AWI-Mallard and has bids in place for the removal of eight platforms and numerous wellheads later this spring and summer.

For additional information on the products and services of American Eagle Marine, contact API at: Publications and Distribution Section, 1220 L Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005; tel: (202) 682-9378, fax: (202) 682-8537.
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The Birth Of The National Shipbuilding Research Program

The mission of the National Shipbuilding Research Program (NSRP) is to assist the U.S. shipbuilding and repair industry in achieving and maintaining global competitiveness with respect to quality, time, cost and customer satisfaction. The NSRP started in 1970 as a result of amendments to the 1936 Merchant Marine Act. More specifically, the Secretary of Commerce was charged to “collaborate with...shippers in developing plans for the economic construction of vessels.” The Ship Production Committee of the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers (SNAME) has been chosen by the Maritime Administration to provide the strategic direction to the NSRP. The NSRP is a unique cost-shared government and industry program with research ideas generated by both sectors. The ideas then go through a refinement process and are worked into a project proposal. The proposal is then evaluated and a determination is made as to whether it is vital enough to the shipbuilding and repair industry to be funded. Once a proposal is funded, a competitive proposal process selects the best researcher for the job. The resulting research is then made available to the entire shipbuilding and repair industry.

Fuel Injection Problems? Centerline Power has the Answers.

We specialize in fast economical repair and replacement parts for Diesel Fuel Injection systems. We’re centrally located for quick turn-around... plus, three decades of experience means we do it right.

- MAN/B & W
- FUEL PUMPS
- SULZER
- INJECTORS
- MIRILLEES/ NOZZLES
- BLACKSTONE
- PLUNGER-BARREL
- DIANATSU
- DELIVERY VALVES
- YANMAR
- RELIEF VALVES
- AKASAKA
- B & W INJECTOR
- WARTSILA/SWD SPECIALISTS

"Marine Diesel Fuel Injection Specialists"

We manufacture Sulzer Fuel Nozzles

Centerline Power
1375 Sherman Drive, Longmont, CO 80501
Ph: 303-440-6441 FAX: 303-772-3473
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WALK IN COOLER/ FREEZER DOORS

• ANY SIZE...
• SHAPE...
• THICKNESS...

Need a door for that walk-in cooler or freezer? Have built-in refrigeration in an odd space? Cospolich has the door for your vessel. Any size, shape or thickness. We either stock it, or will build to your specs.

Cospolich doors are on commercial, military, and pleasure vessels worldwide. We’ve turned “tonnage openings” into refrigerators, put windows in doors, and even made round doors! Built to U.S. Navy standards, these stainless steel, fully insulated, fully gasketed doors virtually eliminate cold air leakage. And, they are pre-hung for quick, easy installation.

Cospolich, for all your marine refrigeration needs.
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When Weather Data Is Essential

...Rely on Belfort for all your meteorological instrument needs.

Belfort knows the marine industry. We have been supplying sensors and systems since the early 1900’s to both naval and commercial ships, drilling platforms, lighthouses, buoys, and general shoreline applications.

Our instruments are built rugged with high accuracy and reliability because they are designed specifically to meet the demanding marine environmental needs.

Contact us with all your specific applications and ask us about our new visibility and solid-state wind sensors.
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APL Appeals To MarAd To Lift Prohibition

The Maritime Administration has received a request from American President Lines, Ltd., (APL) to delete the prohibition of carrying military cargo on foreign-flag vessels under three waivers of section 804 of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936, as amended.

Currently, APL performs three subsidized container shipping services. Its Transpacific Trade Route (TR) service covers the range of former TR 29 to/from California-Oregon-Washington, up to 188 annual sailings. Former TR 29 includes ports in the Far East on the continent of Asia from Asian Russia to Thailand, inclusive, Japan, Taiwan and the Philippines.

APL's two extension services add authority to serve ports of South Asia and the Persian Gulf/Red Sea on up to 28 sailings to/from California and up to 80 sailings to/from Oregon/Washington. APL's current contract permits any part of the service by transfer or relay of cargo between subsidized vessels at any foreign port on the authorized service.

APL's application states that the Cargo Preference Act of 1904 requires defense cargoes to go on U.S.-flag vessels when available. However, the company says that when there is no U.S.-flag service, there is no valid reason to bar it from carrying defense cargoes using a combination of U.S.-flag line haul vessels and foreign-flag vessels.

The company performs its TR 2 transpacific service primarily with line-haul vessels making direct calls at most major foreign TR 2 ports.

APL's extension services are currently performed by a feeder network that includes four subsidized U.S.-flag APL vessels providing service on a relay basis to Singapore, Colombo, and Fujayrah via Kaohsiung. The company also operates charter foreign-flag feeders in and to extension areas in the range Indonesia-Red Sea under authority of one section 804 waiver. It also operates foreign-flag feeders under two additional waivers to Thailand and China in the TR 2 foreign area.

Section 804 precludes subsidized U.S.-flag operators or their affiliates from operating foreign-flag vessels which compete with essential U.S.-flag shipping services unless the Secretary of Transportation waives the provisions of this section for a specific period of time.

MSRC Obtains Interim USCG Response Organization Classification

The Marine Spill Response Corporation (MSRC) has obtained interim U.S. Coast Guard Classifications of Level E for all marine environments including: river/canal; inland/nearshore; and offshore/open ocean. A final classification will be granted by the Coast Guard as soon as information supplied by MSRC during the application process has been verified through a site visit.

There are five classifications given to an Oil Spill Removal Organization (OSRO) in each of the three marine environments.

An E classification signifies the highest response capability that can be given in any environment. It is based upon the amount of boom, oil recovery equipment and recovered oil storage capability of the OSRO.

MSRC expects to be identified as contracted resources in many vessel and facility response plans of the members of the Marine Preservation Association to be in place by August 18, 1993, as mandated by OPA 90.

The Coast Guard will publicize organizations and their final classifications periodically in an as-yet-undecided publication.

General Ship Repair Completes Repairs Ahead Of Schedule, Under Bid Price

The four corrugated cargo bulkheads of the self-unloading bulk gypsum carrier, M.V. Georgia-S, were completely replaced by the General Ship Repair Corp. in Baltimore.

The work on the self-unloading gypsum carrier, M.V. Georgia-S, involved the complete replacement of the vessel's four corrugated cargo bulkheads by General Ship Repair Corp. after an intensive bidding process and shipyard surveys by Skaraup Shipping Corp., operators of the ship for Georgia Pacific Corp.

To expedite the repairs, General Ship Repair Corp. engineers traveled several times to Brunswick, Ga., the vessel's regular unloading terminal, to verify specifications and to make templates to prefabricate the new steel corrugated panels and have them ready for installation when the ship arrived in Baltimore.

The engineers also designed custom staging, modularly-constructed for rapid setup for the repair work. Working closely with Skaraup Shipping, General Ship Repair Corp. designed standard-sized panels, the most economical to prefabricate and the most durable to install, resulting in the least amount of scrap metal. Using this process, the final quote was reduced and the complicated project was made a bit easier.

The repair work on the Georgia-S was done at Baltimore's Clinton Street Pier, owned and operated by Rulert Marine Terminals. The deteriorated bulkhead panels were systematically removed and a strict installation schedule was simultaneously carried out. All work was completed in accordance with the Lloyd's Register of Shipping regulations. The 50-tons of new steel were sandblasted to a near-white finish and painted with two coats of anti-abrasive epoxy.

The total replacement and finishing of the new cargo bulkheads was completed ahead of schedule and below the original bid price, according to the yard.

General Ship Repair Corp. is a family-owned and operated company which offers a full range of services, from new ship construction to repairs and conversations to engine work. The yard offers a 950-ton capacity floating drydock plus four wetberth facilities.

For more information on the services of General Ship Repair,
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Recent Tanker Spills Convince Underwriters To Sell Owners Reinsurance

The recent “Aegean Sea” and “Braer” tanker disasters have seemed to indicate to marine underwriters that these types of incidents are unlikely to result in the massive damage claims originally anticipated, making it possible for shipowner protection and indemnity (P&O) clubs to buy reinsurance for the coming year.

According to an industry source, the two disasters have convinced underwriters that the majority of risks are insurable.

Only in the U.S., where the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 imposes large punitive damages, would claims be likely to exceed the maximum $700 million in oil-spill liability coverage available in the marine market.

Another important factor is that many countries, not including the U.S., are signatories to international conventions that limit shipowner liability in the event of an oil spill, except in gross negligence cases.

The worst case involving the International Oil Pollution Compensation Fund, established in 1978, was the “Haven” tanker accident off of Italy in 1981 in which some 1,350 claims for compensation totaling $1 billion have been submitted to the Italian courts so far.

Most claims, however, are for much smaller amounts.

The total amount of compensation paid out by the fund over the past 14 years is less than $100 million for 62 incidents, which is an amount more than half of which occurred in Japan.

Liability insurance for 95 percent of the world’s merchant fleet is provided by 17 P&O clubs. The clubs presently offer unlimited liability coverage for all risks except oil pollution, which has a ceiling of $500 million.

A further $200 million of coverage is available in the commercial markets.

A limit on non-oil pollution risks is expected to be introduced by the P&O clubs after February 1994.

Texas Drydock Delivers Offshore Drill Barge To ENSCO Drilling

Don Covington, president and CEO of Orange, Texas-based Texas Drydock, Inc. (TDI) announced the delivery of the first of two hulls to be constructed for ENSCO Drilling Company, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Energy Service Company, Inc. (ENSCO).

Designated the ENSCO VII, the cantilevered, floating drill barge was formally christened at ceremonies held at Texas Drydock and the Brown Center in Orange.

Principal speakers for the event were: Mr. Covington; Carl Thorne, chairman and CEO of ENSCO; and Rich Wilson, senior vice president and COO of ENSCO.

Myra Hendricks, wife of Warren Hyndricks, president of ENSCO Drilling (Caribbean), was the event’s sponsor.

The vessel is capable of working to a drilling depth of 15,000 feet at a water depth of 125 feet, and will accommodate a crew of 16 people.

The drilling rig departed for Venezuela where it will begin work in Lake Maracaibo for Lagoven, a subsidiary of PDVSA, the national oil company.

ENSCO has entered into five-year contracts with Lagoven for four new barge drilling rigs.

The ENSCO VI is the first of two offshore drilling rigs being constructed for ENSCO by Texas Drydock.

The second, the ENSCO IX, is scheduled for delivery on the first of April.

Founded in 1986, Texas Drydock, Inc., has four waterfront facilities in the Port Arthur-Orange-Sabine area where it is also involved in the repair and turnkey modification of offshore rigs, drydocking and repair of ocean-going barges and fabrication of offshore production facilities.

For additional information on the services to the maritime industry from Texas Drydock, Inc.,
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For over 50 years we’ve been first in vessels that last.

Since 1938, Jeffboat has been the leading manufacturer of high-quality marine vessels of virtually every type. And today, with the benefit of advanced computer design, our staff of engineers and production craftsmen can design and build everything from cruise boats to the premier towboats in the industry.

To learn more about how Jeffboat can meet your specific requirements for vessels that deliver performance decade after decade, call 812-288-0200.
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REAL SAVINGS! Protection of salt water ballast tanks for less than the interest earned on investment of the dollars to be spent for blasting and coating the same surface areas. On older ships fluid systems as compared to soft and hard coatings are the corrosion control systems that make economic sense for both the owner and operator. In addition, these systems represent positive response to the program for enhanced surveys by providing ongoing planned maintenance at scheduled intervals with minimum expenditure. FLUID FILM® A and AR particulars:

- Complete penetration of the substrate as opposed to a passive barrier.
- One coat at 5-15 mils thickness (120-381 microns) that is transparent for easy inspection.
- No solvents. Flashpoint of 157°C (315°F). Will not dry-out and crack, but remains flexible.
- Descaler where heavy corrosion is present. Reapply for long term protection after rust scale is removed.
- In-transit applications by riding crew (raft and pole gun methods optional).
- Flotation by Liquid A when alternate method to spray is required.
- Protection to five (5) years. Reinforces old coating that is breaking down.

MORE SAVINGS WITH ADDITIONAL USES—Rudders, Stern Tubes, Wire-Rope, Winches, Cranes, Booms, Hoists, Chains, Gears, Threads, Chain-Lockers, Voids, Davits, Valves, Pipe, Hatch Covers, Electrical Equipment, Floating Drydocks including internals of pumps and piping, Caissons, Vessels in lay-up, Machinery and Equipment in-transit preservation. Any structure, component, part and appendage subject to corrosion and requiring long-term lubrication and protection.

EUREKA CHEMICAL COMPANY
P.O. Box 2205, South San Francisco, CA 94083
Telephone: (415) 761-3536 • Fax: (415) 589-1943 • Telex: 349465
Stocks and technical services available East and Gulf Coast—U.S.A., United Kingdom, Germany, Greece, Norway, Japan, Taiwan, Singapore.
The Radio Technical Commission For Maritime Services

Annual Assembly Set For San Diego, May 3-6

The Radio Technical Commission for Maritime Services (RTCM), the Washington, D.C.-based non-profit advisory organization, is preparing for its annual assembly, scheduled to be held at the Princess Hotel in San Diego from May 3-6.

Established in 1947, the RTCM event provides a unique forum for evaluation and analysis of maritime telecommunications issues where the affected user community can make responsive recommendations useful to government and industry planners, both on the national and international level. Major assembly sessions included in the 1993 program will address:

- The new Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS)
- Maritime Weather and Navigational Warning Services
- The Federal Radionavigation Planning Process
- Vessel Traffic Services for Improved Harbor Safety.
- Electronic Chart Display System Standards
- Roundtable Workshop on Government Legislation, Rulemaking and Services
- Satellite Services from Inmarsat and AMSC
- Proposed Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) Mobile Satellite Systems
- Meetings of RTCM Special Committees Dealing with Equipment and Systems Standards.

The RTCM has a broad membership encompassing the whole spectrum of vessel operations, maritime equipment manufacturers, providers of maritime services and Federal Government agencies.

The Annual Assembly provides a mechanism for expressing views, recommending changes in policy, proposing improvements in present systems, and proposing establishment of new systems.

Identification of user needs is particularly valuable to manufacturers, service organizations and government planning authorities.

The schedule of seminars (which is delivered in its entirety following this article) is filled with information-packed seminars presented by some of the foremost authorities and suppliers in the field.

For example, Robert C. Johnson of Racal Marine Electronics Ltd., England, is scheduled to discuss "Bridge Integrity Systems Result in Safer Navigation," and a group of four speakers from Scandinavian countries, including Tore Oprien of Norwegian Telecom and Bendt Wardenberg of Telecom Denmark, are to speak on "Implementation and Use of the Digital Selective Calling System in the Nordic Countries."

Both of these sessions are scheduled for SESSION III, on Monday, May 3, at 3:20 p.m.

On Tuesday, May 4, SESSION V starts at 10:30 a.m. is moderated by Captain James L. Fear, USCG (Ret.), of INMARSAT, and features the following topics and speakers: "Mobile Link - COMSAT's New Digital Voice Service," Chris L. Leber, COMSAT, "INMARSAT-B: Advanced Capabilities for Demanding Requirements," Gerald A. Gutman, ViaSat Technology, and "An Update On AMSC's Domestic Mobile Satellite Service," Lynn Anne Miller, Mobile Satellite Corp.

On Wednesday, May 5, Frank Cassidy of Datamarine International is scheduled to speak during SESSION XIII, at 3:20 p.m., on "An RTCM Standard for Electronic Chart Systems (ECS) - Category 3, Supplementing the Paper Chart."

Because of its length, it is impossible to provide full details on every topic and speaker. For more information, contact Katy Ackland, RTCM Assembly Publicity Chairperson, tel: (202) 863-6097; fax: (202) 488-3814; or write to her in care of COMSAT Mobile Communications, 950 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20024.

RCTM SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Monday, May 3
8 a.m. — Registration Desk Open
8:15 a.m. — Annual Business Meeting
8:15 a.m. — Opening Address, Rear Admiral M.E. Gilbert, USCG
10:15 a.m. — Annual Business Meeting
10:15 a.m. — Registration Desk Open
10:30-11:40 a.m. — SESSION I: Mod-
The Process Of Elimination. Sea Recovery™
Is The Only Choice!

Sea Recovery has the right watermaker for you. From 200 to 25,000 U.S. gallons per day (750 to 95,000 liters per day), our reverse osmosis desalination systems provide you with fresh water on demand, under any sea or land condition. There's only one way to take on water...The Sea Recovery Way! Call Toll Free 1-(800)-354-2000 for our color brochure.
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3-4:30 p.m. — SESSION VII: Moderator, [Name], International Maritime Organization (IMO) Working Group on Promotion of Maritime Safety Information.
1) The World Meteorological Organization Plans for Promotion of Weather Forecasts and Warnings to Shipping through the SafetyNET System to meet the Requirements of the global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMSS).
2) Promulgation of Navigational Warnings Under the GMSS.
3) Saving Lives with Safety Systems.

Wednesday, May 5

9-10:30 a.m. — SESSION VIII: Moderator, [Name], USCG, U.S. DOT.
2) Centralization of Radionavigation and Operations.
3) Marine DGPS Requirements and Expected Coverage.
4) Matters of Combined Use of the GLONASS/GPS Systems.
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10:50 a.m.-12 p.m. — SESSION IX: Radionavigation Roundtable Workshop. Moderators: Heywood Shirer, U.S. DOT, Research and Special Programs Administration; Captain Leo J. Black, USCG; Captain John F. Weeseman, USCG; Dave Olsen, U.S. Federal Aviation Administration; and Major W. Fauten, USAF, U.S. Space Command.

Session will cover: policy changes in the 1992 U.S. Federal Radionavigation Plan (FRP); impact of the 1992 FRP changes on users and manufacturers; do your radionavigation requirements match the U.S. government’s policy?; what is Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) and how will it affect marine users of radionavigation?; and more.

12 p.m. — Lunch

* NOTE: During this time, some sessions meet simultaneously.

2-4:30 p.m. — SESSION X: Meeting of the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) Technical Committee 80 (TC80) Working Group 4A on GPS Receiver Standards (Continued on Thursday).

— SESSION XI: Meeting of RTCM Special Committee 113 on Standards for the Search and Rescue Transponder (SART).

2-3 p.m. — SESSION XII: Moderator: Captain Michael Mierzwa, USCG

2) Vessel Traffic Services (VTS) and Voice Radio Communications.
3) Advances in Information Technology for Vessel Traffic Services.

3:20-4:30 p.m. — SESSION XIII: Moderator, Oyvind Stene, Norwegian Mapping Authority.

1) Status of the ECDIS Provisions and Availability and of a Worldwide Electronic Database.
2) The U.S. ECDIS Test Program.
3) An RTCM Standard for Electronic Chart Systems (ECS) - Category 3, Supplementing the Paper Chart

Thursday, May 6

* NOTE: During this time, some sessions meet simultaneously.

9 a.m.-5 p.m. — Shipboard Electronic Chart Demonstrations. All assembly Meeting Registrants are invited to attend scheduled tours of shipboard electronic chart demonstrations sponsored by the U.S. Coast Guard. Equipment will include both an IMO compliant ECDIS and an ECS/RTCM Category 3 System.

9 a.m.-12 p.m. — SESSION XIV: Meeting of the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) Technical Committee 80 (TC80) Working Group 4A on GPS Receiver Standards (Meeting continued from Wednesday).

9 a.m.-12 p.m. — SESSION XV: Radionavigation Roundtable Workshop: Government Legislation, Rulemaking and Services. Moderators: George R. Dillon, U.S. FCC; Joseph D. Hersey and Robert L. Markle, U.S. Coast Guard; and Robert W. Jacobson, Jr., U.S. Department of Commerce, NOAA, National Weather Service. Topics and questions planned for discussion include: Reorganization at the FCC; Rechanneling the VHF Maritime Band; Do current maritime rules hamper growth and technological innovation?; Is there a need to reduce regulatory burdens and improve spectrum efficiency in the maritime services?; and, How should dissemination of maritime safety information (MSI) be improved?

12-1:30 p.m. — Lunch

1:30-5:30 p.m. — Meeting of RTCM Special Committee 101 on Digital Selective Calling (Meeting continues on Friday).

1:30-5:30 p.m. — Meeting of RTCM Special Committee 104 on Differential Navstar/GPS Service (Meeting continues on Friday).

1:30-5:30 p.m. — Meeting of RTCM Special Committee 110 on Emergency Position-Indicating Radio Beacons (EPIRBs).

**Lead-Based Paint Removal**

...Now LTC Offers A Safer Way

Vacuum Blasting is safer for your crew ...and safer for the environment.

New (and newly-enforced) regulations are making lead-based paint removal a hot topic. Whether you're doing large-scale cleaning, or just spot blasting, the time is right to take another look at our complete line of dust free vacuum blasting machines...

- Independent testing proves a greater than 99% level of containment...protecting your operators and the surrounding environment. HEPA filtering is also available.
- Eliminating costly containment structures means BIG SAVINGS of time and money.
- Using recyclable abrasives reduces hazardous waste 90%...
- Our compact LTC equipment and new extralong hose lengths makes it easy to handle on any job site.

Free video demonstration.

You'll see how LTC's cost-effective, American-made, high production vacuum blasting systems can be tailored to your specific needs. Better yet, try us on your next project...we offer nationwide equipment leasing, rentals and sales. CALL TODAY.

1(800) 822-2332

FAX (703) 406-4523

**LIFE SAVING**

requires 100% reliability. DON'T TAKE CHANCES.

Trust our 150 years experience. FASSMER:

Lifeboats, rescueboats, SAR-crafts and more.

Visit us at Cruise & Ferry, Stand No. U 055, or OIC '93, Houston, TX, Stand no. 3310

FR. FASSMER & CO

SHIP- AND BOATYARD

D-27604 Bremen/Germany Phone: +49 (0) 41 44 61-40 Fax: +49 (0) 41 44 61-411
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For approved

OVERFLOW PROTECTION

drop a few GEMS into your tanks!

- Self-Checking Level Switches meet or exceed Coast Guard and Federal Regulations.
- ABS Approved.
- Baked by the strongest warranty in the industry.
- Tank contents (including vapors) completely sealed from atmosphere.
- Nationwide service to the marine industry for more than 35 years!

Ask about GEMS custom Alarm Monitoring Panels. Built to last!

Call Toll-Free for more information 800-321-6070

Hillman Industries Inc.
Gems Sensors Division
One Center
Plainville, CT 06062
203/747-3000
FAX 203/747-2044
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ALLOYS FOR HOSTILE ENVIRONMENTS

When your application calls for more than common metal supply services, call Hillman. For over 75 years, we have provided industry and government with the most hard-to-find alloys, along with these unusual services:

- LARGE STOCK of coppernickel and copper-based alloys to level 1 requirements
- Complete CUTTING and ROUGH MACHINING of semi-finished stock
- On-site LIBRARY of GOVERNMENT SPEC's dating back to the 1930's
- Cartillman and you'll speak with someone who knows your metals, understands your application, and has answers to your questions.

HILLMAN BRASS & COPPER
2345 Maryland Road, Willow Grove, PA 19090
215-659-6010 FAX 215-659-0827
CALL TOLL-FREE 800-441-5992
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COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

Comsat Mobile Communications, Washington, D.C., has been authorized by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to provide an array of mobile satellite communications products and value-added services, including news and information services, specialized electronic mail systems, telephone equipment for ships and land mobile applications. The authorization is subject to Comsat's submitting and the FCC approving some nonstructural safeguards to ensure an open and competitive environment. The FCC issued an order granting a partial waiver to the "structural separation" restrictions that have prevented the Comsat business unit from offering its maritime customers any value-added Inmarsat communications services beyond basic voice, data and facsimile, except on a case-by-case basis that required time-consuming and sometimes complicated FCC filings. The restrictions prevented Comsat from marketing and selling some services except through a separate subsidiary with separate sales, service and executive staffs.

According to Ronald J. Mario, Comsat Mobile Communications president, the company sought relief from the restrictions because the system was costly and inefficient to manage and limited Comsat's ability to bring the maritime community state-of-the-art communications services.

For information about Comsat, contact:

Maritime Reporter/Engineering News
The Westinghouse Marine Division, in Sunnyvale, Calif., and Sulzer Escher Wyss, based in Ravensburg, Germany, have reached an agreement for Westinghouse to market and manufacture large, high-horsepower controllable pitch (CP) propellers in the U.S. The agreement also includes Jorgensen Forge, of Seattle, Wash., an active Sulzer Escher Wyss licensee. Westinghouse intends to manufacture these propellers for the U.S. Navy's Strategic Sealift program, as well as other Navy ships, Westinghouse officials announced. Westinghouse/Escher Wyss CP propellers will be capable of propelling ships up to 50,000 hp per propeller shaft. Escher Wyss CP propellers are U.S. Navy-qualified up to this horsepower level. Approximately 25 percent of the world’s fleet and virtually all major naval vessels are driven by CP propellers. Controllable pitch propellers are also widely used for moving fishing vessels. The propellers are capable of responding to varying operating conditions by altering the blade pitch hydraulically, and accurately maintaining the pitch set, providing for more efficient operation and excellent maneuverability. A CP propeller allows for the most efficient engine operation at both full and partial loads.

This agreement provides a source for American-made CP propellers and positions Westinghouse as a U.S. source for complete marine diesel propulsion systems, including Westinghouse/Sulzer diesel engines, reduction gears, line shafting and CP propellers. Westinghouse has a long-standing reputation as a world-class designer and manufacturer of complete ship propulsion systems. Jorgensen Forge is also included in the agreement as a source of forging and machining of shafts, shaftline components and other equipment, as well as support for CP propellers. Westinghouse is also pursuing low- and medium-speed diesel marine propulsion engine opportunities in the sealift program and for U.S. commercial ships, under a separate agreement with New Sulzer Diesel of Switzerland.

For more information about Westinghouse Marine,
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Litton 406 MHz EPIRBs
Meet GMDSS Requirements

Safety at Sea

Litton EPIRBs provide the location and identity of your ship in distress to search & rescue forces anywhere in the world via the COSPAS/SARSAT satellite system.

Litton's Category I model automatically deploys when submerged, or can be manually deployed. The Category II is a small, compact version that is manually deployed.

Incorporating the latest in satellite position-indicating technology, Litton's EPIRBs are available for immediate delivery, and are approved by COSPAS/SARSAT, U.S., Canada, U.K., Australia and other countries World Wide.

For more information, Contact:
Litton Special Devices
750 West Spruill Road
Springfield, PA 19064
U.S. & Canada 1-800-328-0948
International 1-215-328-4000
Ametek Denmark can now offer their water in oil monitor with approvals from Norske Veritas, Bureau Veritas or Lloyd's.

The water monitor is developed to survey lube oil systems and hydraulic oil systems for engines, turbines, gears, etc. It measures on line the water content in the oil up to 10 times per hour.

The system has two alarm limits which can be used for alarm without any interference on the operation of a separate alarm with a shutdown function. This enables the engineer to keep track of any water intruding into the system on a much more frequent basis than the regular manual test, thus preventing a systems breakdown and the associated repair expenses.

Litton Special Devices
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MARITIME POLICY Should Be The Foundation Of Economic Reform

By Congressman Owen Pickett

A s President Clinton begins the formidable task of building an economic program that will bolster activity, create jobs and restore prosperity in our nation, nowhere is his leadership more urgently needed than in the task of strengthening our domestic maritime industries.

Fifty years ago, at the end of World War II, there were more than 5,000 of these vessels in the U.S. merchant fleet, and more than 100,000 people manning them. The report documents similar decreases in other areas. For example:

- There are only three commercial ships on order or under construction in U.S. shipyards, and amazingly, this is better than we were doing throughout much of the 1980's.
- There are 3,200 fewer oceangoing shipboard jobs than there were one year ago. Fewer Americans work as longshoremen, and shipyard jobs are rapidly vanishing.

We cannot allow our nation's maritime industries to continue on their present course.

As every war and conflict in modern history has demonstrated, a strong sealift capability is essential to meeting the force deployment requirements of a major contingency.

Fully 95 percent of all American troops and supplies must be moved by sea during an emergency. Therefore, our nation will have to depend upon existing U.S. flag cargo ships under charter to the Navy; its own fleet of fast sealift ships; U.S. flag liners under contract with the government; and vessels from the Ready Reserve Force.

The few remaining men and women who work in the U.S. shipyards, who man U.S.-flagged vessels, and who are engaged in waterborne commerce, know that America can successfully compete in the maritime trades, if the artificial impediments to free and fair competition are eliminated.

Congressman Owen Pickett

Our nation must get serious about negotiating an end to the large government subsidies that our foreign competitors make to their shipyards.

Even without any new legislation, the Clinton Administration can achieve much by vigorously enforcing laws that are already on the books which are designed to promote and sustain a strong maritime industry for our nation.

One such law is Section 27 of the Jones Act, which requires that all vessels engaged in coastwise trade be built, rebuilt and repaired in American shipyards.

As America's shipbuilding and ship repair industry knows all too well, this law has not been enforced as Congress had intended. Judicial and administrative interpretations have hollowed out Section 27 to the point where there is virtually no limitation on the rebuilding and repair of Jones Act vessels that may take place abroad. The American interest has not been protected and a legislative remedy is clearly needed. I proposed legislation in the 102nd Congress to restore the original intent of Section 27 of the Jones Act but it was not acted upon favorably. As President Clinton and Transportation Secretary Peni work to develop a new and more aggressive national maritime policy, they would do well to close the loopholes in existing law as a part of their new program.

The few remaining men and women who work in the U.S. shipyards, who man U.S.-flagged vessels, and who are engaged in waterborne commerce, know that America can successfully compete in the maritime trades, if the artificial impediments to free and fair competition are eliminated.
FURUNO
FR/FAR 2800 SERIES RADARS

Now even the largest vessels can have Furuno performance and reliability.

TWO RADAR FAMILIES IN ONE
These great new Furuno radars are available as the FAR-2800 Series, an IMO-compliant ARPA system with automatic tracking of up to 40 targets, auto and manual acquisition and trial maneuver capability, or as the FR-2800 Series, a True Motion/Relative Motion system with electronic plotting of up to 10 targets. And the entire 2800 Series can be supplied in 25 or 50 kW X-band versions, or 30 or 60 kW S-band versions with a variety of antenna lengths, transceivers mounted up or down, and electronic interswitching for dual installations.

TARGETS YOU CAN REALLY SEE
Exceptional target detection is assured with the 2800's by a combination of Furuno's exclusive low noise microwave integrated circuit receiver, matched pulse lengths and repetition rates, echo averaging and stretch, with full 15-level signal quantization. This performance package assures detection of even the weakest targets in the worst conditions of clutter.

SUPERIOR DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY
These Furuno radars have superb 28" raster scan displays with 1024 x 1024 pixel resolution for radar images that are crisp, bright and easy to view day or night.

DESIGNED FOR THE NAVIGATOR
The FR-2800's provide such features as electronic plotting with 10 different symbols, electronic parallel index lines, dual VRM's and EBL's guard zone with alarm, and easy assessment of target course and speed by simulated afterglow or by vector. The FAR Series provides auto acquisition of another 20 targets plus manual acquisition of all 40 targets. Also traffic lanes, buoys, dangerous points and other important navigation elements can be displayed.

On-screen data readouts include range, bearing, course, speed, CPA, TCPA, BCR (bow crossing range), and BCT for up to 3 selected targets, as well as own ship course and speed.

WORLDWIDE ACCEPTANCE
Furuno's 2800 Series radars meet or exceed all IMO, RTCM, IEC and other national regulations for installation on all classes of vessels. They are supported by the most extensive service organization located in major ports worldwide. Send for complete information today.

Furuno.
Choice of the professionals.

© 1990 Furuno U.S.A., Inc.

P.O. Box 2943
South San Francisco, CA 94083
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National Response Corp. Signs New Customers

The National Response Corporation (NRC), of Calverton, N.Y., announced that fifteen terminals and utility companies had signed up with the company for oil spill response coverage. The fifteen petroleum terminal operators and utility companies are all terminal operators and utility companies that were part of the National Response Corp. (NESRA) which is an affiliate of the Independent Fuel Terminals Operators Association (IFTOA). NESRA members include: AFMC; Boston Edison; Central Maine Power; Colonial Oil Industry, Inc.; Eastern Utilities; Esco Terminal; Getty Petroleum; Global Petroleum; New England Power; Northeast Petroleum; PanOcean Southern; Savannah Electric & Power; Sprague; Tosco Corporation; and Webber. These terminals and utilities as a group handle an estimated 100 million barrels of oil product per year.

NRC’s president, Mark Miller, called the signing of the NESRA group a “significant” expansion for NRC in an important market segment. He commented, “We have been so successful with independent shipowners that people tend to think of us as a one-dimensional company focusing on market niches. This signing (of the NESRA group) demonstrates that NRC is a major contractor to all market segments.”

Mr. Miller estimated that NRC currently has signed over 150 companies representing over 190 barges and over 1,000 tankers with a cumulative deadweight of over 85 million tons. Major clients include Hellestom Shipping, Bergesen AS, Bona Shipping AS, Ceres Hellenic Shipping, and Wah Kwong.

NRC is a national marine spill response organization offering oil companies, refineries, terminals, power facilities and vessel owners and operators assistance in meeting the response resource requirements of OPA 90 and various state oil spill laws through a practical, cost effective approach emphasizing the utilization of existing resources.

For more information about NRC, please circle 344 on Reader Service Card.

Leave Traditional Shot & Grit Behind

METgrain Steel Abrasive Gives You the Power of Shot with the Cleaning Efficiency of Grit.

Discover the advantages of METgrain®, the new steel abrasive that’s generations ahead of conventional shot and grit and light years beyond mineral abrasives. Industry leaders are switching to METgrain for improved performance and lower cost.

Find out more—place an order and get aboard with METgrain®.

DS Industrial Introduces New Paddlewheel Propulsion System

The paddlewheel has been around for hundreds of years. DS Industrial & Marine Co., Inver Grove Heights, Minn., reports that the reason why paddlewheels are not more efficient is because the paddles entering the water on one side of the wheel are pushing down on the water and the paddles on the other side of the wheel are lifting the water, and if the rpm is too high it will carry water around the wheel. The only paddles that propel the vessel are the bottom ones that are vertical.

DS Industrial & Marine’s design is simple. The paddles have bearings at the mid point on both ends, the top half is hollow or buoyant, and the bottom half is filled with concrete or weight so it is heavy.

When the paddles are out of the water the weight holds them vertical, so that as the wheel turns the paddles will enter the water vertically. The edge of each paddle is rounded or pointed so it enters the water easily. Once in the water, the combination of weight on the bottom and buoyancy on top of each paddle will help to maintain the paddles in a vertical position. Also the area on the paddles above and below the horizontal axis is the same, so the paddles will remain vertical as it pushes water. As the paddles leave the water it is vertical so as not to carry water with it.

The company claims that this paddlewheel is 50 to 100 percent more efficient than the present state-of-the-art paddlewheel. The wheel can be made in a smaller diameter, which saves space, and can be steerable. It can also be operated in shallow water, and because of its smaller size can be adjusted vertically for different loading conditions of the vessel. This new paddlewheel has a similar appearance to conventional paddlewheels.

If you would like more information on this invention, contact: Don Seiford at (612) 450-6284, fax: (612) 457-2153, or write: DS Industrial & Marine Co., Inc., 5686 Annette Ave. E., Inver Grove Heights, Minn. 55077.
Sovereign Yacht Launches Technologically Advanced Sailing Yacht 'Venturosa'

Bruce Reagan of Seattle-based Sovereign Yacht announced that the company had launched the 109.5-foot sailing yacht Venturosa. According to the builder, this marked a major step towards the completion of one of the world's most technologically advanced yachts built to specification standards seldom attempted. The yacht's European owner selected Sovereign after an intensive worldwide search for a builder who could satisfy his design specifications and concepts for one of the world's ultimate sailing yachts. The Venturosa is scheduled to be delivered this month.

The 142.7-ton yacht is ketch rigged and has a total sail area of 3,118 square feet. In addition to her sails, she is also equipped with two Deutz D234 V8 engines, developing 299 hp at 2,100 rpm each. To assist in maneuvering the boat, a retractable, 16-hp bow thruster and stern thruster are fitted. Under power, the Venturosa has a range of 1,500 nautical miles. Her wheelhouse is equipped with Radio Holland electronics and a Furuno CH-14 retractable fathometer. Built with multiple-redundancy in mind, the yacht is equipped with four separate steering systems, two Northern Lights M3414D, 60-kW main generators and one Northern Lights MS34, 20-kW night generator, and a bilge pump system which can operate hydraulically or off of AC or DC current. According to Sparkman & Stephens, the naval architects for the Venturosa, "Based upon our inspections at the shipyard (Sovereign Yacht), we feel that the Venturosa is the highest quality sailing yacht ever built."

For more information from Sovereign Yacht, Circle 127 on Reader Service Card

U.S. Supreme Court Upholds Tennessee Container Tax, Trade War Threatened

A recent U.S. Supreme Court decision that upholds the State of Tennessee's right to levy a 5.5-per cent sales tax on domestically-owned containers leased for use in international transport could lead to foreign retaliation against U.S. trade. The Supreme Court concluded that Congressional legislation governing the importation of containers only prohibited the imposition of Federal customs duties, not state regulations or taxation.

The court also determined that Tennessee's tax did not violate any international conventions. Eleven countries vigorously opposed the state tax, arguing that it was prohibited by the Customs Conventions on Containers of 1966 and 1972, both of which were signed by the U.S.

The terms of the container conventions require signatories to allow the temporary admission of cargo containers for up to three months without imposing import duties or taxes.

The U.K., Germany, Japan, France, Italy, Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain and Sweden sent the U.S. State Department a diplomatic note protesting the Tennessee container tax. Fearing that the tax would now spread to several other U.S. states, Britain stated that it and other countries were likely to retaliate against the tax.

I tel Containers International Corp. of California, was assessed by Tennessee's revenue department in December 1986 to be liable for $382,465 in sales tax, penalties and interest from I tel's lease of containers delivered in the state from January 1983 to November 1986. The company fought the assessment on the grounds that the tax was unconstitutional and in violation of international conventions.

RNLI Chooses Orkot "TLM Marine" For New Lifeboats

The Royal National Lifeboat Institution (RNLI), which was founded in England in 1824 and whose lifeboats have saved more than 120,000 lives, chose Orkot "TLM Marine" as the material for rudder bearings on its two new classes of lifeboats. The two new designs, christened "Severn" and "Trent," are 86- and 46-foot boats respectively. They mark the beginning of a new era of lifeboats, as these vessels are able to withstand the worst sea conditions and are capable of 25 knots. There are plans to build 90 of the new boats, the first is scheduled to enter service in the summer of 1984.

"TLM Marine" is a special grade of fiber-reinforced composite, specifically developed by Orkot Ltd. of Rotherham for marine applications. Incorporating a solid lubricant, its outstanding wear resistance and low swell in water have made it a popular choice for bearings in a variety of vessels around the world.

"We had been experimenting with other non-metallic materials," said Jim Johnson, RNLI's chief draftsman, "but we had difficulty obtaining the machining tolerances we needed. The response from Orkot's technical people was very good...."

For more information on the products and services of Orkot, Circle 119 on Reader Service Card

Sovereign Yacht employees and families stand before the sailing yacht Venturosa prior to her launching.
President Drives Jeamar Winches Transformation To Keep Ahead Of Competition On Quality, Price

Southwest Marine Completes Repair Work On Two Cruise Ships Ahead Of Schedule

San Diego, Calif.-based Southwest Marine, Inc., recently re-delivered the cruise ships Fair Princess, belonging to Princess Cruise, and Norwegian Cruise Line's Southward to their owners ahead of schedule.

The Fair Princess, a member of Princess Cruise's "Love Boat" fleet, has been delivered ahead of schedule after a three week drydocking/refurbishment period at Southwest Marine's (SWM) San Pedro yard.

The work package for the 606-foot cruise ship was valued in excess of $2.5 million and included: sea chest, hull and tank renewals; retubing of two main condensers; installation of two new Omni-pure systems, designed for treating blackwater. Approximately 225 workers per day were assigned to the project.

While the ship was undergoing repairs, the crew was served meals onboard San Diego Harbor Excursion's bay cruiser, Monterey, also docked at SWM.

SWM's San Pedro yard recently completed a work package on Norwegian Cruise Line's Southward, which included: sandblasting and painting the hull; changing of the hull plates; removal and overhaul of the port and starboard tail shafts; and the overhaul of the starboard stabilizer. The vessel was re-delivered to Norwegian Cruise Line's Southward to their own dock at Southern California.

According to Herb Engel, SWM's president and COO, "Time is money to the commercial vessel owners who come to us for their repair work. It is our goal to provide the highest quality work delivered on time to our customers.

Southwest Marine's corporate headquarters are located in San Diego, and the company has a repair yard in San Pedro, an affiliate yard in San Francisco, San Francisco Drydock, Inc. and a yard in American Samoa. For more information about the services available from Southwest Marine, Inc.,
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Jeamar Winches, a leading manufacturer of specialty winch products for marine applications, is undergoing a careful transformation with the leadership of its president Ben Aston. At the center of the company's transformation are four key initiatives: to raise revenue; an upgraded computer system to more tightly integrate all facets of its operation; conformity to the highest recognized engineering standards; and a fundamental repositioning of Jeamar in the marketplace.

"Businesses today are facing unprecedented change," Mr. Aston said. "The marketplace is demanding improvements in quality, reliability, function and price. Yet at the same time, complexity, competition, cost pressures and risk are increasing."

"If we can help our customers by providing innovative and cost-effectivesolutions, we will continue to prosper. But to achieve this, our operation will have to remain fast, flexible and streamlined," he added.

The company, with facilities in Buffalo, N.Y. and Toronto, Canada, manufactures a full-range of heavy-duty power winches, ranging in line pull capacities from 400- to 50,000-pounds.

Among its specialty winches are a variety of capstans and wire-rope, drum-type winches, employed in both ship and shore installations.

Jeamar's subsidiary company, Jeamar Sheaves and Blocks, manufactures a line of steel sheaves and directional blocks specifically for heavy industry and commercial marine applications.

While Jeamar's primary market is still the U.S., it has been shipping products in increasing volumes to places such as Singapore, Taiwan, Portugal, Norway, Columbia, and Venezuela. In addition to expanding its markets, the company has similarly adjusted its focus.

"Today, the marketplace is looking for more from its suppliers. The customer wants added value and we have responded by becoming more of a solutions company," said Mr. Aston.

Recently Jeamar worked with a large Canadian client in the design of a ferrying system on the Ottawa River between the provinces of Ontario and Quebec.

The application called for a system to raise and lower 40,000-pound ferry ramps over a distance of 12 feet at two of each docking points.

The catch...the ramps were designed to be remotely operated by the captain via radio transmitter aboard the ferry.

Working with the contractors, Jeamar engineers met all load and safety specifications and provided a least one surprise. As the result of an innovative winch design, Jeamer reduced the size of the winch and the structure required to mount it, a significant cost saving to the customer.

While most of Jeamar's work is on new installations, the company is often called in to solve a problem, such as the work it recently completed in New Orleans at a large grain-transit facility.

A 8,000-pound ceramic-lined nozzle was suspended above the hold of bulk carrier when it suddenly broke loose.

The nozzle, which had been distributing the grain, ended up puncturing the hull of the vessel.

To avoid a repeat, Jeamar's solution was a series of winches designed specifically for the application.

The company installed four heavy winches, each incorporating a triple braking system—an electro-magnet disc brake, a very high-ratio gear train to produce a self-locking effect and an electro-hydraulic caliper brake.

For additional information on the various products and services offered by Jeamar Winches,
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We can’t prevent this...
But our boats can help clean it up.

We design and build a wide range of oil and chemical retrieval and pollution control and dispersant boats. Some are dedicated “skimmers” and others are multi-purpose vessels with fire fighting, tow boat, pilot boat, and other capabilities.

They are equipped with continuous loop oil absorbent belts and chemical dispersant tanks and booms. They can store oil and pollutants on board, or pump it to nearby barges, floating bladders, or shoreside installations.

Catamaran and monohull designs are available. If we don’t have a boat that meets your requirements, we will design one that does.

Our boats have helped clean up some of the worst spills, including the one in Prince William Sound near Valdez, Alaska.

The Trinity Marine Group. We can design and build any boat you need.

TRINITY MARINE GROUP

HALTER MARINE INC.
MOSS POINT MARINE INC.
EQUITABLE SHIPPERS INC.
GRETNAR MACHINE & IRON WORKS INC.
ALUMINUM BOATS INC.
HBC Range INC.
TRINITY-BEAUMONT

Trinity Marine Group / 14055 Industrial Seaway Road
P.O. Box 3029 / Gulfport, MS 33901 / USA
Tel. 601-864-0029 / Fax. 601-867-1666 / Telex. 6521246
Cable. HALMAR
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MSC Seeks Military Rates Filed in FMC's ATFI

Citing a need to enforce competition in defense-related shipping contracts, the Navy's Military Sealift Command (MSC) has asked the Federal Maritime Commission (FMC) to require shipping lines to file military freight rates with its automated tariff filing and information system (ATFI).

In January, the FMC decided that as long as a hard copy of the military rate was filed with the commission, military rates would be exempt from the ATFI.

Carriers are opposed to the MSC's request on the grounds that special freight requirements imposed by the Department of Defense (DOD) set military rates apart from commercial rates, making them difficult to translate into the electronic format required by the FMC.

MSC believes that integrating military rates into the ATFI system is required by tariff-filing provisions in U.S. shipping laws and would assist the DOD in enforcing cargo preference laws. The command also feels that it can ensure competition by being able to use computers to quickly compare commercial and military rates. MSC stated in its comments to the FMC, that “The implementation of the ATFI system presents MSC with new opportunities to ensure that rates for the transportation of military cargo fully comply with the law, are fair and reasonable and fully comparable to commercial shipping rates.”

New Rigid-Hull Aluminum Inflatable From Almar

Almar Marine Construction Inc., (Almar) of Tacoma, Wash., has extended its line of aluminum patrol and workboats to include rigid inflatables.

With this new line, titled the “R.A.I.V. (rigid aluminum inflatable vessel),” the company intends to offer the inflatable boat market the same expertise and efficiency that has delivered over 4,000 Almar built craft, up to 32 feet long, in the last 15 years.

Unlike competing fiberglass RIBs, Almar’s RAVs can be easily equipped to fulfill a wide variety of roles, from SCUBA support to oil boom deployment,” says vice president Mike Sandeman.

The RAV’s hull is readily adaptable to carry up to 300-hp outboard or inboard gas or diesel engines and inboard or outboard jetdrives. A fully instrumented console will be standard, with the option to add anything from radar to police sirens. In the larger models the console may be fully enclosed for crew comfort.

The prototype has already undergone preliminary testing by Coast Guard personnel and has reportedly been enthusiastically received. It features a 24 degree vee hull, which gives an exceptionally soft, dry ride with high speed potential in rough water. During development the prototype was successfully run at 50 mph without its tube assembly, to test the boats ultimate safety.

The RAVs safety is further enhanced by its inflatable collar which is divided into five, independent compartments and constructed from 33 ounce polyurethane, ballistic cloth to provide extreme resistance to abrasion, puncture and ultra violet light.

The welded 1/4-inch aluminum, fully-sealed hull contains foam flotation for absolute unsinkability and is self-bailing. A large fuel tank beneath the floor is standard. Almar is offering the RAV in sizes from 18 to 35 feet. The builders foresee many commercial uses, including rescue, military, ecotourism and police work.

To receive additional information about Almar’s RAVs, Circle 94 on Reader Service Card.
Pioneered by Flagg. Years of research and development has produced FF-W®, 400 lb W.O.G. 90/10 and 70/30 CuNi fittings, tested and approved by NAVSEA.

Fittings lighter and less expensive than ANSI 16.11. FF-W® fittings, flanges and unions approved for use in fire hazardous areas of ship piping systems.

**Lighter by half.**

**Less costly by half.**

**Available now.**

Flagg has over 60 CuNi sizes and shapes on the shelf, ready for delivery. Today.

All approved by NAVSEA. All with the registered FF-W® trademark that stands for Flagg quality.

For innovation, cost/weight savings and delivery in copper nickel fittings - Flagg Stands Alone.
Peterson Builders Initiates Metrification Project

Peterson Builders, Inc., of Sturgeon Bay, Wis., has announced that it has initiated a project to determine the best approach to introduce metric practices throughout the U.S. shipbuilding industry.

The project is sponsored by the National Shipbuilding Research Program (NSRP), and is intended to enhance the industry's competitiveness through a rational approach to the challenges and opportunities of metrification.

The project will identify the forces making a conversion to metric necessary or desirable, identify impediments to the conversion process and propose pragmatic recommendations for dealing with the major issues at both the individual shipyard and industry levels.

Project director, Darrold Folz, stated that input from all sectors of the industry will be sought with emphasis on those organizations which have had first hand experience with metric shipbuilding contract designs, materials and components.

Assisting in the project will be Tom Soik of Soik Associates, Sturgeon Bay, and Bob Toth of R.B. Toth Associates, Washington, D.C.

Mr. Folz urged those interested in the project to contact him at (414) 743-5574, Ext. 202.

Count on Trimble GPS to get you into dire straits.

And out of them, of course.

Because if you're bold enough to steer your vessel through rocky channels, into fog-shrouded harbor entrances, or to the edge of international boundaries, chances are you're already more than familiar with the risks.

And you've probably heard about differential GPS—the technology that corrects errors caused by selective availability (S/A) signal scrambling, to give you ultra-precise position and speed information.

Well, that's where Trimble's NavBeaconXL comes in. That and a few other products from Trimble.

The solution starts with differential ground stations along the shore, which compare their positions to those reported by GPS satellites. The stations calculate the difference, determine whatever corrections are needed, and broadcast that information out to sea via radio waves.

The NavBeaconXL then picks up these signals and passes the corrections on to your other equipment. For instance, Trimble's NavGraphicXL GPS, NavTracXL GPS or even products made by other manufacturers.

Regardless, with Trimble differential GPS, your accuracy will be better than ten meters and a tenth of a knot.

Which is probably all you need to know when it comes to differential GPS technology. Unless, of course, you care to know more—in which case you can call Trimble at 1-800-949-9444 for a free book, Differential GPS Explained.

Or, you could just call for the name of your nearest Trimble marine retailer—and get ready to conquer those treacherous waters.

Trimble GPS products use differential GPS corrections to give you ultra-precise navigation in treacherous waters.

Trimble: The Leader in GPS Solutions

Metrification Project

Toth Associates, Washington, D.C.

Mr. Rabe said Charleston was a natural choice, chosen as its worldwide headquarters based on its access to the Eastern seaboard.

Cummins Marine also operates a marinization manufacturing center in Charleston. The operation enables Cummins Marine to assemble and test customer-specific marine propulsion packages.

Cummins Marine will also continue its commitment to boat builders, advising them on the proper selection and installation of the company's engines. Base engines for marine applications are assembled all over the world in Cummins manufacturing facilities, and specifically, in locations such as Rocky Mount, N.C. (B and C series); Seymour, Ind. (K19 and Y903 engines); Columbus, Ind. (NT); Darlingon, England (B and C series); and Daventry, England (KV).

Seaward Receives Contract For SWATH Fenders

The Military Sealift Command (MSC), Washington, D.C., has awarded a contract to Seaward International, Inc., to provide two specialized fender systems for use with T-AGOS SWATH (Small Water Area Twin Hull) vessels. Delivery will be to strategic activities in Norfolk, Va., Bremerton, Wash., and San Diego, Calif. The two fender systems include 10-foot diameter by 20-foot-long Sea Cushion fender, and a modified version of the Sea Guard fender redesigned to provide 12 feet of standoff while increasing handling ease.

For more information on Seaward,
More Tankers Receiving Fourth Special Surveys In 1993 Than Last Year

A review of the tanker market conducted by Stockholm Chartering has found that twice as many tankers are due for their fourth special survey this year, compared with 1992.

The majority of the shipping on board vessels that are approaching their fourth surveys is 20 years old or more.

According to the chartering company, charterers should only charter large tankers over 20 years old or more.

Stockholm Chartering also stated that instead of owners and their insurance companies bearing the brunt of responsibility for marine accidents, the charterers of substandard tankers should also share the burden.

While not a year of major economic recovery, the world shipbuilding orderbook has seen orders placed for 26 suezmaxes and 53 aframaxes. Charterers should also share the burden.

Although there is presently an oversupply of tanker tonnage on the market, Stockholm Chartering reported that 55 percent of the world's tanker fleet of 16,000 dwt and over were built in 1976 or earlier, with 28 percent built in 1974 or earlier, and 11 percent during 1972 and earlier.

Weeks Marine Acquires All Dredging Assets Of American Dredging

Richard N. Weeks, president of Weeks Marine, Inc., a Cranford, N.J.-based marine services company, announced that "Weeks has purchased all the dredging assets of American Dredging Company." This acquisition follows recent expansion by Weeks in marine construction and transportation.

"The equipment purchased from American with this expansion and enhance our non-dredging and marine activities, including marine salvage, construction, towing, stevedoring and harbor services," Mr. Weeks stated. "The different activities will be able to support each other more completely, providing better service to our present and future customers," he continued.

Weeks Marine has owned and operated a limited number of dredges over the past 25 years and had recently become a major beach renourishment contractor through a partnership with Bean Horizon Corporation in the construction and operation of a large ocean service dredge.

Weeks Marine Dredging Division will continue operations at the newly acquired facility in Camden, N.J., at Weeks' existing facilities at the Port of New York/New Jersey. The Dredging Division will provide the same services that both American and Weeks have provided in the past.

For more information about the services provided by Weeks Marine,

Carriers Plan Rate Hike Between U.S./South Europe

Following their shake-up of shipping rates between the U.S. and Northern Europe, sources indicate that container ship lines are planning a 10-percent hike in freight rates this spring on U.S. trade with Italy, southern France, Portugal and Spain.

The nine dominant carriers in the market have also decided to simplify tariffs, separate ocean and inland rates, cut excess capacity and enforce pricing discipline in the U.S. to South Europe trade.

The South Europe-U.S.A. (Seusa) Freight Conference based in Genoa, Italy, plan to impose a general rate increase of $160 per 20-foot container (TEU) and $200 a 40-foot container (FEU) as of April 1. It is expected that over half-a-dozen independent lines will follow suit with smaller increases or make the most of the situation with cargo-grabbing discounts.

Shippers can expect to pay about $200 or more on a typical $2,000 bill for moving a single FEU between the U.S. East Coast and the western Mediterranean.

According to conference and shipping line officials, these across-the-board increases are only the preliminary steps in a comprehensive program to change the pricing of carrier services to and from Southern Europe.

OMSA To Participate In National Shipbuilding Initiative

The Offshore Marine Service Association (OMSA), has been asked by Dr. Roy D. Gaul, president of Blue Sea Corporation, to participate in advancing the concept called the "The National Shipbuilding Initiative."

The National Shipbuilding Initiative, as outlined in an article by James R. McCaul in the February 1993 issue of Maritime Reporter, includes the adoption of production practices and technologies to enable U.S. shipyards to capture 10 percent of the international commercial shipbuilding market. The plan also calls for Federal funding for a myriad of conversion programs designed to help transform defense companies to commercial production.

The National Shipbuilding Initiative specifically calls for:

1) An integrated CADCAM (computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing) system. This system would build a library of design specifications and standards, which would provide significant assistance to the shipyards in their efforts to design and build commercial ships.

2) A National Maritime Center, which would likely manage the CADCAM system and other assets that would be jointly shared by the shipyards. The center would be used to provide information about bid opportunities, vendors, prices and products.

The initial projected price tag on implementing the plans is up to $2 billion through the year 1999. Despite the high price, officials in favor of the plan claim it is necessary for a successful conversion, estimating that the shipyards need to build approximately 30 to 50 ships each year to make up for the Navy downturn.

The number one problem facing the industry and the plan is selling it to Congress and the new Administration. While both are considered more sympathetic to industrial base concerns than were the past administration, there are many other industries competing for conversion dollars.

Call us, VPS Control Systems, Inc. We are the U.S. manufacturer of Flexball®

The original ball bearing control, in production since 1950.

IDEAL FOR:

• VENTILATION VALVE CONTROL
• WHISTLE PULL
• WINCH CONTROL
• TRIP VALVE CONTROL
• WATERTIGHT DOOR INDICATOR
• ENGINE CONTROL
• RUDDER ANGLE INDICATOR

We offer prompt deliveries and reasonable prices.

Write or call for our Marine Catalogue
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Meyer Werft Delivers 59,914-gt Ferry 'Silja Europa'

Meyer Werft, of Papenburg, Germany, has delivered the 662-foot long car/passenger ferry Silja Europa to a Finnish subsidiary of the Papenburger Fahrschiffsreederei GmbH & Co. The vessel was christened by Elke Sweieter, wife of the minister of finance of Lower Saxony, Hinrich Sweieter. The owners chartered the ship on a long-term basis to Silja Line. The 59,914-gt Silja Europa will cruise under the Finnish flag on the route between Helsinki, Finland, and Stockholm, Sweden. She has a beam of 105 feet and a maximum draft of 22.3 feet. Main propulsion consists of four, non-reversible, four-stroke MAN B&W 6158/64 engines, each with an output of 7,950 kW at 428 rpm. For emergency operation a 90 percent MCR the ship can obtain a speed of 21.5 knots. Each pair of engines transmit their power via a Renk-Tacke gearbox to a propeller shaft. The engines are connected to the gearbox by flexible Vulkan-Rato couplings. The output is transmitted to the four-blade, variable pitch bronze fittings for the shipbuilding fire hazardous areas and systems on Navy ships and restricted the use of brazed fittings.

ANSI 16.1 CuNi Socket Weld Fittings were suggested as the replacement. These forged CuNi fittings add almost twice as much additional weight to the system piping and are considerably more expensive. Stanley G. Flagg & Co., a division of Almacast Industrial Corp., Dayton, Ohio, has been a manufacturer of bronze fittings for the shipbuilding industry for more than 50 years. Flagg Research and Development Group realized the full extent of the problem created by the weight and cost of forged weld fittings and reviewing possible alternatives with NAVSEA, Avondale, Ingalls, NASSCO and Kvichak Marine Works shipyards. Several years of research and development, with the encouragement of NAVSEA, has resulted in the introduction of Flagg copper nickel, weld fittings with half the weight and half the cost compared to other options. These FF-W, 400-lb, W.G.O. 90/70 and 70/30 CuNi fittings have been approved by NAVSEA.

For more information on Stanley G. Flagg & Co. and its products, Circle 140 on Reader Service Card

Kvichak Marine Delivers Boom Skiff To Alyeska Pipeline Service

Kvichak Marine Industries of Seattle recently delivered another boom skiff to Alyeska Pipeline Service Company. This 20-foot boat, used to handle oil spill containment booms, is the seventh for Alyeska and the 16th overall designed and built by Kvichak.

It will join Alyeska’s escort/rescue fleet stationed at Valdez, Alaska.

The all-aluminum skiff has a beam of 10 feet and a 3.5-foot draft. Power is supplied by a 250-hp Cummins 6BT diesel, driving a 35-inch, four-blade, stainless-steel propeller. Alyeska’s new boat features a cutty cabin with control console, Hynautic hydraulic steering, Morse controls, 110-volt electrical system, bumpers and full-perimeter D-rubber and an engine block heat system.

For more information about Meyer Werft, Circle 131 on Reader Service Card

Stanley G. Flagg Helps In Development Of Lighter, Less Costly Fittings

Early in 1990, the Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) defined the fire hazardous areas and systems on Navy ships and restricted the use of brazed fittings.

ANSI 16.1 CuNi Socket Weld Fittings were suggested as the replacement. These forged CuNi fittings add almost twice as much additional weight to the system piping and are considerably more expensive. Stanley G. Flagg & Co., a division of Almacast Industrial Corp., Dayton, Ohio, has been a manufacturer of bronze fittings for the shipbuilding industry for more than 50 years. Flagg Research and Development Group realized the full extent of the problem created by the weight and cost of forged weld fittings and reviewing possible alternatives with NAVSEA, Avondale, Ingalls, NASSCO and Kvichak Marine Works shipyards. Several years of research and development, with the encouragement of NAVSEA, has resulted in the introduction of Flagg copper nickel, weld fittings with half the weight and half the cost compared to other options. These FF-W, 400-lb, W.G.O. 90/70 and 70/30 CuNi fittings have been approved by NAVSEA.

For more information on Stanley G. Flagg & Co. and its products, Circle 140 on Reader Service Card

Kvichak’s 20-foot boom skiff.
U.S.-Run Liberian Registry To Acquire Gibraltar Ship Registry

The Liberian ship registry, the world's largest, is close to completing a deal to take over operations of the Gibraltar maritime flag. Together with a similar arrangement made with the Marshall Islands in 1990, the Gibraltar deal will serve as an insurance policy for the registry’s survival despite events in civil-war ravaged Liberia.

The Liberian ship registry is currently operated by Liberian Services, Inc., Reston, Va., an affiliate of International Registries, Inc., based in New York, under a concession from the Liberian Government. International Registrations sources report that talks with the Gibraltar Government are essentially complete, with a formal announcement expected soon.

Placing Gibraltar’s ship registry under the knowledgeable management of International Registrations provides a boost to flag-of-convenience at a time when tightening international marine regulations are drawing attention to the loose legal regime in international shipping. It also has important consequences for U.S. oil companies and their maritime subsidiaries, which register large parts of their oceangoing tanker fleets under foreign registries to avoid the increased taxes and labor costs of U.S.-flag registry.

Shipowners are attracted to Gibraltar because of its status as a British crown colony, which presumably gives it full membership rights in the European Community (EC). As a result, Gibraltar stands to benefit from the new shipping structure being developed by the Brussels-based EC government, particularly in regard to a unified European cabotage system regulating who can carry cargo within the EC.

Lifestream Watersystems Offers New Watermaker For Smaller Vessels

Lifestream Watersystems, Inc., of Huntington Beach, Calif., introduces an efficient watermaker which fulfills the freshwater needs of smaller commercial vessels.

The unit is rated at 500 gallons of water output per day, or 20.8 gallons per hour. A long-life, commercial-grade reverse osmosis membrane keeps minimum salt rejection to 98.6 percent. A sealless, stainless-steel cabinet resists corrosion and the open back design provides easy access for routine maintenance.

To receive additional information on Lifestream Watersystems,
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WHY DOES THE U.S. NAVY CHOOSE EVERPURE BROMINATION SYSTEMS FOR DRINKING WATER?

Because they’re safer, easier to use and more accurate over a wider range of water conditions. And they’re less expensive in the long run than chlorination, without the taste and odor problems.

The U.S. Public Health Service, NSF and CDC have given our bromination equipment top approvals for shipboard use. So have the U.S. and Canadian Coast Guards.

Call us toll free to find out more about our systems designed specifically for the cruise line industry. 1-800-323-7873

Follow the U.S. Navy. Choose Everpure.
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RAILKO Leaders in Plastics Bearing Technology

Railko Problem Solving in Marine Engineering

Over the last 35 years Railko have built an unmatched reputation for performance, durability, safety and reliability of the highest order. Our expertise in design and materials already provides significant benefits for major fleet owners who insist on Railko bearings for their stern tubes and rudders.

- Full technical design and support facilities
- Stocks are held worldwide
- Oil lubricating stern tube bearings will continue to work at full power in seawater even in the event of seal failure

The Railko philosophy of “Never Ending Improvement” has resulted in Railko obtaining approvals from all leading classification societies.

Mrs B Rosser, Railko Ltd, Boundary Road, Loudwater, High Wycombe, Bucks, HP10 9QU, England. Tel: 06285 24901 Fax: 062810761
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Tidewater To Sell Container Shipping Interests

Tidewater Inc. and S.E.L. Maduro (Florida), Inc., announced they have reached an agreement in principle for Maduro to acquire Tidewater's 70 percent interest in the assets and liabilities of Marine Transportation Services Sea-Barge Group, Inc. The purchase price was not given.

Sea-Barge is a joint venture between Tidewater and Maduro. Upon completion of the acquisition, Maduro will continue to operate the business through a newly-formed subsidiary, Sea-Barge, Inc. Sea-Barge provides containerized liner service, using tugs and barges, from the U.S. East Coast to Puerto Rico and other Caribbean basin ports and from the U.S. Gulf Coast to Panama. Sea-Barge will continue to provide the same service, fulfilling its customer's needs for containerized marine transportation and project cargo movement.

According to Tidewater chairman, president and chief executive John P. Laborde, "The disposition of Tidewater's interest in the container shipping group allows us to sharpen our focus on our core marine and compression businesses. We look forward to continuing to provide marine equipment to Sea-Barge."

Tidewater owns and operates the world's largest fleet of vessels serving the international offshore energy industry and owns and operates one of the largest fleets of natural gas and air compressors in the U.S.

Grinnell Helps Shipowners, Builders Comply With Fire Safety Legislation

Disruption and high cost are no longer obstacles to installing sprinkler systems in ships required to comply with the recently enacted regulations for fire safety. Grinnell Corporation and its affiliate Wormald specialize in innovations for fire protection and detection products and services, as well as having installed sprinkler systems or products aboard more than 3,000 ships worldwide.

Contrary to the misconception that a ship must be out of service during a sprinkler system installation, the installation process as performed by Grinnell allows the vessel to remain under way. Grinnell personnel work on board during the length of the trip, installing the system in one area at a time. Because an empty state room or compartment translates into lost revenue for the ship, Grinnell works with ship operators to develop an ideal installation schedule, allowing for the greatest number of passengers or cargo to be on board during the project.

For more information on the products and services offered by Grinnell Corporation, call 1-800-825-0061 and join the Affiliates.

European Commission Unveils Safety Program For Marine Safety

A special program designed to drive substandard ships and incompetent crews from the territorial waters of the 12-member European Community was recently proposed by the European Commission (EC) in Brussels.

While it does not incorporate a radical solution recommended by France to ban all substandard oil tankers from community ports, the plan does call for the EC to enforce current maritime safety rules more strictly and would impose more stringent standards on classification societies and tougher ship design standards.

Because of the controversy surrounding the rigid and expensive requirements of the U.S. Oil Pollution Act of 1990, it had been expected that the EC would propose a relatively moderate policy of reinforcing current International Maritime Organization (IMO) standards.

The EC's proposals are bound to have a major impact on international shipping as more than half of the world's sea trade passes through the English Channel and the North Sea. After the groundings and resulting major oil spills from the tankers Braer, off the Shetland Islands, and the Agia Zoni, near Gibraltar, the EC came under heavy political pressure to improve marine safety in European Community waters.
YOU'RE NOT ALONE.

Introducing
The GE Steam Parts And Service Plan
For Navy Maintenance Commanders.

What You Need. When You Need It.

To succeed today means finding new ways to get more out of even the best equipment. For the Navy, it means keeping the fleet mission-ready while holding the line on spending. For Maintenance Commanders, it means doing more with less, and doing it faster than ever before ... including securing parts and service for main propulsion steam turbines, gears and ships service power generation.

Each call is like putting a GE expert directly on your deck plates. From anywhere in the world, you will reach a highly qualified engine room expert who can recommend the right fix to keep you going. What's more, our quick response team is backed by short-cycle parts delivery, factory-direct manufacturing and engineering support, and a 24 hour-a-day service team ready to get the job done right the first time. Call us ... you're not alone.

1-800-626-2004
We're Here To Serve.
Alabama Shipyard Wins Contract To Build Barge

Alabama Shipyard, Inc., of Mobile, Ala., has signed a contract with Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Inc., of Iuka, Miss., to build a 267-foot by 69-foot by 18-foot ASRM Motor Set Barge. Delivery of the vessel is scheduled for September 1994.

The vessel is designed to carry the advanced solid rocket motors for the Space Shuttle Program to and from Lockheed’s Yellow Creek Mississippi Plant and the Florida east coast. The space shuttle external tank can also be supported by the barge.

Alabama Shipyard, Inc., is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Atlantic Marine Holding Company, Inc. of Jacksonville, Fla.

For more information on Alabama Shipyard,
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Mannesmann Delivers Second Pair Of Cranes

Following its delivery of two mobile harbor cranes to Canada’s Port of Toronto, Mannesmann Demag Gottwald GmbH, a leading manufacturer of mobile harbor cranes based in Dusseldorf, Germany, has commissioned two further cranes, type HMK 280 E, in St. Johns, Newfoundland. The multi-purpose machines are being used by the Oceanex company in St. Johns for loading and unloading containerships. The diesel-electric powered mobile harbor cranes are specially designed for the cold climates of North America and feature 100-ton hoisting gear.

The operators report an average handling rate of 22 to 25 containers per hour. According to the manufacturer, mobile harbor cranes offer outstanding flexibility in operation.

For more information about Mannesmann Demag Gottwald,
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PROTECT THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT WITH AN OMNIPURE® MARINE SANITATION DEVICE.

CRUISE INDUSTRY

PROBLEM: limited space; obsolete existing systems; shipyard availability; odor; untrained operators.

SOLUTION: OMNIPURE

OFFSHORE INDUSTRY

PROBLEM: limited space & weight; strict compliance with regulations; equipment exposed to the elements.

SOLUTION: OMNIPURE

MERCHANT SHIPPING

PROBLEM: limited capital equipment funds; small crew; extended maintenance periods.

SOLUTION: OMNIPURE

NAVAL VESSELS

PROBLEM: adverse operating conditions; NATO compatibility; exacting design criteria.

SOLUTION: OMNIPURE

With 12 standard models to accommodate crews from 6 to 500+, ELTECH has an OMNIPURE just right for you. Or we can custom design one for larger applications and specifications. Systems work well with varying complement sizes. Contact us or your nearest ELTECH International representative for more information or a free product brochure.

OMNIPURE is a USCG certified Type II Marine Sanitation device. It is also certified by the IMO and many other regulatory organizations. OMNIPURE is a registered trademark of ELTECH Systems Corporation.
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Atlantic Shipyard

• Drydocks with 250,000 DWT & 40,000 DWT Lifting Capacity
• Pier Space with Full Services • Fully Equipped Machine Shop
• 7 Day a Week Production Schedule Assures Fast Turn Around Time
• Gulf of Mexico Location • Multi-crafted Work Force

Atlantic Marine, Inc.-Mobile
P.O. BOX 3202 • MOBILE, ALABAMA 36652
PHONE: (205) 690-7100 • FAX: (205) 690-7200
Safe, Quality Production
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The Soviet global submarine threat has declined dramatically, and is no longer the primary threat to the United States. Instead, the focus is on a still evolving threat of regional conflict in shallow water.

The Navy has not yet developed the performance requirements for an undersea surveillance system to counter the shallow water threat. The Navy's Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System (SURTASS) was built to counter the Soviet submarine threat in deep water, but the Navy now plans to use it against the regional—shallow water—submarine threat. Navy officials said that preliminary test results show SURTASS has potential for shallow water detection; however, the Navy has not yet demonstrated shallow water capability through developmental and operational tests. At the same time, the Navy and other Department of Defense (DOD) organizations are exploring alternative ways to detect submarines in shallow water.

Currently, the Navy has 19 SURTASS ships—18 monohull and one twin hull Small Waterplane Area Twin Hull (SWATH). The Navy expects to replace its 18 monohull SURTASS ships with nine twin hull SWATH ships by 1998. SURTASS program officials believe they need the new SWATH ships to develop tactics, define Low Frequency Active (LFA) sensor capabilities and limitations in shallow water, and develop environmental data bases for regions of potential conflict. The Navy already uses a modified monohull ship to test LFA capabilities, and it will have four small SWATH ships with a capability to receive LFA signals by 1993, and one large SWATH ship with active LFA capabilities by 1994.

Between fiscal years 1992 and 1998, the Navy plans to spend about $1.2 billion on its SURTASS upgrades to procure new SURTASS SWATH surveillance ships.

Before the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Navy's primary antisubmarine warfare target was the open ocean, deep water Soviet nuclear attack submarine. Diesel submarines in coastal, shallow water areas were largely disregarded as threats. To detect and track Soviet nuclear submarines in the open ocean basins and at long ranges, the Navy deployed its integrated undersea surveillance systems—the fixed Sound Surveillance System and the mobile SURTASS. The Navy also designed a short range, fixed surveillance system, the Fixed Acoustic Detection System, and an active acoustic detection system, Low Frequency Active, to be used in conjunction with SURTASS, to counter the threat from quiet Soviet nuclear submarines.

SURTASS surveillance ships, equipped with a 6,000-foot towed sensor array, augment the fixed Sound Surveillance System by collecting acoustic data in areas where there is no fixed system coverage. The data SURTASS collects are initially analyzed onboard the ship, then relayed by satellite to shore processing facilities for display, further analysis, integration with other surveillance data, and dissemination to operational users. Figure 1 shows the SURTASS SWATH ship.

Until 1990, the Navy regarded the shallow water regional threat as a low priority. The former Soviet Union was the primary submarine threat to the United States. This deep, open ocean threat drove the Navy's development of a surveillance capability to counter antisubmarine warfare. The Navy is now in the process of defining and developing the threat from submarines that could be used in regional conflicts.

Although the actual events of a potential conflict remain uncertain, the Navy anticipates that antisubmarine engagements are likely to occur in shallow water—an acoustically difficult environment that has not been analyzed as extensively as deep water. The Navy is currently modeling scenarios for regional conflicts and conducting war gaming, sea tests, and fleet exercised to better define how to counter the shallow water threat.

SURTASS' acoustic sensors are designed primarily to operate in deep, open ocean against the Soviet threat. The Navy plans to equip the larger SWATH ships with active sensors—LFA—to enhance deep water submarine detection and localization capability and to provide shallow water detection. The small SWATH ships will be equipped with a capability to receive LFA signals. Although the Navy is planning to use SURTASS to detect submarines in shallow water coastal regions, it has not completed the operational testing needed to demonstrate SURTASS sensor proficiency in shallow water operations. Shallow water has unique characteristics that make acoustic detection difficult, and shallow water environmental data have not been quantified.

Shallow water is generally defined as between 600 and 1,000 feet deep; it includes the continental shelf and mid-latitudes. In addition to other factors such as the topography of the ocean floor and the temperature of the water, the Navy plans to develop new long wave signaling and acoustic sensors' ability to receive them.

Deep water promotes sound wave propagation (spreading out) enabling acoustical sensors—like SURTASS sensors—to detect enemy submarines; however, according to Navy officials, shallow water limits sound propagation. Further, the temperature, depth, and undersea terrain, as well as noise from commercial ships and other, interference with SURTASS sensors' ability to detect enemy submarines in shallow water.

The Navy believes that, with the addition of active LFA sensors that emit strong acoustic pulses, SURTASS will provide near-term shallow water detection of submarine targets. However, for SURTASS to detect submarines in shallow water, the Navy requires not only LFA sensors on a SWATH ship but also another ship, aircraft, or other platform to receive the echoes from the LFA pulses.

Because of its focus until 1990 on the deep, open ocean threat, the Navy gathered and quantified large amounts of data on the deep water acoustic environment but did little to develop threat data on shallow water acoustics.

The Navy's existing analytical models, which are designed for deep water, are not effective for shallow water testing of LFA performance. Navy officials are in the process of collecting data on the shallow water environment but have not yet collected or quantified sufficient data to develop new analytical models.

Deeper understanding of the submarine threat, the Navy is continuing to build new SWATH ships.

(Continued on page 98)
Cruise + Ferry '93 Expands In Focus And Size, To Feature 65 Speakers

Scheduled for May 11-13, 1993 in London, England, the Cruise + Ferry '93 conference has been increased to cover several new areas which could have significant effect on the owners, designers and builders of passenger ships. Scheduled are 65 speakers, from Norway, Japan, Finland, Italy, Cyprus, Spain, Germany, Australia, Denmark, U.S. and Sweden, who will give their views in 14 separate sessions, which include: markets and marketing; safety and quality; fast ferries; passenger comfort; interior/exterior design; management; computerized operations; shipboard revenue and passenger spending; ship design; survivability/seakeeping/maneuverability; fire prevention; destination development; environmental considerations; and communications for increased profit.

On the opening day, delegates will hear of the potential of new market segments in both cruise and ferry operations, and these presentations will be debated by an invited panel of shipowners.

For additional information on attending Cruise + Ferry '93, see its listing under "MAY" on this page.

JUNE

Nor-Shipping '93: June 8-11, Oslo, Norway
Ship Display Exhibition Center. Contact: Norwegian Trade Fair Foundation, P.O. Box 130 Skoyen, N-0213, Oslo, Norway; tel: +47 22 43 9100; fax: +47 22 43 1914.

7th Terminal Operations Conference & Exhibition: June 16-18, Genoa, Italy
Contact: Raffaello Colombo. Congress Center. Contact: Sarah Derham, CS Conferences & Exhibitions, McMullan House, 54 Cheam Common Road, Worsley Park, Surry KT4 8RJ, U.K.; tel: +44 81 330 3911; fax: +44 81 330 5112.

International Submarine Races: June 16-27, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Contact: International Submarine Races, 1515 W. Commercial Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33309; tel: (305) 351-4175; fax: (305) 351-4176.

Contact: Carol Hardee; tel: (703) 836-6727.

Forest Products Transpo '93: May 9-11, Portland, Ore.
Contact: Sheldon Meyer, Journal of Commerce Conference Program director; tel: (212) 837-7145; Mark Stone, Maclean Hunter, Inc.; tel: (303) 696-6100.

Cruise & Ferry '93: May 11-13, London
Contact: Rhian Butson, conference organizer, The Institute of Marine Engineers, The Memorial Building, 76 Mark Lane, London EC3R 7JN; tel: +071 481 8493; fax: +071 488 1854.

SEPTEMBER

SNAME Centennial Annual Meeting and International Maritime Exposition: September 14-19, New York
New York Hilton Hotel. Contact: The Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers, 601 Fawcett Ave., Jersey City, N.J. 07306; tel: (201) 798-4800; fax: (201) 798-4975.

Offshore Europe '93: September 7-10, Scotland
Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference Center. Contact: Offshore Europe Partnership, Rowe House, 5/59 Fife Road, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey KT1 1TA; tel: +44 81 549 5831; fax: +44 81 541 5657/974 8077.

NEVA '93-The International Shipping Exhibition: September 14-18, St. Petersburg, Russia
Contact: Roderick Key, Dolphin Exhibitions Ltd., 112 High St., Bideford, Suffolk IP27 9DE England; tel: +44 974 71087; fax: +44 974 71628.

National Waterways Conference: September 22-24, Memphis, Tenn.

Contact: NSRP Ship Production Symposium, 1501 Fisheries Research Centre, St. Petersburg, Fla. 33704; tel: (813) 889-3321; fax: (813) 889-5547.

Del Gavio Marine Hydraulics, Inc.
Sales • Service • Consulting • Parts
• Complete Repairs on All Types of Electro-Hydraulic Steering Systems, Hatch Covers & Deck Machinery
• Full Electrical Service Including Motor Rewinding
• Hoses & Fittings

"Serving the Marine Industry for over twenty-five years"
Comsat Technology Services Provides Simulator For Rotterdam

Comsat Technology Services has won a contract from MarineSafety International Rotterdam B.V. (MSR) to deliver a multi-station vessel traffic services (VTS) training simulator for the Port of Rotterdam in the Netherlands.

The VTS simulator is a state-of-the-art design, built around Comsat’s new VTS product, using Sun Microsystems workstations, which are configured in an Ethernet network.

MSR was established by the Municipality of Rotterdam and MarineSafety International to develop a world-class maritime research and training center in the Port of Rotterdam, the world’s busiest port and gateway to Europe.

MSR also operates maritime simulator centers at the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy in Kings Point, N.Y. and at Newport, R.I., site of the U.S. Navy Surface Warfare Officers School.

The VTS simulator will be delivered in the fall of 1993, when MSR is scheduled to begin training. The simulator will include 11 modern workstations.

Comsat Technology Services is a division of Comsat Corp, an in-erided in the fall of 1993, when MSR is scheduled to begin training. The simulator will include 11 modern workstations.

Comsat Technology Services is a division of Comsat Corp, an international communications company which provides voice, video and data services to customers worldwide by fixed and mobile technologies.

For more information on the services of Comsat Technology Services, Circle 34 on Reader Service Card.

NOAA And MML Agree On Joint Operation Of Tampa Navigation System

NOAA’s National Ocean Service (NOS) and the Mote Marine Laboratory (MML) of Sarasota, Fla., entered a cooperative agreement for the ongoing management, operation and maintenance of the Tampa Bay Physical Oceanographic Real-Time System (PORTS). Funding to support the first 12 months of the agreement is being provided by a consortium of Tampa Bay area interest and environmental groups.

NOS designed and installed the Tampa Bay PORTS in response to user concerns about safe navigation, hazardous material and oil spill prevention and response, search and rescue, and environmental management. PORTS is a data acquisition and information dissemination technology developed over a seven-year period by NOS. The Tampa Bay PORTS improves the margin of safety for moving petroleum products and highly hazardous liquid sulfur and hydrous ammonia in tankers and barges.

The PORTS technology allows ships, berthed or underway, to access real-time water level, current and meteorological data via touch-tone or cellular telephone for use in planning or modifying vessel movement in Tampa Bay.

The Tampa Bay PORTS is reportedly the first system of its kind anywhere in the world.

Marco Shipyard Completes Modifications To F/T Defender

Marco Shipyard, Seattle, Wash., designed and completed the third phase of extensive modifications to the 150-foot “Defender.” This latest phase, completed within 13 weeks, included fabrication and installation of a new shelter deck with raised bulwarks and the replacement of the existing stern gantry with a new, larger gantry.

The transformation of the Defender began in October 1991, when Marco Shipyard embarked on a 12-week program to convert the vessel from a RSW tender to a RSW trawler.

The vessel was repowered, new fishing equipment was installed and two aft RSW holds were added.

The second modification phase took place in March 1992, when the vessel returned to the shipyard for installation of new reduction gears and shaft generators.

In addition to the installation of the shelter deck, 30-ton gantry and net platform, the shipyard moved the travel winches and installed a 155-ton keel for stability.

A new RSW system was also installed.

For complete information on Marco Shipyard’s conversion services, Circle 20 on Reader Service Card.

German Government Plans Sale Of East German Warships To Indonesia

As part of its program to dispose of the former-East German Navy, which was integrated with its western counterpart after reunification, the German Government is selling 39 naval vessels to Indonesia.

As part of the navy deal, the Indonesians will additionally purchase three diesel submarines currently under construction in German shipyards.

Ervir Amasteel: The Originators of Cast Steel Shot and Grit.

As the leading producers of cast steel shot and grit, AMASTEEL has become synonymous worldwide with product quality, reliability, and customer support. Put our experience and capability to work for you.

AMASTEEL FROM ERVIN INDUSTRIES
Patron Member of the Steel Structures Painting Council

Ervin Industries, Inc., 3893 Research Park D’rve, Ann Arbor, Mi 48106
Toll Free: (800) 748-0055 Fax: (313) 663-0136
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version, SURTASS ships that were designed for the Soviet submarine threat.

The nine SWATH ships are designed to be more seaworthy and, therefore, more capable of tracking Soviet submarines in the open ocean in winter, a threat that has declined dramatically and is no longer the primary threat to the United States.

The Department of Defense pointed out that, in view of the dramatic change in the Soviet submarine threat, it has reduced the planned procurement of SURTASS ships from 39 to nine. Navy officials noted, however, that, upon satisfactory completion of ship design and initial LFA systems testing, they support future planned procurement of SURTASS ships to meet other anti-submarine requirements for deep water.

The other requirements support- ing future SURTASS ship procurement include the requirement to (1) respond to defense planning guidance that calls for keeping sea lanes of communication open, (2) maintain a watch over the significant number of Russian and third world submarines that remain at sea, and (3) be prepared to deal with future uncertainties should the current state of affairs - Russian goodwill and intentions - change dramatically.

The Navy originally planned to keep its 18 monohull ships and procure an additional 21 SWATH ships to give it a total of 39 ships for conducting undersea surveillance against submarines. With the reduced submarine threat and because of budgetary constraints, the Navy now plans to maintain a fleet of nine active ships for conducting undersea surveillance. According to Navy officials, annual operating costs are about $4.5 million per ship for monohull ships compared to an estimated $4.7 million for small SWATH ships and $5.3 million for large SWATH ships. The planned procurement of nine new SWATH ships is estimated to cost about $1.2 billion. To date, the Navy has contracted for five new SWATH ships - $487 million - and plans to spend $674 million more to build four larger ships through 1998.

Another $47 million will be spent to upgrade the small SWATH ships with a capability to process and exploit target submarines’ echoes from sound signals transmitted from LFA - the small SWATH ships will have the receive capability, but not the LFA active capability.

Table 2 shows the current procurement and delivery schedules for SWATH ships, as well as their costs, according to the fiscal year 1993 President’s budget submission.

The Navy has already built one small (3,400-ton) SWATH ship and is building three additional small and one large (5,300-ton) SWATH ships, and according to the President’s fiscal year 1993 budget, it plans to build four more large SWATH ships.

The five large SWATH ships will accommodate equipment needed to generate power for the active LFA sensors. The first of the nine SWATH ships (T-AGOS 19) has been delivered to the Navy and is undergoing operational testing. Navy officials have said that the ship has experienced minor problems and that sea testing has not been completed.

The Navy’s Operational Test and Evaluation Force expected to report on the results of the testing in January 1993. The three other small SWATH ships are being built and are planned for delivery some time in 1993. The fifth ship (T-AGOS 20) - first of the larger SWATH ships - is under construction, with an expected delivery date of 1994. The contract for the ship contains options for the four remaining large SWATH ships.

Navy program officials said they need more SWATH ships in the near term to develop effective tactics, define the capabilities and limitations of LFA in shallow water, and create environmental data bases for regions of potential conflict.

Officials believe that SURTASS - with passive and active capabilities - will meet future system requirements for regional conflict. They said that SURTASS procurement should continue, despite the fact that performance requirements have not been developed.
10 Shipowners Added To Marine Preservation Group

The Scottsdale, Ariz.-based Marine Preservation Association (MPA) has added 10 more independent shipowners to its group, bringing the membership to 64 companies.

The new members are: Argo-naut AB, of Stockholm, Sweden; Cencor Towing Company, of Houma, La.; 1CB Shipping AB, of Stockholm, Jargen Jahre Shipping AS, of Sandefjord, Norway; Krupp Lonrho GmbH, of Hamburg, Germany; Lepta Shipping Company, of Tokyo; Stamford, Conn.-based Mormac Marine Transport, Inc.; Onda Shipping Company, of Fuzhou, China; Tankship Transport Ltd., of Islamorada, Fla.; and Tortugas Shipping Company, of Miami Lakes, Fla.

The MPA membership represents more than 350 tank vessels operating in U.S. waters.

House Committee Reviews Lessons Of Valdez

On the fourth anniversary of the oil spill that drastically altered U.S. marine safety legislation and the oil spill that drastically altered the operating in U.S. waters.

The Maritime Administration (MarAd) has received an application from Canal Barge Company, Inc., of New Orleans, for a Title XI guarantee to aid in financing four tank barges for transportation of asphalt or petroleum fuels.

The barges are being built by Jeffboat, Inc., of Jeffersonville, Ind. Vessel deliveries are scheduled for March and April 1993.

If approved, the Title XI guarantee will cover $4,067,100 of the estimated actual cost of $5,242,800.

A request from the Houston-based Western Company of North America for permission to sell the 3,846-gt drilling rig Western Triton III was approved by MarAd. The purchaser is Empresarios Industriales de Mexico, S.A., Mexico.

The rig will be registered in Mexico and used in offshore drilling in the Bay of Campeche for the Mexican State oil company.

Oceanology International, To Be Held March 8-11, 1994, In Brighton, U.K.

Oceanology International '94 (OI '94), the world's largest ocean science and marine technology exhibition and conference. The event is scheduled to be held March 8-11, 1994, in Brighton, U.K.

With its "Global Ocean" theme and dedicated to looking seriously at scientific, environmental and technological aspects, OI '94 expects to have over 500 exhibitors.

The Society for Underwater Technology (SUT) will, once again, sponsor the four-day event and The Maritime Directorate have become official OI supporters.

OI '92 attracted more than 80 conference papers and over 5,400 registrants from 51 countries.

For full information on OI '94, contact Spearhead Exhibitions Ltd., Rowe House, 55/59 Fife Road, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey KT1 ITA. Tel: 081-0549 5831. Fax: 081-541 5657/541 5016/547 2907.
Charter Market Rebounds

First, Day rates for offshore supply vessels in the Gulf of Mexico have recorded a dramatic improvement over the charter rates in early 1992, a trend many hope continues through 1993.

Operators are reporting that few offshore supply vessels are available, and oil companies are reporting difficulty in obtaining a boat, particularly those with capacities for bulk and liquid mud.

The market for workboats will, as always, be driven by the spending levels for domestic projects budgeted by major and independent oil and gas companies.

Current projections indicate that budgets are higher for 1993, but levels for domestic projects budgeted for 1992 are expected to increase to $3,500 or higher when the new regulations are in effect.

New Offshore Supply Vessels Exempt From Tank Vessel Requirements

Section 5209 of the Coast Guard Authorization Bill clarified the definition of "tank vessel" such that Offshore Supply Vessels are not required to comply with the provisions of OPA '90 as they pertain to tank vessels.

Offshore Supply Vessels are no longer required to provide spill response plans to the Coast Guard, nor are they subject to double hull construction requirements, or other tank vessel requirements. However, individual states may require OSV operators to submit spill response plans, or comply with other requirements, mandated by state law.

Stability Design and Operational Regulations Start Date Postponed

Following questions and strong positions presented regarding the cost and applicability of Stability Design and Operational Regulations to offshore supply vessels and passenger vessels at the National Offshore Safety Advisory Committee (NOSAC) meeting, a decision was made to delay the effective date of the new regulations, which were scheduled to come in force on December 12, 1992.

It has been estimated by industry sources that the regulations would add $15,000 of cost per vessel to fully comply with regulations.

While many cruise lines have made a line dedicated to children and young people an innovative market ploy.
For remote valve operation...

**Nobody’s Remotely Close To Teleflex**

**Simpler by design:** Teleflex Remote Valve Operators — RMVA, RTVA, and RVVO — are clearly in a class by themselves. Each system employs the Teleflex Flexible Cable Technology to mechanically transfer rotary and linear motion through complex routings over long distances.

**Proven Cost Effective:** Whatever type of valves you need to operate, Teleflex can provide a system that is easy to install and maintenance free. Teleflex Remote Operator Systems are totally reliable in harsh environments. They are designed to exceed the shock, vibration, and corrosion resistance requirements for naval, commercial marine, and industrial applications. No other equipment comes remotely close.

**RMVA:** Remote Mechanical Valve Actuator Systems for applications requiring delivery of multiple-turn rotary motion from remote locations.

**RTVA:** Remote Trip Valve Actuator Systems for applications requiring delivery of quick-acting linear motion from remote locations. Systems include a patented shock compensator coupling.

**RVVO:** Remote Vent Valve Operator Systems are lightweight, low-profile operators that bolt directly to flanges of 1/4-turn ventilation valves. Systems incorporate a patented over-ride feature at the valve for local operation.

**Call or write for complete Design Manuals on each system.**
ASNE BOOTH #452, 453 & 454

Circle 351 on Reader Service Card
Under the new agreement, owners will face $25 million in liability before the reinsurers are required to cover their losses, compared to $15 million under the present deductible.

According to sources, P&I club executives are relieved that they will continue to be paying last year’s price of $350 million for the same maximum reinsur- ance limits of slightly over $1 billion.

There had been speculation that pollution-liability coverage would be discontinued or severely limited because of the recent publicity surrounding the Braer and Maersk Navigator tanker oil spills.

The purpose of the P&I clubs is to pool the resources of their shipowning members in order to provide marine liability coverage. The clubs then buy reinsurance as a group to assist them in funding shipowner claims. The reinsurers help the P&I clubs to pay a maximum of $700 million per incident for pollution damage caused by oil spills.

Amerguide quick stripping shipboard cables are designed for easy, reduced cost installations. This high quality product from Amercable, America’s manufacturer of specialty cables, features a flexible crosslinked polyolefin outer jacket and a rubber-based water blocking material. Amerguide is available in a multitude of conductor sizes and configurations to match your specifications.

Keval® rip cords can be grasped and pulled, allowing the jacket and water block to be peeled back in one piece for quick preparation.

MarAd Buys Tanker From Falcon Carriers
For International Resale

The U.S. Maritime Administration (MarAd) recently purchased the tanker Falcon Countess for $1.4 million at a judiciary auction in Singapore with the intention of selling the vessel on the international ship market. The auction was the result of a judicial arrest of the 25-year-old vessel initiated by MarAd itself when its owner declared bankruptcy in 1992.

The U.S. Government was deeply involved in the financing of the seven U.S.-flag ships, four tankers and three dry bulk carriers, that were idled as a result of the folding of Falcon Carriers.

MarAd has already purchased the three dry bulk ships—the Pride of Texas, Spirit of Texas and Star of Texas—and is offering them for sale to U.S. citizens or U.S. companies who will agree to maintain them under the U.S. flag. By selling the ships, MarAd hopes to recover some of the $45 million it paid to cover the bad debt on the vessels.

The agency intends to eventually purchase and sell all four Falcon tankers, but has no immediate plans to formally foreclose on the three remaining tank vessels.

American Pacific’s Halotron I
Gets Good Evaluation From U.S. Navy

Las Vegas-based American Pacific Corp. announced that the U.S. Navy released a report based on tests comparing the company’s Halotron I fire suppression product and halon 1211.

Halotron I is intended as a replacement for the ozone-depleting halon 1211, used extensively in firefighting systems by the military and commercially around the world.

The Navy’s conclusion reportedly confirmed that Halotron I is a viable alternative to halon 1211 in certain streaming applications.

Conducted at the U.S. Marine Corps Air Station in Beaufort, S.C., the evaluation consisted of a series of events intended to simulate aircraft-related fires commonly encountered by flight line and firefighting personnel, on which halon 1211 is routinely employed. The purpose of the evaluation was to compare the effectiveness of Halotron I to that of halon 1211.

The comparison was based upon the average volume of material used and time to extinguish each fire. The report stated that while the tests show halon 1211 to be more effective fire suppressant, Halotron I is “suitable for combating aircraft fires.”

The report further pointed out that the type and number of existing firefighting systems vary, and that Halotron I “would remain unchanged with the use of Halotron I.”

Amerguide®
Quick Stripping Shipboard Cables

Low smoke • Non-halogen • Armored or Unarmored
Mil-C-24643/14,15,16,17,19,22

Amerguide quick stripping shipboard cables are designed for easy, reduced cost installations. This high quality product from Amercable, America’s manufacturer of specialty cables, features a flexible crosslinked polyolefin outer jacket and a rubber-based water blocking material. Amerguide is available in a multitude of conductor sizes and configurations to match your specifications.

Distributed exclusively by
Seacoast Electric Company Inc.
50 Broadway • Hawthorne, NY
(914) 747-5970

AMERCABLE
We are committed to quality, service and integrity

350 Bailey Road • El Dorado, Arkansas • (501) 862-4919 + (800) 643-1516 • Fax (501) 862-9613

Maritime Reporter/Engineering News
Offshore Exploration Encouraged Through Regulatory Changes

The Department of the Interior announced cuts in royalty payments to the government and other regulatory changes geared to encourage companies to explore and develop offshore reserves, which are currently considered uneconomical or too risky.

The Offshore Marine Service Association of New Orleans announced that it welcomes any incentives which will serve to increase activity and, in particular, spur developments of new or advanced marine transportation technology which would be required by deep water initiatives.

Ocean Motions Completes Navy Contract

Ocean Motions Company (OMC), Barrington, R.I., one of the leading cargo loading software manufacturers in the U.S., has completed delivery of the last of five shipsets on the AO-177 jumbo vessel. Approximately 483 ships and operations offices now use Ocean Motions' ship loading/trim and stability programs. Many have realtime inputs, including tank level (Saab Tank Radar and Gems) flowmeters, draft gauges and deck load cells.

Instantaneous hull condition data is provided in graphical and tabular screens via a unique selection menu. OMC's software makes full use of fast color graphics in desk and lap top computers. Other OMC products include ultrasonic trim, list, draft, wave height, wave length, wave period sensors, transceivers and PC software.

For full information on OMC and its products, Circle 11 on Reader Service Card

Circle Seal Controls Moves To Corona, Calif.

Circle Seal Controls has moved to a new facility in Corona, Calif. Located on a 5.5-acre site in a new industrial park, the 100,000-square-foot building has been specifically designed to meet the company's requirements. The assembly area has been increased by about one-third.

Founded in Pasadena in 1947, Circle Seal Controls manufactures an extensive line of check, relief, shutoff, solenoid, and motor-operated valves and pressure regulators and has been located in Anaheim since 1965.

The new location for the company is 2291 Wardow Circle, Corona, Calif. 91720. Tel: (909) 270-6200. Fax: (909) 270-3300. The mailing address is P.O. Box 3800, Corona, Calif. 91718-3800.

April, 1993

Neptune Orient To Begin Shuttle-Tanker Service Off U.S. Gulf Coast

A new venture using four ships to shuttle crude oil from VLCCs offshore to refineries along the U.S. Gulf Coast will soon begin under the direction of Neptune Orient Lines, of Singapore.

According to industry sources, Neptune Orient has purchased a 50 percent interest in Houston-based Nordic American Shipping, a company that has been in the lightering business for about three years.

The company, whose name will be changed to U.S. Marine & Offshore Services, Inc., will act as agent for four tankers owned by Neptune Orient. Three of the ships are brand new, double-hulled vessels capable of carrying 22,000 tons of oil each, while the fourth tanker was built in 1987 and has a 104,000-ton cargo capacity and double-sides, making it fully compliant with current OPA 90 provisions.

The new company will be headed by Steven Ambrose, manager of the chartering department in Neptune Orient's New York office.

For additional information on Neptune Orient and its tanker service off of the U.S. Gulf coast, Circle 142 on Reader Service Card
The name Westamarin is familiar to those involved in shipping, as well as amongst thousands of passengers in Norway and several other countries.

For more than 30 years the company has delivered fast passenger craft, most of which have been catamarans carrying the trademark Westamarin, a name which in Norway has become synonymous with this type of craft.

Westamarin West A/S in Mandal is a leading yard in the production of fast passenger catamarans. Since 1986 the yard has been a company within the Swede Ship Group and is 100 percent owned by Swede Ship Invest AB.

In 1971, as the first yard worldwide, Westamarin A/S introduced the high speed passenger catamaran. The development and construction of the W-86, M/S Fjordglytt represented in 1971 the first vessel of this type ever produced.

The development of the vessel was made possible by making use of the yard’s 10 years experience in producing different types of high-speed vessels.

Westamarin A/S has constructed and delivered more than 60 vessels, the majority of which have been passenger catamarans.

However, the yard also has experience building SES catamarans and single-hull vessels for military and civil uses.

Nearly 20 years after the introduction of the passenger catamaran, Westamarin made yet another world premier with its Foilcat 2900, which was developed, designed and built by Westamarin West A/S in Mandal, and was the first high speed craft of the Foil Cat type to be delivered.

The 96-foot Foilcat 2900 passenger catamaran, which has a 27-foot breadth and a six-foot draft, is outfitted with 100 percent submerged foil profiles.

In operation, the foils will lift the catamaran hull out of the water and an advanced computer controlled “Flight Control System” (FCS), in combination with movable flaps on the foils, keep the Foilcat 2900 stable. Low sea resistance on the hulls and foil system result in a service speed of 45 knots (Maximum speed is approximately 50 knots), significantly reducing travelling time when compared to conventional catamarans.

Classed Det norske Veritas *1A1 R 90 Light Craft Passenger Catamaran, EO, the Foilcat 2900’s hull is constructed of seawater resistant aluminium, and its foils are stainless steel.

The vessel, has a capacity for 160 passengers, is powered by a pair of MTU 16V396 TE 74L engines (2,000 kW at 2,000 rpm), which drive Ulstein propellers.

The Foilcat 2900 also features Stanford generators, and a ventilation systems delivered by A/S Norsk Viftefabrik.

For additional information on the Foilcat 2900 or the capabilities and services of Westamarin,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADVERTISER</th>
<th>EQUIPMENT/SERVICE</th>
<th>CIRCLE NO.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABB TURBO SYSTEMS</td>
<td>TURBO CHARGERS</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AALBORG CISERV</td>
<td>DIESEL/BOILER REPAIR</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALFAN MANUFACTURING</td>
<td>ELECTRONIC ENCLOSURES</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLY ELECTRONICS</td>
<td>ELECTRONICS</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALFA-Laval Separation</td>
<td>WATER PURIFIERS</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLIED SIGNAL</td>
<td>ROBES FILTERS</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMERICANIC</td>
<td>SHIPBOARD CABLES</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AQUAMASTER BAUSA</td>
<td>PROPULSION SYSTEMS</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTLEROS ESPAÑOLES</td>
<td>SHIPBUILDING</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATLANTIC MARINE MOBILE</td>
<td>SHIPBUILDING</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.F. GOODRICH</td>
<td>BEARINGS</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARBA AKHON</td>
<td>SHIP MANAGEMENT</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEARD INDUSTRIES</td>
<td>EVAPORATORS</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELLFORD INSTRUMENTS</td>
<td>WEATHER INSTRUMENTS</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOSTON WHALER</td>
<td>IMPACT 21 WORKSHOP</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRITISH TELECOM MARITIME SERVICES</td>
<td>TELECOMMUNICATIONS</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BYRNE, RICE &amp; TURNER</td>
<td>SEWAGE TREATMENT/PROPELLERS</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALEY OCEAN SYSTEMS</td>
<td>RIGID INFLATABLE BOATS</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAST INC</td>
<td>AUTOMATIC DEPENDENT SURELLIETE</td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENTERPOWER</td>
<td>DIESEL FUEL INJECTION</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENTROIC</td>
<td>OIL FRICTION SYSTEMS</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEESEPAKE SPECIALTY PROD</td>
<td>METGRAIN STEEL ABRASIVES</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLA-VAL MARINE DIVISION</td>
<td>VALVES</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COFFIN TURBO</td>
<td>SHIPBOARD MECHANICAL SEALS</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPPOLICH REFRIGERATION</td>
<td>REFRIGERATION</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRAFT AMERICA</td>
<td>SKILLED LABOR COMPANY</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREATIVE SYSTEMS</td>
<td>HYDROSYSTEMS SOFTWARE</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRAFTS AMERICA</td>
<td>EXHIBITION</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRUSDY GROUP</td>
<td>MCKISSICK BLOCKS</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRUSE &amp; FERRY CONFERENCE SECRETARIAT</td>
<td>EXHIBITION</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYCNOUS INSTRUMENTS INC</td>
<td>ULTRASONIC THICKNESS TESTING</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURACAO DRYDOCK</td>
<td>DRYDOCKING</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAYTON W. FERSTEN</td>
<td>SHIPBOARD TESTING</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN DEERE</td>
<td>DIESEL ENGINES</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEL GADO</td>
<td>MARINE HYDRAULICS</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVLARESHIRE MARINE &amp; TOOL</td>
<td>VALVES, FITTINGS, EDUCATORS</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVERSIFIED EXHIBITIONS NAVARCHAL ARCHANG, MARINE ENG.</td>
<td>NAVARCHAL ARCHANG, MARINE ENG.</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUNLOP-BEAUFORT</td>
<td>INFLATABLE RAFTS</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUPONT ROPES</td>
<td>ROPES/CORDS</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRONIC INTERNATIONAL</td>
<td>MARINE SANITATION DEVICE</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS</td>
<td>NAVIGATION COMMUNICATIONS</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS TRACOR/MARCOW</td>
<td>NAVIGATION COMMUNICATIONS</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGINEERED DATA PRODUCTS</td>
<td>MARINE FURNITURE</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENVIRONMENT</td>
<td>MARINE SANITATION DEVICE</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDWIN INDUSTRIES</td>
<td>GRID COOLERS</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDGAR</td>
<td>BALLAST/TANK COATINGS</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDEKA CHEMICAL CO.</td>
<td>RUST PROTECTION</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVERUPURE</td>
<td>FILTER SYSTEMS</td>
<td>314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX STAR INTERNATIONAL</td>
<td>REVERSE OSMOSIS DESALINATORS</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. H. WERNERHOF</td>
<td>GRID COOLERS</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STACEY FETTERFORD</td>
<td>VALVES</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FISHERMAN'S WHOLESALE</td>
<td>MARINE EQUIPMENT</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEETGUARD</td>
<td>MARINE FILTRATION PRODUCTS</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF. FASMEYER GMBH &amp; CO.</td>
<td>SHIP &amp; BOAT YARD</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FURUNO</td>
<td>COMMERCIAL RADARS</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE FERRY</td>
<td>ELECTRICAL SHIPBOARD CABLES</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE NAVE &amp; SMALL STEAM TURBINE ENGINE</td>
<td>ENGINES</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENSTAR STONE</td>
<td>BALLAST CRETE</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIBBS &amp; COX</td>
<td>NAVAL ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HABROBRODUIER MARINE, OUTBOARD DRIVE PROPULSION SYSTEMS</td>
<td>HAYMAZ</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARGO 시행</td>
<td>HYDRAULIC PUMPS</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARBORMASTER MARINE, OUTBOARD DRIVE PROPULSION SYSTEMS</td>
<td>ON BOARD SIT KIT</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEPWORTH MARINE</td>
<td>WIPERS, PERISCOPE S, BLINDS</td>
<td>335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH HILLMAN BRASS &amp; COPPER</td>
<td>MARINE ALLOYS</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-MOM MILLER</td>
<td>MARINE GOVERNMENT</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYDRAESEÑOR</td>
<td>VALVES FITTINGS</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOH AERONAUTICAL</td>
<td>SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMO GEM SENSORS</td>
<td>INDICATORS</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERAN ELECTROPIDER</td>
<td>COMPUTER SYSTEMS</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVENTORY LOCATOR SERVICE</td>
<td>PART LOCATORS</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JASTRAS ENGINEERING</td>
<td>MARINE HYDRAULIC STEERING SYSTEMS</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEANIN WINCHES</td>
<td>WINCHES</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEIPROFT</td>
<td>SHIP BUILDING</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JERED BROWN BROTHERS</td>
<td>MARINE TOILETS</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIM'S PUMP</td>
<td>PUMP REPAIR</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The listings above are an editorial service provided for the convenience of our readers.
FOR SALE OR CHARTER
CARGO DECK BARGE

Barge Dimensions: Length 250 ft., Width 72 ft., Height 15 ft., 5 in.

Gross Registered Tonnage: 2238 ton

Maximum cargo capacity: 4550 ton

Location: Bourg Dry Dock, Bourg, LA

Availibility: Immediate

Contact: MARINE TOWING LTD.
169 Pope Road
Summerside, P.E.I., Canada, C1N 5C6
Phone: (902) 436-5967
Fax: (902) 436-6944

FOR SALE
Offshore Boat Company in South Texas - Docks, Warehouse w/3 furnishes offices, 10 ton Cherry picker, 2 trucks, Spare Parts, Tools etc., five Passenger/Supply Vessels USCG cert., 100-125', built 1978-1982

(512) 758-3673

MANNUFACTURER'S SALES AGENTS WANTED for complete line of lubricants/protectants, cleaners, degreasers, chemical cleaners, bactericides, cutting oils & forming compounds. Candidates should presently be in contact with shipyards, machine shops, vessel operators, and other heavy industries. Please call 1-800-942-5955.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE

JONES, BARDELMER & CO., LTD., the Nassau-based ocean bulk shipping consulting firm, requires a Senior Ocean Bulk Shipping Consultant age 28-40. Individual should have experience in ship operations and, particularly, performing economic studies and analyses relating to tanker and bulk carrier operations. Familiarity with shipping operations of leading shippers, data base, word processing and graphics software essential. Some experience or training as a shipbroker would be valuable. Also, while not requisite, ability to work in Spanish would be a plus. The firm has worked for over 325 international clients and presently serves on a continuing basis as shipping consultants and advisors to shippers, charterers and government entities outside the Bahamas. The person selected will be required to travel and meet with, assist and advise clients throughout the world in connection with plns, problems, and activities relating to shipping. Also, some travel for marketing purposes will be a collateral duty. Salary commensurate with education and experience. It is anticipated successful candidate, after a trial period, will be offered stock ownership in the firm. If you believe you are qualified, please write and give full details of your experience in dry bulk and/oil tanker shipping while in shore-side positions.

JONES, BARDELMER & CO., LTD.
P.O. Box N-7796, Nassau, Bahamas.

FOR SALE

20 ACRES OF SHIP CHANNEL LAND WITH CORP OF ENGINEER 404 PERMIT TO BUILD DOCK FACILITY AND DREDGE.

667 FEET OF SHIP CHANNEL FRONTAGE, (LOCATED ON CALCASIEU SHIP CHANNEL NEAR LAKE CHARLES, LOUISIANA) 18 MILES SOUTH OF INTERSTATE 10. THERE IS ALSO A NEW AIRPORT LOCATED 9 MILES FROM THIS SITE. ASKING PRICE $325,000. CALL (318) 762-4703, ASK FOR JOE DEVALL.

WORK-HORSE TANKS

FUEL/WATER/DEMIXERS

- Corrosion resistant
- Economical
- Portable

- 100 gallons to 1000 gallons
- 100 gallons to 1000 gallons

Aero Tec Laboratories Inc., P.O. Box 68, Larose, LA 70373

FOR SALE

Michael R. Kevough, CPC
AEROTECH LABORATORIES, INC.
P.O. Box 010990
Staten Island, N.Y. 10301-0006
Ph. (718) 979-6898 FAX (718) 667-8374

Recruitment & Personnel Consultants to the Marine Industry
SENIOR MARINE ENGINEER/NAVAL ARCHITECT

International shipping company located in New York City seeks an experienced senior level professional for its technical staff. Position requirements include a BS degree in Marine Engineering/Naval Architecture and a minimum of 8 years experience in various aspects of engineering development, analysis, and regulatory compliance. Practical onboard experience on VLCCs and large bulk carriers helpful.

For immediate consideration, please send resume including salary history to:
BOX RP-52, 71 Filth Avenue, New York, NY 10003
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

ZIDELL MARINE GROUP

I Water Transportation of General Cargo, Chemicals and Bulk Petroleum
I Sales, Charters and Brokerage of Marine Equipment and Vessels
I Vessel Design, Construction and Repair

3121 SW Moody Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97201
(503) 228-8691/(600) 547-9259
RCA Telex 283985/FAX: (503) 228-6750
Ask for Bill Gobel or Jack Breshears

ULTRASONIC THICKNESS TESTING CAN BE DONE ON DECKS, BULKHEADS, TANKS & HULL PLATES WITHOUT GRINDING SPOTS IN VALUABLE COATINGS!

• Coatings DO NOT have to be removed — measures only the metal thickness
• Do not have to destroy the integrity of perfectly good and costly coatings
• No costly coating repairs
• Saves time and money
• Available in a variety of hand held models
• Uses the multiple echo measuring technique

CYGNUS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
P.O. Box 3127
Annapolis, MD 21403
Tel.: 410-267-9771
Fax: 410-268-2013

DRYDOCK FOR SALE

Located on East Coast - Built Circa 1929 for Bethlehem Steel, Brooklyn, NY

Loa: 584'   Clear Width: 100'
Beam: 121'   Pontoon Depth: 14'
Construction: 5 Timber, 2 Steel Pontoons w/ continuous Steel Wingwall

For More Information, please call:
Mr. Rokosz
(718) 237-4040

KEEP IT COOL!

with

WALTER KEEL COOLERS

• Trouble-free cooling for propulsion and auxiliary engines, A/C, refrigeration and RSW systems since 1927!
• Closed circuit cooling eliminates raw-water pump headaches and clogged sea strainers!
• Premium 70/30 Cupronickel WALTER Turbo Tube; turbulizing action maximizes heat exchange!
• Streamlined, lightweight and demountable design conforms to hull curvature!

3 STYLES, 2 WITH ONLY 1 THRU-HULL FITTING

THE WALTER MACHINE CO., INC.
Tel: 201-656-5654  Fax: 201-656-6318
98 Cambridge Ave., Jersey City, NJ 07307

solidur

Dock Fender Facings

• Eases berthing—low friction
• Reduces wear—abrasion-resistant
• Protects docks—highest impact strength
• Unaffected by chemicals
• Non-pollutive—will not leak chemicals or splinter and break on impact
• Unaffected by marine organisms
• Will not rot—absorbs no water
• Easy installation—light-weight, custom design
• Cost-effective

Distributed by

BFGoodrich

Engineered Polymer Products
150 Division Drive
Wilmington, North Carolina 28401
919-251-8000
Fax: 800-835-2575

A business unit of BF Goodrich Aerospace

©1993 The BF Goodrich Company
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April, 1993
### June

**AD CLOSING May 7**

- **ANNUAL WORLD YEARBOOK ISSUE - 1993**
  - World's Largest Data-Filled Marine Industry Annual *

  **SPECIAL SECTION**
  **U.S. MARINE INDUSTRY GUIDE**

  * Maritime Reporter's 1992 World Yearbook was over 46% larger than the yearbook of the no. 2 magazine.

  **Largest Annual Issue - Largest Total Circulation - Best Advertising Results**

### July

**AD CLOSING June 4**

- **NAVAL TECHNOLOGY & SHIPBUILDING** *(Special Magazine Supplement)*
  - Featuring Current Fleet and Future Programs.

- **DIESEL REVIEW AND BUYERS GUIDE**
  - Full Data from the World's Leading Marine Diesel Manufacturers with tables listing all details from Model Numbers to H.P. Ranges.

- **MARINE FUELS, LUBRICANTS & ADDITIVES**

### Aug.

**AD CLOSING July 5**

- **ANNUAL NATIONAL WATERWAYS CONFERENCE EDITION**
  - Rivers, Coastal & Harbors Shallow-Draft Operations with full cooperation of NWC.

- **NWC - NATIONAL WATERWAYS CONFERENCE**
  - Annual Meeting Review Feature

- **AWO - AMERICAN WATERWAYS CONFERENCE**
  - Fall Convention & Directors Meeting

- **U.S. SMALL- & MEDIUM-SIZED YARD REVIEW**
  - Special Report on the Builders and Repairers serving the Inland, Coastal & Harbor Market

---

**Most Sales Leads For Advertisers**

Advertisers report MARITIME REPORTER produces more sales leads than any other marine magazine in the entire world . . . two times to five times more sales leads than the next nearest marine publication.

**The Best Circulation Produces The Best Results**
In Fuel and Lube Oil Treatment Systems, Freshwater Production and Central Cooling Systems... Alfa Laval designs, manufactures, installs and services the systems that serve your engine room.

Our Systems Approach ensures that each Alfa Laval component is specifically designed for its intended function. And to provide you with total quality assurance, each component is also precisely manufactured by Alfa Laval.

Low maintenance... automatic operation... minimum space requirements... and high operating efficiency are built into the heart of every Alfa Laval component. As always, Alfa Laval customers have access to complete technical support, training and worldwide 24-hour service.

Information on any of the components and systems shown above is available by circling the appropriate Reader Service Card Number next to the key...

OR contact:
Alfa Laval Marine & Power, 955 Meehans Road, Warminster, PA 18974-0556 USA. (215) 443-4000 (215) 957-4859 FAX.
Customers who know John Marra, IDB MOBILE’s Vice President of Maritime Services, know they won’t find John drinking coffee in his office or using voice mail to screen his calls.

John is an advocate for his customers. He listens to his clients and tailors services to meet their needs.

Two of the biggest industry problems were high INMARSAT prices and a lack of global INMARSAT coverage. IDB MOBILE responded by being the first provider to offer total global coverage and initiated the first significant price reduction on INMARSAT service in over ten years.

IDB MOBILE will soon offer the following services - all in response to requests from customers:

**IDB Mail**
Your messages will be transmitted via satellite up to 100 times faster than telex.

**Phone Programs**
IDB MOBILE offers 3 reliable, cost-efficient programs. One can be tailored to your needs.

**Departmental Billing**
Your monthly invoice can include detail by owner, operator, charterer or riding crew.

**Broadcast Services**
You can send your fleet a common message, update on-board files including personnel, payroll and spare parts.

**For More Information**
On how IDB MOBILE can tailor a program for you, contact:
John Marra at 908-431-2002
or IDB MOBILE at:
800-432-2376 Fax 202-973-5101
202-973-5100 Telex 7403050

Please visit us at OTC - Booth #3015 ASTROARENA